
MASTERS OF STEALTH: CRITIQUED MCAS 
This document contains all the Multiclass Archetypes that have been critiqued for the Masters of Stealth pdf, but were never added to the final document. These MCAs 
are in alphabetical order, and contain MCAs with Monk, Ninja, and Rogue as their primary class.  

 

ADEPT SCOUNDREL (Byrdology) 

 

Primary: Rogue. 

Secondary: Bard. 

Alignment: Any.  
Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The adept scoundrel selects three bard skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The adept scoundrel gains 

a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The adept scoundrel is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, short sword, and whip. 

An adept scoundrel is proficient with light armor, and with shields (except tower shields).  

Bardic Performance: At 2nd level, an adept scoundrel gains the bardic performance ability, and the following performances. This ability replaces evasion.  
Influence: At 2nd level, an adept scoundrel can use her performance to inspire courage in his allies (including himself), bolstering them against fear and improving 

their combat abilities. To be affected, an ally must be able to perceive the adept scoundrel’s  performance. An affected ally receives a +1 morale bonus on saving throws 

against charm and fear effects and a +1 competence bonus on attack and weapon damage rolls. At 6th level, and every six adept scoundrel levels thereafter, this bonus 
increases by +1, to a maximum of +4 at 18th level.  

Alternatively, an adept scoundrel can use her performance to demoralize enemies. Each enemy must make a Will save (DC 10 + 1/2 the scoundrel’s level + the adept 
scoundrel’s Charisma modifier) or become shaken for the duration of the performance, plus an additional number of rounds equal to 1/2 the adept scoundrel’s level 

once it has ended. Using this effect on the same creature only extends the duration and does not create a stronger fear condition. To be affected, an enemy must be 

within 30 feet and be able to perceive the adept scoundrel’s performance 
Influence can use audible or visual components. The adept scoundrel must choose which component to use and what effect to create when starting her performance. 

This performance replaces the rouge talent gained at 2nd level. 

Inspire Competence (Su): At 3rd level, an adept scoundrel gains the inspire competence bardic performance. This performance replaces trap sense.  
Dirge of Doom (Su): At 8th level, an adept scoundrel gains the dirge of doom bardic performance. This performance replaces the rouge talent gained at 8th level.  

Frightening Tune (Sp): At 14th level, an adept scoundrel gains the frightening tune bardic performance. This performance replaces the rouge talent gained at 14th 

level.  
Brilliant Performance: At 20th level, an adept scoundrel can use her performance to grant a number of allies with 30 feet equal to her Charisma modifier 

extraordinary inspiration. As long as the performance is maintained, whenever an ally makes an attack roll, ability check, or skill check, he rolls two d20s and takes the 

better result. Brilliant performance is a mind-effecting effect that relies on audible and visual components. This performance replaces the rogue talent gained at 20th 
level.  

Clever Opportunist (Ex): At 4th level, whenever an adept scoundrel is flanking an opponent, she can choose to gain a +2 flanking bonus on damage rolls against 

the opponent, or a +2 flanking bonus to her Armor Class against attacks made by the opponent, instead of the normal flanking bonus. Any ally participating in the 
flanking action also gains this bonus. This ability replaces uncanny dodge.  

Rogue Talents: This ability is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the adept scoundrel gains a rogue talent at 4th, 6th, 10th, 12th, 16th, and 

18th level.  
Skullduggery (Ex): At 5th level, an adept scoundrel becomes a master of deception and underhandedness and can take 10 on any Bluff, Disguise, Diplomacy, 

Escape Artist, Intimidate, Sense Motive, and Sleight of Hand skill checks that she has ranks in. An adept scoundrel can choose not to take 10 and can instead roll 

normally. In addition, once per day, the adept scoundrel can take 20 on any one of these skill checks as a standard action. She can use this ability one additional time per 
day for every six levels he possesses beyond 5th, to a maximum of three times per day at 17th level. This ability replaces sneak attack +3d6, +6d6, and +9d6. 

Improved Clever Opportunist (Ex): At 8th level, an adept scoundrel gains the flanking bonus granted by her clever opportunist ability when an opponent is 

threatened by an ally. An ally gains this bonus only when an adept scoundrel and the ally are flanking an opponent as normal. This ability replaces improved uncanny 
dodge.  

Advanced Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that an adept scoundrel adds the following rogue abilities to the list of advanced 

talents she may select: Evasion, Uncanny Dodge, and Improved Uncanny Dodge. An adept scoundrel must select uncanny dodge before selecting improved uncanny 
dodge. In the case of the Improved Evasion talent, the adept scoundrel must have evasion to select it.  
 

 

Table: Adept Scoundrel 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +0  Sneak attack +1d6, trapfinding 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +0 Bardic performance, influence +1 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +1 Sneak attack +2d6, inspire competence +2 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +1 Clever opportunist, rogue talent  
5th  +3  +1  +4 +1 Skullduggery 1/day 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +2 Influence +2, rogue talent  
7th  +5  +2  +5 +2 Sneak attack +3d6, inspire competence +3 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +2 Dirge of doom, improved clever opportunist 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +3 Sneak attack +4d6 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +3 Advanced talents, rogue talent 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +3 Inspire competence +4, skullduggery 2/day 
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +4 Influence +3, rogue talent 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +4 Sneak attack +5d6 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +4 Frightening tune 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +5 Sneak attack +6d6, inspire competence +5 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +5 Rogue talent 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +5 Skullduggery 3/day 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +6 Influence +4, rogue talent 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +6 Sneak attack +7d6, inspire competence +6  
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +6 Brilliant performance, master strike 
 



ARCANE SNEAK (Byrology) 
Arcane sneaks are stealthy rogues that have delved into the secrets of wizardly magic. Typically, their interest in the arcane arts began at an early age, with their 
curiosity forcing them to learn all they could in an effort to supplement their growing skills in legerdemain and skullduggery. Due to limited time and resources, arcane 

sneaks possess nowhere near the power of other wizards, though what few spells they do learn they have mastered. With their unique joining of spells from various 

schools and their innate stealth and secrecy, arcane sneaks are often sought by thief guilds as their mages, or as security officers by high ranking political leaders or 

nobility.  

Primary: Rogue. 

Secondary: Wizard. 
Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The arcane sneak selects three wizard skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills, one of which must be 
Spellcraft. The arcane sneak gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The arcane sneak is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. An 

arcane sneak is proficient with light armor, but not with shields. An arcane sneak can cast arcane spells while wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane 
spell failure chance. Like any other arcane spellcaster, an arcane sneak wearing medium armor, heavy armor, or using a shield incurs a chance of arcane spell failure if 

the spell in question has a somatic component. A multiclass arcane sneak still incurs the normal arcane spell failure chance for arcane spells received from other classes. 

Arcane School: At 1st level, an arcane sneak can choose to specialize in one school of magic, gaining additional spells and powers based on that school. Once this 
choice is made, it cannot be changed. An arcane sneak that does not select a school receives the universalist school instead. The arcane sneaks do not receive a school 

slot. This ability otherwise functions as the wizard’s arcane school ability.  

Mage Arcanum: An arcane sneak casts arcane spells drawn from the wizard’s spell list. An arcane sneak must choose and prepare her spells ahead of time. To learn, 
prepare, or cast a spell, the arcane sneak must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The save DC for a saving throw against an arcane sneak's 

spell is 10 + the spell level + the arcane sneak's Intelligence modifier. 

An arcane sneak can cast only a certain number of mage arcanum spells of each spell level per day. At 1st level, she can cast only cantrips recorded in her spellbook. 

At 3rd level, the arcane sneak can cast 1st-level spells recorded in her spellbook and each subsequent level of spells every three levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 

6th-level spells at 18th level.  

An arcane sneak of 1st level or higher can cast three cantrips per day. At 3rd level, an arcane sneak gains one spell slot for each level of spells she can cast, from 1st 
on up. Each day, an arcane sneak can prepare one spell recorded in her spellbook in that slot (see Sneak’s Spellbook). At 13th level, an arcane sneak can cast her 1st, 

2nd, and 3rd level spells twice per day. She must choose and prepare her spells ahead of time by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour studying her spellbook. 

While studying, the arcane sneak decides which spells to prepare. This ability replaces trapfinding, the rogue talents gained at 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th, and 20th level, and 
master strike.  

Sneak’s Spellbook: An arcane sneak’s spellbook is far smaller and more compact that other wizards, due to her need to remain quick on her feet and unencumbered. 

An arcane sneak can only learn a certain number of spells, due to the limited size of the spellbook she is willing to carry. Thus, to give herself the greatest advantage in 
her arcane endeavors, she has incorporated a concise, secretive form of shorthand into her arcane writings. Creatures take a –4 penalty on skill checks involving the 

arcane sneak's spellbook. The arcane sneak’s spells (including cantrips) take only half a page per level of the spell to write in her spellbook. At 1st level, a arcane sneak 

begins play with four cantrips or 0-level wizard spells of her choice (except those from her opposition schools, if any; see Arcane School) plus detect magic and read 
magic. At 3rd level, an arcane sneak gains three 1st-level spells of her choice (except opposition school spells) and adds them to her spellbook. Every three levels 

beyond 3rd, an arcane sneak gains two new spells of any spell level or levels that she can cast for her spellbook, up to 6th-level spells.  

A sneak’s spellbook can contain no more than 40 pages, and only one such spellbook can be owned by the arcane sneak at a time. If the arcane sneak desires a 
different compliment of spells, she can create a new spellbook at the normal cost, but she must then discard or destroy the old one. Spells gained through level 

advancement, as well as any additional spells may be learned from another arcane sneak’s or wizards’ spellbook. An arcane sneak may learn opposition school spells 

only from another spellbook.  

Sneak Attack: This is exactly like the rogues ability of the same name, except that the arcane sneak’s extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level and increases by 1d6 at 4th 

level and every three levels thereafter.  

Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the arcane sneak gains one rogue talent at 2nd level and an additional rogue talent 
every four levels thereafter. Alternatively, whenever an arcane sneak could select a rogue talent, she can choose a metamagic feat, item creation feat, or the Spell 

Mastery feat instead.  

Sneakstrike (Su): At 2nd level, whenever an arcane sneak casts a spell with a range of “touch”, she can deliver the spell as part of her sneak attack with a melee 
weapon. This ability otherwise functions as the magus’s spellstrike ability. This ability replaces trap sense. 

School Spells: At 4th level and every three levels thereafter, an arcane sneak can choose one arcane school spell of a level she can cast and add it to her spellbook. 

This ability replaces sneak attack +2d6, +4d6, +6d6, and +8d6.  
School Powers: At 5th level, an arcane sneak gains her first school power, as listed in her arcane school, and each subsequent power at 11th level and 17th level. 

This ability replaces evasion, uncanny dodge, and improved uncanny dodge.  
Advanced Talents: At 10th level, an arcane sneak can choose advanced rogue talents whenever she could choose a rogue talent, or when she selects the Extra Rogue 

Talent feat. The arcane sneak adds the following rogue abilities to the list of advanced talents she may select: Evasion, Uncanny Dodge, and Improved Uncanny Dodge. 

An arcane sneak must select uncanny dodge before selecting improved uncanny dodge. In the case of the Improved Evasion talent, the stealth mage must have evasion 
to select it. An arcane sneak treats her level as her rogue level for the purpose of qualifying for talents with level-dependent requirements and calculating the effects of 

any talent or rogue ability she's chosen. 

 
Swap Table  

Trap sense = Sneakstrike  

Trapfinding = School arcanum (cantrips)  
Evasion = School power (1st)  

Uncanny dodge = School power (2nd)  

Improved uncanny dodge = School power (3rd)  
Rogue talents (4/8/12/16/20) + master strike = Mage arcanum (1-6)  

Sneak attack (2d6/4d6/6d6/8d6) = School spells 

 

Table: Arcane Sneak 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Arcane school, mage arcanum (cantrips), sneak attack +1d6 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Rogue talent, sneakstrike 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Mage arcanum 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 School spell (1st), sneak attack +2d6 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 School power 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Mage arcanum, rogue talent 



7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 School spell (2nd)  
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Sneak attack +3d6 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Mage arcanum 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Advanced talents, rogue talent, school spell (3rd) 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 School power 
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +8 Mage arcanum, sneak attack +4d6 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 School spell (4th)  
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Rogue talent 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Mage arcanum  
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 School spell (5th), sneak attack +5d6 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 School power 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +11 Mage arcanum, rogue talent 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +11 School spell (6th)  
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Sneak attack +6d6 
 
  



ASTUTE PHYSICIAN (Tyrannical)  
While some who follow the ways of science feel called towards the roles of alchemists and investigators, some feel compelled to practice medicine, surgery and first 
aid. Through rigorous studying of medical treatments, astute physicians are as capable as paladins in terms of their curative abilities, and can evaluate situations with a 

keen and practiced mind in many emergencies. Not to be underestimated in the heat of battle, the astute physician’s knowledge of anatomy and medicine can be a 

deadly tool when used offensively. 

Primary Class: Investigator. 

Secondary Class: Paladin.  

Alignment: Any nonevil.  
Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The astute physician selects three paladin skills to add to his class skills, in addition to the normal alchemist class skills. The astute 

physician gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The astute physician is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the dart gun, hand crossbow, sap, sawtooth sabre, short sword, 

switchblade, and sword cane. He is also proficient with light and medium armor, but not with shields. 

Alchemy: This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that the astute physician imbues his extracts with a touch of the divine. In addition, 
the astute physician adds the following paladin spells to his list of extracts at the indicated formulae levels: 1st–bless water, bless weapon, compel hostility, create 

water, deathwatch, detect poison, enhance water, knight’s calling, sanctify corpse, shield of fortification, virtue; 2nd–abeyance, blessing of courage and life, corruption 

resistance, honeyed tongue, paladin's sacrifice, veil of positive energy; 3rd–dispel magic, life shield, remove curse, remove paralysis, resilient reservoir, righteous 
vigor, sacred bond, shield of fortification (greater), vestment of the champion; 5th–cleanse, breath of life, crusader’s edge, life bubble; 6th–bestow grace of the 

champion, king’s castle, restoration (greater), sacrificial oath.  

First Aid (Ex): An astute physician is beyond knowledgeable and skilled in the art of medicine, possessing a broad understanding of anatomy, surgery, and healing 
that far surpasses the abilities of others. An astute physician typically uses these powers to aid those who are injured, whether friend or foe, but can also use these 

flashes of insight to better understand their physical conditions.  

An astute physician has the ability to augment condition, healing, and injury-related skill checks and ability checks through his brilliant comprehension of physiology 

and anatomy. The astute physician has a first aid pool equal to 1/2 his astute physician level + his Intelligence modifier (minimum 1). An astute physician's first aid 

pool refreshes each day, typically after he gets a restful night's sleep. As a free action, he can expend one use of first aid from his pool to add 1d6 to the result of that 

check, including any on which he takes 10 or 20. This choice is made after the check is rolled and before the results are revealed. An astute physician can only use first 
aid once per check or roll. The astute physician can use first aid on any Heal, Knowledge (nature), or Survival skill checks without expending a use of first aid, provided 

he's trained in the skill. 

First aid can also be used on nonlethal attack rolls and saving throws against physical injuries and conditions, at the cost of expending two uses of first aid each time 
from the astute physician's pool. In the case of saving throws, using first aid is an immediate action rather than a free action. This ability replaces inspiration. 

Infused Curative (Su): Starting at 1st level, an astute physician can channel stored alchemical energy into healing extracts that he did not prepare ahead of time. The 

astute physician can “lose” any prepared extract in order to create any cure extract of the same formulae level or lower (a cure extract is any extract with “cure” in its 
name). Creating these “cure” extracts requires 1 minute or work as normal. In addition, any “cure” extract prepared by the astute physician is considered to be created 

using the infusion discovery. This ability replaces trapfinding.  

Contamination Resistance: This is exactly like the investigator’s poison resistance ability, except that its effect also applies to diseases. At 8th, as long as the astute 
physician has a point left in his first aid pool, he may grant a +4 alchemical bonus on saving throws against poison and disease to all allies within 10 feet. This ability 

functions only while the astute physician is conscious, not if he is unconscious or dead. This ability replaces poison resistance. 

Anesthetics (Ex): At 3rd level, an astute physician learns how to supplement uses of the Heal skill with pain-killing drugs. He gains Skill Focus (Heal) as a bonus 
feat. Any use of the Heal skill that has a risk of harming the patient (such as extracting a barb) only deals the minimum damage when performed by an astute physician. 

This ability and remedy replace trap sense.  

Investigator Talent: This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that the astute physician may also select from the following new 

investigator talents, restricted to the Astute Physician multiclass archetype. Unless otherwise noted, each investigator talent can only be selected once.  

Alchemist Discovery: The astute physician may choose the following discoveries: alchemical zombie, combine extracts, dilution, elixir of life, enhance potion, 

eternal potion, extend potion, healing touch, infusion, mummification, preserve organs, spontaneous healing. These replace the normal alchemist discoveries that can be 
selected by the investigator.  

Post-Mortem Research (Ex): The astute physician adds blood-biography, gentle repose and speak with dead to his list of 2nd–level formulae. He also gains a +5 

competence bonus to all Heal and Knowledge checks made to determine a creature’s cause of death. 
Rogue Talent: The astute physician may choose the following rogue talents: assault leader, black market connections, canny observer, charmer, coax information, 

combat swipe, deft palm, disease use, follow clues, guileful polyglot, grit, hard to fool, hold breath, honeyed words, iron guts, major magic, minor magic, peerless 

maneuver, philologist, rapid boost, resilience, scavenger, stand up, strong stroke. These replace the normal rogue talents that can be selected by the investigator. 
Steady Hands (Ex): The astute physician can spend 1 point from his first aid pool to augment the result of any Disable Device, Escape Artist, Sleight of Hand, or Use 

Magic Device skill check. 
Surgical Precision (Ex): While making an attack using a light or one handed weapon that deals piercing or slashing damage (such as daggers), the astute physician 

can inflict normal lethal damage when using his medical intervention ability. He can also use his first aid to augment an attack roll when using surgical precision.  

Therapist (Ex): The astute physician can spend 1 point from his first aid pool to augment the result of any Diplomacy, Knowledge, or Sense Motive skill check. 
Any talent that would affect an investigator’s inspiration, studied combat, or studied strike abilities instead apply to the astute physician’s first aid, medical 

examination, and medical intervention abilities respectively. The astute physician does not gain any additional skills added to the inspiration ability through a talent.  

Pharmaceuticals (Ex): At 3rd level, an astute physician gains the Brew Potion and Craft Pharmaceutical item crafting feats as bonus feats, even if he does not meet 
the prerequisites. This ability replaces keen recollection. 

Medical Examination (Ex): With a keen eye and calculating mind, an astute physician can assess the physiology of his opponents and allies alike. At 4th level, an 

astute astute physician can use a move action to examine a single enemy or ally that he can see. Upon doing so, he adds 1/2 his astute physician level as an insight 
bonus on melee attack rolls and as a bonus on damage rolls against enemies, and 1/2 his astute physician level as an insight bonus when using the aid another action 

with allies. This effect lasts for a number of rounds equal to her Intelligence modifier (minimum 1) or until she deals or heals damage with medical intervention, 

whichever comes first. This bonus on damage rolls is considered precision damage, and is not multiplied on a critical hit. 
An astute physician can only have one target of medical examination at a time, and once a creature has become the target of an astute physician's medical 

examination, he cannot become the target again for 24 hours unless the astute physician expends one use of first aid when taking the move action to use this 

ability. This ability replaces studied combat. 
Medical Intervention (Ex): At 4th level, an astute physician can choose to make a medical intervention against the target of his medical examination as a free 

action, upon successfully hitting an examined enemy with a melee attack, to deal additional nonlethal damage. The damage is 1d6 at 4th level, and increases by 1d6 for 

every 2 levels thereafter (to a maximum of 9d6 at 20th level). The damage of medical intervention is precision damage and is not multiplied on a critical hit; creatures 
that are immune to sneak attacks are also immune to medical intervention. 

The astute physician must be able to see the target well enough to pick out a vital spot and must be able to reach such a spot. An astute physician cannot use medical 

intervention against a creature with concealment.  
If the target of the astute physician's medical examination is an ally, she can instead heal an additional 1d6 of damage as part of an aid another action that does not 

provoke attacks of opportunity. The amount of damage healed increases by 1d6 for every 2 levels thereafter (to a maximum of 9d6 at 20th level). This ability replaces 

studied strike. 



Swift Aid (Ex): At 4th level, an astute physician can create alchemical items with astounding speed. It takes an astute physician half the normal amount of time to 

create alchemical items. He also gains Swift Aid as a bonus feat. 
Remedy (Ex): At 6th level, and every three levels thereafter (9th, 12th, and so on), an astute physician learns how to treat conditions through medical means. 

Whenever the astute physician uses medical intervention to heal damage to one target, the target also receives the additional effects from all of the remedies possessed 

by the astute physician. Remedies can remove a condition caused by a curse, disease, or poison without curing the affliction. Such conditions return after 1 hour unless 

the remedy actually removes the affliction that causes the condition. 

At 6th level, the astute physician can select from the following initial remedies. 

 Bleeding: The target is no longer bleeding.  
 Fatigued: The target is no longer fatigued.  

 Sickened: The target is no longer sickened. 

At 9th level, an astute physician adds the following remedies to the list of those that can be selected. 
 Dazed: The target is no longer dazed.  

 Diseased: The astute physician’s medical intervention ability also acts as remove disease, using the astute physician’s level as the caster level.  

 Staggered: The target is no longer staggered, unless the target is at exactly 0 hit points. 
At 12th level, an astute physician adds the following remedies to the list of those that can be selected. 

 Addicted: The target is no longer addicted to a singular drug or substance.  

 Exhausted: The target is no longer exhausted. The astute physician must have the fatigue remedy before selecting this remedy.  
 Nauseated: The target is no longer nauseated. The astute physician must have the sickened remedy before selecting this remedy.  

 Poisoned: The astute physician's medical intervention ability also acts as neutralize poison, using the astute physician's level as the caster level. 

At 15th level, an astute physician adds the following remedies to the list of those that can be selected. 
 Blinded: The target is no longer blinded.  

 Deafened: The target is no longer deafened.  

 Disabled: The target is no longer disabled. 

 Paralyzed: The target is no longer paralyzed.  

 Stunned: The target is no longer stunned.  

True First Aid (Ex): At 20th level, an astute physician becomes an expert in the field of medicine. He instead adds 2d6 rather than 1d6 to the result of his skill 
checks augmented by first aid. 

In addition, an astute physician may spend a point from his first aid pool to deliver any beneficial extract to an ally when using his medical intervention ability as the 
touch injection spell. If an ally is healed to full health (maximum hit points) when using medical intervention, half of any of the points of healing that would be wasted 

are instead gained by the ally as temporary hit points. This ability replaces true inspiration 

 

Table: Astute Physician 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will  Extracts per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
1st  +0  +2  +0 +2 Alchemy, first aid, infused curative   1  —  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +3  +0 +3 Contamination resistance +2, poison lore    2  —  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +3  +1 +3 Anesthetics, investigator talent, pharmaceuticals    3  —  —  —  —   — 
4th  +3  +4  +1 +4 Medical examination, medical intervention +1d6, swift aid   3   1  —  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +4  +1 +4 Contamination resistance +4, investigator’s talent   4   2  —  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +5  +2 +5 Medical intervention +2d6, remedy   4   3  —  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +5  +2 +5 Investigator’s talent   4   3   1  —  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +6  +2 +6 Contamination resistance +6, medical intervention +3d6   4   4   2  —  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +6  +3 +6 Investigator’s talent, remedy   5   4   3  —  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +7  +3 +7 Medical intervention +4d6   5   4   3   1  —  — 
11th  +8/+3  +7  +3 +7 Contamination immunity, investigator’s talent   5   4   4   2  —  — 
12th  +9/+4  +8  +4 +8 Medical intervention +5d6, remedy   5   5   4   3  —  — 
13th  +9/+4  +8  +4 +8 Investigator’s talent   5   5   4   3   1  — 
14th  +10/+5  +9  +4 +9 Medical intervention +6d6   5   5   4   4   2  — 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9  +5 +9 Investigator’s talent, remedy   5   5   5   4   3  — 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +5 +10 Medical intervention +7d6   5   5   5   4   3   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +5 +10 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   4   4   2 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +11  +6 +11 Medical intervention +8d6, remedy   5   5   5   5   4   3 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +11  +6 +11 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   5   5   4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12  +6 +12 True first aid, medical intervention +9d6   5   5   5   5   5   5 
 

  



BLACK NOKIZARU (Taco Man) 
Through the union of stealth and witch magic, a unique brand of assassin has emerged from the dark of night. Ritualistically bonded to a spirit that is sealed within a 
mystical blade, black nokizaru combine ki and dark magicks to silence her foes and inflict deadly wounds with disturbing precision. These enigmatic assailants are a 

force to be reckoned with, for those they fail to slay are often left with cruel curses and horrific wounds. 

Primary: Ninja.  

Secondary: Witch. 

Alignment: Any.  

Hit Dice: d8.  
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The black nokizaru may select three witch skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal ninja class skills. The black nokizaru 

gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier.  

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The black nokizaru is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the kama, katana, kusarigama, sai, nunchaku, shortbow, short 
sword, shuriken, siangham, and wakizashi. The black nokizaru is not proficient with light armor, but not with any type of shield. Like other spellcasters, medium or 

heavy armor interferes with the black nokizaru's gestures, which can cause her spells with somatic components to fail. 

Athame Bond (Su): At 1st level, a black nokizaru forms a close bond with a weapon called an athame, and begins play with one at no cost. An athame acquired at 
1st level is not made of any special material, and must be one of the following weapons: dagger, dagger (punching), kama, katana, sai, short sword, sickle, wakizashi. 

An athame is a sentient weapon that, like a witch’s familiar, teaches her magic and helps to guide her along her path. An athame also aids a black nokizaru by granting 

her skill bonuses, additional spells, and help with some types of magic. This functions like the witch’s familiar class feature, except as noted below.  
A black nokizaru selects one type of familiar (a badger, rat, etc.), and once chosen, it cannot be changed. The athame grants the same skill bonus as the chosen 

familiar. The athame has the Intelligence and special abilities of a familiar of the black norizaru’s level. However, the athame loses the improved evasion, share spells, 

and deliver touch spells abilities, and gains the following abilities instead.  
Spellhex Strike (Su): If a black nokizaru is 3rd level or higher, her athame can be used to deliver touch spells or hexes for her. Whenever a black nokizaru casts a 

spell with a range of “touch” from the black nokizaru spell list, or uses a hex, she can deliver the spell through her athame that she wielding as part of a melee attack. 

Instead of the free melee touch attack normally allowed to deliver the spell, or the standard action to deliver a hex, a black nokizaru can make one free melee attack with 

her athame (at her highest base attack bonus) as part of casting the spell or using the hex. If successful, this melee attack deals its normal damage as well as the effects 

of the spell or hex. This attack uses the weapon’s critical range (20, 19–20, or 18–20 and modified by the keen weapon property or similar effects), but the spell effect 

only deals ×2 damage on a successful critical hit, while the weapon damage uses its own critical modifier. 
All other special abilities granted to a familiar instead function for the athame. 

A black nokizaru must commune with her athame each day to prepare her spells. Athames store all of the spells that a black nokizaru knows, and a black nokizaru 

cannot prepare a spell that is not stored by her athame. At 4th level, a black nokizaru’s athame begins storing three 1st level spells of the black nokizaru’s choice. The 
black nokizaru also selects a number of additional 1st-level spells equal to her Intelligence modifier to store in her athame. At each new black nokizaru level, she adds 

two new spells of any spell level or levels that she can cast (based on her new black nokizaru level) to her athame. A black nokizaru can also add additional spells to her 

athame through a special ritual. 
An athame can be used once per day to cast any one spell that the black norizaru has stored in her athame and is capable of casting, even if the spell is not prepared. 

This spell is treated like any other spell cast by the black norizaru, including casting time, duration, and other effects dependent on the black norizaru's level. This spell 

cannot be modified by metamagic feats or other abilities. The athame cannot be used to cast spells that are not on the black norizaru’s spell list. 
A black norizaru can add additional magic abilities to hers athame as if she has the required Item Creation Feats and if she meets the level prerequisites of the feat. 

For example, a black norizaru with a bonded dagger athame must be at least 5th level to add magic abilities to the dagger (see Craft Magic Arms and Armor feat. The 

magic properties of an athame, including any magic abilities added to the athame, only function for the black norizaru who owns it. If an athame's owner dies, or the 
weapon is replaced, the object reverts to being an ordinary masterwork weapon of the appropriate type. 

If an athame is damaged, it is restored to full hit points the next time the black norizaru prepares her spells. If the athame is lost or destroyed, it can be replaced after 

1 week in a special ritual that costs 200 gp per black norizaru level plus the cost of the masterwork item. This ritual takes 8 hours to complete. Items replaced in this 

way do not possess any of the additional enchantments of the previous bonded athame. A black norizaru can designate an existing magic weapon as his bonded athame. 

This functions in the same way as replacing a lost or destroyed athame except that the new magic item retains its abilities while gaining the benefits and drawbacks of 

becoming a bonded athame. 
This ability replaces poison use and no trace.  

Patron Spells: At 1st level, when a black nokizaru gains her athame, she must also select a patron. This patron is a vague and mysterious force, granting the black 

nokizaru power for reasons that she might not entirely understand. While these forces need not be named, they typically hold influence over one of the following forces.  
At 4th level, and every three levels thereafter, a black nokizaru’s patron adds new spells to a black nokizaru’s list of spells known, up to her fourth patron spell at 

13th level. These spells are also automatically added to the list of spells stored by the athame. The spells gained depend upon the patron chosen. Each patron is listed by 

its theme. Its actual name is up to the GM and the black nokizaru to decide. This ability and spellcasting replace uncanny dodge, light steps, and improved uncanny 
dodge.  

Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that this extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increase by 1d6 at 3rd, 7th, 9th, 13th, 
15th, and 19th level.   

Ninja Tricks: This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name. In addition, whenever the black nokizaru could choose a ninja trick, she can select a witch’s hex 

instead. A black nokizaru’s level is equal to her witch level for the purpose of qualifying for and using hexes.  
Ki Athame (Su): At 5th level, a black nokizaru can expend 1 point from her ki pool as a swift action to grant her athame she is holding a +1 enhancement bonus for 

1 minute. For every ki point the black nokizaru expends, the athame gains another +1 enhancement bonus, to a maximum of +5. These bonuses can be added to the 

athame, stacking with existing weapon enhancement to a maximum of +5. Multiple uses of this ability do not stack with themselves. This ability replaces sneak attack 
+3d6. 

Spellcasting: Beginning at 4th level, a black nokizaru gains the ability to cast a small number of arcane spells, which are drawn from the black nokizaru spell list. A 

black nokizaru must choose and prepare his spells in advance. 
To prepare or cast a spell, a black nokizaru must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against a 

black nokizaru's spell is 10 + the spell level + the black nokizaru's Intelligence modifier. 

Like other spellcasters, a black nokizaru can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Black 
Nokizaru. In addition, she receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Intelligence score. When Table: Black Nokizaru indicates that the black nokizaru gets 0 spells 

per day of a given spell level, she gains only the bonus spells she would be entitled to based on her intelligence score for that spell level. 

A black nokizaru may know any number of spells. She must choose and prepare her spells ahead of time by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour communing 
with her athame. While communing, the black nokizaru decides which spells to prepare. 

Through 3rd level, a black nokizaru has no caster level. At 4th level and higher, her caster level is equal to her black nokizaru level –3.  

Masters Tricks: This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name. In addition, whenever the black nokizaru could choose a ninja trick, she can select a major 
hex instead. 

Athame Parry (Su): At 11th level, when an enemy makes a melee attack roll against the black nokizaru, as an immediate action the black nokizaru can end her ki 

athame duration to gain a deflection bonus to her Armor Class until the end of her next turn. This bonus is equal to the number of ki points expended to enhance the 
athame (maximum +5). This ability replaces sneak attack 5d6.  

Throw Athame (Su): At 17th level, as a standard action, a black nokizaru can throw her athame up to 60 feet as a ranged attack (no range penalty). If the athame 

misses, it returns automatically to the black nokizaru’s hand just before her next turn. If the athame hits, it deals damage and it immediately returns to the black 



nokizaru; the black nokizaru can choose to spend up to 2 points from her ki pool to increase the thrown athame’s damage by +1d6 for each point spent. This ability 

replaces sneak attack 8d6. 
Grand Hex: At 20th level, a black nokizaru may select one of the following grand hexes: curse of nonviolence, death curse, dire prophecy, eternal slumber, or the 

new sudden wound grand hex. This ability replaces hidden master.  

 

 

NEW NINJA TRICKS  

The following new ninja tricks may be chosen by any character with the ninja trick class feature and compliment the Nightshade Warlock or Black Nokizaru multiclass 
archetype.  

Accomplice Clone (Su): The ninja may, while within 5 feet of their familiar, physically transform their familiar into their likeness, instantaneously. The familiar loses 

any forms of movement the ninja does not have. The familiar gains any forms of movement the ninja has, and the ninja's speed. The familiar's Strength, Constitution, 
and Dexterity become equal to the ninja's while in this form. While in this form, the familiar functions as a ninja, with access to the same combat feats, ninja tricks, and 

rogue talents as the familiar's master. This trick costs 2 ki points from the familiar's ki pool per round to maintain. The ninja must have a familiar with a ki pool to select 

this trick.  
Eldritch Weapon (Su): The ninja can spend 1 point from her ki pool as a swift action to transforms her weapon into a weapon of pure magical energy for 1 minute per 

ninja class level. She can cause it to adopt a new form suitable to the opponent at hand. The weapon retains any magical qualities it had in its normal form. The ninja 

can choose to return it to its normal form before that time. The weapon can become any weapon that is the same size or one category larger or smaller than its base 
form. The ninja gains proficiency with that specific weapon during that time. A ninja can transform the weapon into a ranged weapon, but she must supply ammunition 

as normal. 

Familiar Shift (Su): If the ninja's familiar is more than 5 feet from the ninja, she may expend one ki point to switch places with her familiar. This counts as a 5-foot 
step. The ninja must have the familiar or witch’s familiar class feature to select this trick.  

Hex Bomb: Opponents caught within a ninja's smoke bomb are afflicted by one hex the ninja can use. The effects of the hex ends once the smoke bomb has 

dissipated. The ninja must have the smoke bomb ninja trick and know at least one hex before selecting this trick. 

Ki Exchange: The ninja and her familiar may transfer ki points between themselves as a free action. The ninja must have a familiar with a ki pool to select this trick. 

Weapon Knowledge (Su): The ninja forms a much closer relationship with his weapon. The power turns her weapon almost into an extension of his body. The ninja 

can spend 1 point from her ki pool as a swift action to reach out into the history of the weapon to learn its secrets, casting her mind back through time and space. For a 
moment, she literally embodies the weapon’s history and use. Consequently, the ninja gains the use of one feat of her choice that directly improves her use of the 

weapon, such as Weapon Focus or Improved Critical. The feat remains with her for one minute per ninja class level. The ninja must meet all of the feat’s prerequisites 

to gain it; a ninja with the athame bond ability uses her ninja class level in place of her base attack bonus. 
Weapon Surge (Su): A ninja can transform her weapon into a glittering weapon of pure energy by channeling her ki directly into it. The ninja can expend 1 point 

from her ki pool to increase her weapon’s enhancement bonus on attacks and damage by +1. The ninja can expend additional ki points to increase this bonus (maximum 

+5). This bonus can improve the weapon’s enhancement bonus on attack rolls and damage rolls, or it can be spent on weapon special abilities that are expressed as an 
enhancement bonus. This bonus lasts for 1 minute per ninja class level, and the ninja can only expend ki points once in this manner at a time. If a ninja activates this 

ability while a previous use of it is still in effect, the new bonus replaces the old one—it does not stack. The ninja must be at least 6th level to select this trick.  

 
 

NEW MASTER TRICKS  

The following new master tricks may be chosen by any character with the master tricks class feature and compliment the Nightshade Warlock or Black Nokizaru 
multiclass archetype.  

Spell Change (Su): A ninja can expend 1 ki point can spontaneously convert any prepared spell spell into any other spell she knows; the desired spell must be of the 

same school and the same level or lower than the prepared spell. The ninja must be at least 12th level and be able to cast prepared spells to select this master trick.   

 

 

NEW GRAND HEXES  

The following new grand hexes may be chosen by any character with the grand hex class feature and compliment the Nightshade Warlock or Black Nokizaru multiclass 
archetype. 

Sudden Wound: As a move action, the witch may select one target she has dealt damage to within the last minute. This target is then subject to a sneak attack that 

deals +2d6 damage. This stacks with the sneak attack class feature. In addition, this sneak attack can be modified by up to three ninja tricks or rogue talents (bleeding 
attack, ki block, pressure points, etc.). The witch must have the sneak attack class feature to select this grand hex.  

 
 

BLACK NOKIZARU SPELL LIST 
Black nokizarus gain access to the following spells.  

1st-Level Black Nokizaru Spells—air bubble, beguiling gift, blend, bungle, burning hands, charm person, chill touch, detect secret doors, force quiet, 
frostbite, fumbletongue, hexward, hypnotism, icicle dagger, ill omen, karmic blessing, mask dweomer, mudball, negative reaction, obscuring mist, shadow weapon, 

sleep, theft ward, unerring weapon, unprepared combatant, unseen servant, urban grace.  

2nd-Level Black Nokizaru Spells—alter self, augury, bestow insight, blindness/deafness, daze monster, delay pain, delay poison, detect thoughts, glide, 
glitterdust, haunting mist, hidden speech, hold person, levitate, perceive cues, sickening strikes,  spectral hand, steal breath, touch of idiocy.  

3rd-Level Black Nokizaru Spells—accursed glare, arcane sight, armor lock, bestow curse, charm monster, confusion, countless eyes, deep slumber, dispel 
magic, harrowing, healing thief, improve trap, ki leech, locate object, locate weakness, shadow step, share sense, spit venom, water walk, witness.  

4th-Level Black Nokizaru Spells—break enchantment, cloak of dreams, curse of magic negation, damnation stride, debilitating portent, dimension door, 
divination, dust form, eyebite, hostile juxtaposition, legend lore, major curse, mind fog, siphon magic, unconscious agenda.   

 

SWAPS 

Poison Use + No trace = Athame bond 

Sneak attack 2d6 = Ki athame 

Uncanny Dodge, Light steps, Improved uncanny dodge = 1/2 casting + patron spells 
Ninja tricks = Hex in place of trick 

Sneak attack 5d6 = Athame parry 

Master tricks = Major hex in place of tricks  
Sneak attack 8d6 = Throw athame 

Hidden master = Grand hex 

 

Table: Black Nokizaru 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 



Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2 Athame bond, patron spell, sneak attack +1d6  —  —  —  —  
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3 Ki pool, ninja trick  —  —  —  —  
3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3 Sneak attack +2d6  —  —  —  —  
4th  +3  +1  +4  +4 Ninja trick   0  —  —  —  
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4 Ki athame   1  —  —  —  
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5 Ninja trick   1  —  —  —  
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5 Sneak attack +3d6   1   0  —  —  
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6 Ninja trick   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6 Sneak attack +4d6   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7 Master tricks, ninja trick   2   1   0  —  
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7 Athame parry   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8 Ninja trick   2   2   1  —  
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8 Sneak attack +5d6   3   2   1   0 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9 Ninja trick   3   2   1   1  
15th  +11/+6/+1 +5  +9  +9 Sneak attack +6d6   3   2   2   1  
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Ninja trick   3   3   2   1  
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Throw athame    4   3   2   1  
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11  +11 Ninja trick   4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11  +11 Sneak attack +7d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Grand hex, ninja trick   4   4   3   3 
 

 

 

 



BLACKPOWDER ASSASSIN (Alfray Stryke) 
Some ninjas choose to deviate from the path of silent assassin to explore the practice of mixing firearms with their deadly skills. In doing so, blackpowder assassins 
learn an impressive range of combat arts to ensure they have an upper hand at all times. The more traditional ninjutsu orders will abandon those who are tempted by the 

allure of firearms, leading those who aim to combine these skills to do so single-handedly or to be taught by a master. Capable of arming herself in the blink of an eye 

with almost supernatural awareness and speed, the blackpowder assassin appears to react to threats before combat even starts. 

Primary Class: Ninja.  

Secondary Class: Gunslinger.  

Alignment: Any; although blackpowder assassins tend to be chaotic.  
Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The blackpowder assassin may select three gunslinger skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal ninja class skills. The 

blackpowder assassin gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The blackpowder assassin is proficient with all simple weapons, one-handed firearms, plus the kama, katana, kusarigama, 

nunchaku, sai, shortbow, short sword, shuriken, siangham, and wakizashi. The blackpowder assassin must take Exotic Weapon Proficiency (firearms) to gain 

proficiency with two-handed firearms and firearm siege engines. The blackpowder assassin is proficient with light armor, but not with shields. 
Gunsmith (Ex): At 1st level, a blackpowder assassin gains the gunslinger’s gunsmith ability and must select a when she chooses her battered firearm at 1st level. 

This replaces poison use. 

Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that a blackpowder assassin's extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level and increases by 1d6 
every three levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 7d6 at 19th level. 

Ninja Trick: This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that the blackpowder assassin gains a ninja trick at 2nd level and every three levels 

thereafter. A blackpowder assassin cannot select any ninja tricks that use poison, unless she gains the poison use ability from another class. 
The blackpowder assassin also gains access to the following new tricks: 

Ki Bullets (Su): By performing a 1 hour ritual, a blackpowder assassin may infuse ammunition with her supernatural focus by carving a unique rune into her bullets. 

She may combine a firearm bullet and a dose of black powder into a ki bullet. A ki bullet is treated as a suitable alchemical or metal cartridge for her firearm. A ki bullet 

lasts for 24 hours, or until it hits a target, before it crumbles into dust. As part of the ritual she may also expend a number of focus points equal to the number of ki 

bullets created, these bullets automatically apply the focus shot deed to any attacks made with them. This ritual may create a number of ki bullets up to 3 + her Charisma 

modifier and may be performed once per day. This trick only costs focus points if the blackpowder assassin decides to imbue her ki bullets with the focus shot deed. 
The black powder assassin must have the focus shot deed to select his trick.  

Silence (Su): As a swift action, a blackpowder assassin can silence herself and her equipment for 1 round per level. This ability functions as the silence spell, except 

that it only targets the blackpowder assassin and any equipment she has. Using this ability expends 1 focus point from her focus pool. 
Focus (Su): At 3rd level the blackpowder assassin gains focus, a pool of supernatural energy she can use to perform amazing feats of agility or actions in combat. 

The number of points in a blackpowder assassin’s focus pool is equal to 1/2 her blackpowder assassin level + her Charisma modifier. This focus pool functions both as 

a gunslinger’s grit and a ninja’s ki pool. 
At 2nd level, as long as she has at least 1 point in her focus pool, a blackpowder assassin treats any Acrobatics skill check made to jump as if she had a running start. 

At 10th level, she also reduces the DC of Acrobatics skill checks made to jump by 1/2 (although she still cannot move farther than her speed allows). 

By spending 1 point from her focus pool, a blackpowder assassin can make one additional attack at her highest attack bonus, but she can do so only when making a 
full attack. In addition, she can spend 1 point to increase her speed by 20 feet for 1 round. Finally, a blackpowder assassin can spend 1 point from her focus pool to give 

herself a +4 insight bonus on Stealth checks for 1 round. Each of these powers is activated as a swift action. A blackpowder assassin can gain additional powers that 

consume points from her focus pool by selecting certain ninja tricks. 
At 3rd level a blackpowder assassin can spend focus points to accomplish deeds (see Deeds) like a gunslinger. Additionally from 3rd level, whenever a blackpowder 

assassin reduces a creature to 0 or fewer hit points with a sneak attack made with a one-handed firearm, she regains one focus point. Reducing a creature that has fewer 

hit dice than half her character level to 0 or fewer hit points does not restore focus points. 

Sneak Attack Kill with a One-Handed Firearm: When the blackpowder assassin reduces a creature to 0 or fewer hit points with a sneak attack made with a one-

handed firearm, she regains one focus point. Reducing a creature that has fewer Hit Dice than half the blackpowder assassin's character level to 0 or fewer hit points 

does not restore any focus. 
Critical Hit with a Firearm: Each time the blackpowder assassin confirms a critical hit with a firearm attack while in the heat of combat, she regains 1 focus point. 

Confirming a critical hit on a helpless or unaware creature or on a creature that has fewer Hit Dice than half the blackpowder assassin's character level does not restore 

focus. 

The blackpowder assassin’s focus pool is replenished each morning after 8 hours of rest or meditation; these hours do not need to be consecutive. This ability counts 

as both the grit class feature and ki pool class feature for the purpose of choosing feats with prerequisites. This ability replaces ki pool.  

Deeds: At 3rd level, a blackpowder assassin gains the gunslinger’s deeds ability, and gains access to 1st level deeds. Every four levels beyond 3rd, the blackpowder 

assassin gains access each subsequent level of deeds (3rd, 7th, etc.), up to 15th level deeds at 19th level. However the blackpowder assassin may choose only two deeds 

that she knows of each level. This replaces sneak attack 2d6, 6d6, and 10d6, and the ninja tricks gained at 10th and 16th level.  
In addition a blackpowder assassin swaps three gunslinger deeds for the following: 

Focus Shot (Su): At 1st level, when the blackpowder assassin makes an attack with a one-handed firearm that is not making a scatter shot, she can spend 1 focus 
point to deal her sneak attack to the target as extra damage, as a swift action. If she misses with the attack, she grazes the target, and deals 1d4 points of precision 

damage for each dice of sneak attack she possesses to the target. She must choose to spend the focus point before she makes the attack roll. This deed does not stack 

with any other sneak attack damage. This deed replaces the deadeye deed. 
Focus Shot (Su): At 1st level, when the blackpowder assassin hits a target with a one-handed firearm that is not making a scatter shot, she can spend 1 focus point to 

deal her sneak attack damage as extra damage on a hit. If she misses with the attack, she grazes the target, dealing half the extra damage anyway. She must choose to 

spend the focus point before she makes the attack roll. This is precision damage and is not multiplied if the attack is a critical hit. This precision damage increases as her 
sneak attack damage increases. This deed replaces the deadeye deed.  

Deadeye (Ex): At 11th level, the blackpowder assassin can resolve an attack against touch AC instead of normal AC when firing beyond her firearm’s first range 

increment. Performing this deed costs 1 grit point per range increment beyond the first. The gunslinger still takes the –2 penalty on attack rolls for each range increment 
beyond the first when she performs this deed. This deed replaces the startling shot deed. 

Show Stopper (Ex): At 19th level, the blackpowder assassin can spend a move action and 1 focus point to study a target within 30 ft. The next attack she makes 

against the target of this deed with a one-handed firearm cannot misfire, and is unaffected by concealment (but not total concealment). This deed must be used within 1 
round of spending the focus point. A normal hit with this deed against the target is considered to be a critical hit and deals extra damage equal to the blackpowder 

assassin’s level (max 20, this bonus damage is not multiplied on a critical hit). A natural critical hit deals the same extra damage, but that damage is multiplied due to 

the critical. If the target succeeds on a reflex save, with a DC of 10 + 1/2 the blackpowder assassin’s level + her Charisma modifier, all extra damage is halved. Once a 
creature has been targeted with this deed, regardless if it succeeded on the saving throw, it cannot be targeted for 24 hours. This deed replaces the menacing shot deed. 

Cunning Eye (Su): Starting from 3rd level, a blackpowder assassin possesses a supernatural awareness of her surroundings. She gains a +1 insight bonus to 

Perception. Every three levels thereafter this bonus increases by 1, up to a maximum of +6 at 18th level. This ability replaces no trace. 
Deadly Intuition (Ex): At 4th level, a blackpowder assassin has an uncanny sense of danger. When she acts in the surprise round, she can take a move action, 

standard action, and swift action during the surprise round, not just a move or standard action. This ability replaces uncanny dodge. 

Quickdraw: At 4th level, a blackpowder assassin gains Quickdraw as a bonus feat. This ability replaces the ninja trick gained at 4th level. 
Fearsome Flourish (Ex): At 8th level, a blackpowder assassin can terrify an opponent with a single hit. A number of times per day equal to her Charisma modifier 

(minimum 1), whenever a blackpowder assassin confirms a critical hit and deals sneak attack damage to an opponent, she can choose to make the opponent frightened 



for a number of rounds equal to her Charisma modifier (minimum 1). She cannot use this ability in conjunction with a critical feat. This ability replaces improved 

uncanny dodge. 
Master Tricks: At 11th level, whenever a blackpowder assassin could choose a ninja trick, she can choose a master trick instead. In addition, she adds the following 

to the list of master tricks she may select: 

Ki Bullet Mastery (Su): This trick functions as the ki bullets trick (see above), except that the blackpowder assassin spends only 1 focus point per two ki bullets she 

makes. The black powder assassin must have the ki bullets ninja trick before selecting this trick. 

Smoke Shot (Ex): While wielding a firearm, whenever a blackpowder assassin creates a smoke bomb she can make it into the form of an alchemical cartridge suitable 

for the firearm she is currently wielding. This cartridge can be loaded into the firearm and fired as normal. On a successful attack, the effect of the smoke bomb is 
centered on the target and the attack deals damage to the target as if using a firearm of one size smaller. The blackpowder assassin must have the smoke bomb ninja 

trick before selecting this trick. 

True Assassin (Su): At 20th level, a blackpowder assassin becomes a true master of her art. She can, as a standard action, cast greater invisibility on herself. While 
invisible in this way, she cannot be detected by any means, and not even invisibility purge, see invisibility, and true seeing can reveal her. She uses her blackpowder 

assassin level as her caster level for this ability. Using this ability consumes 3 focus points from her focus pool. In addition she selects one deed. She can perform this 

deed for 1 focus point fewer (minimum 0) than usual. If the number of focus points to perform a deed is reduced to 0, the blackpowder assassin can perform this deed as 
long as she has at least 1 focus point. If a deed could already be performed as long as she had at least 1 focus point, she can now perform that deed even when she has 

no focus points. This ability replaces hidden master. 

 

Table: Blackpowder Assassin 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +2  +2  +0  Gunsmith, sneak attack +1d6 
2nd  +1  +3  +3 +0 Focus pool, ninja trick 
3rd  +2  +3  +3 +1 Cunning eye +1, deeds  
4th  +3  +4  +4 +1 Deadly intuition, quickdraw, sneak attack +2d6 
5th  +3  +4  +4 +1 Ninja trick 
6th  +4  +5  +5 +2 Cunning eye +2   
7th  +5  +5  +5 +2 Deeds, sneak attack +3d6 
8th  +6/+1  +6  +6 +2 Fearsome flourish, ninja trick 
9th  +6/+1  +6  +6 +3 Cunning eye +3  
10th  +7/+2  +7  +7 +3 Sneak attack +4d6 
11th  +8/+3  +7  +7 +3 Deeds, master tricks, ninja trick 
12th  +9/+4 +8  +8 +4 Cunning eye +4 
13th  +9/+4  +8  +8 +4 Sneak attack +5d6 
14th  +10/+5  +9  +9 +4 Ninja trick 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9  +9 +5 Cunning eye +5, deeds 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +10 +5 Sneak attack +6d6 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +10  +5 Ninja trick 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11  +11  +6 Cunning eye +6 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11  +11  +6 Deeds, sneak attack +7d6  
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12  +12  +6 Ninja trick, true assassin 
 

  



BLACKTHORN (JonathonWilder) 
Nature is expressly deceptive. From naturally evolved camouflage and carnivorous plants, to bugs that emulate other animals to fool predators, its ultimate goal is the 
survival of as many species of plant and animal life to survive the ravages of time. Like wildlife, it is those men and women who learn to harness nature’s power and 

use it to gain an upper hand against their enemies that also ensure their survival. So it is, blackthorns use natural deception to enhance their own innate skills of stealth 

and subterfuge to survive in the wilderness beyond the urban boundaries of city life. While a blackthorn’s primary focus is deception and defensive capabilities, they are 

by no means helpless. These devious agents of the natural world train themselves in the roguish skill set, while modeling themselves upon animals that use cunning, 

patience and trickery rather than direct force.  

Primary Class: Rogue. 
Secondary Class: Druid. 

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The blackthorn may select three druid skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normalrogue class skills. The blackthorn gains a 

number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The blackthorn is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, scimitar, sap, and shortbow. A blackthorn is 
proficient with light armor, but is prohibited from wearing metal armor and; thus, they may wear only padded or leather armor. A blackthorn may also wear wooden 

armor that has been altered by the ironwood spell so that it functions as though it were steel. See the ironwood spell description. A blackthorn is not proficient with 

shields. The blackthorn otherwise follows the armor and shield restrictions as described in the druid class entry. 
Nature Sense (Ex): At 1st level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s nature sense ability. This ability and wild empathy replace trapfinding.  

Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 at 3rd and every 

four levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 6d6 at 19th level.  
Wild Empathy (Ex): At 1st level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s wild empathy ability.  

Woodland Stride (Ex): At 2nd level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s woodland stride ability. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 2nd level.  

Wild Sneak (Ex): At 3rd level, a blackthorn chooses a single terrain from the ranger’s favored terrain class feature. While she is within that terrain, she can take 10 

on any Stealth check she can make within that terrain. When the blackthorn reaches 6th level and every three levels thereafter, she chooses a new type of terrain from 

the ranger’s favored terrain list. She gains this ability with the newly picked terrain. This ability replaces trap sense. 

Animal Companion (Ex): At 4th level, a blackthron forms a close bond with an animal companion. A blackthorn can choose her animal companion from the 
following list: ape, baboon, bird, cat (big), cat (small), chameleon (giant), cooshee, dire rat, dog, gecko (giant), hawk (riding), snake (viper), spider (giant), stag, vulture 

(giant), or wolf. This animal is a loyal companion that accompanies the blackthorn on her adventures as appropriate for its kind. A blackthorn's animal 

companion shares her wild sneak bonuses. This ability otherwise functions like the druid animal companion ability (which is part of the Nature Bond class feature), 
except that the blackthorn's effective druid level is equal to her blackthorn level –3. 

In addition, a blackthorn’s animal companion gains the following special ability.  

Shared Sneak Attack (Ex): At 4th level, the blackthorn’s animal companion gains the blackthorn’s sneak attack ability and can deal 1d6 points of extra damage 
anytime its target would be denied a Dexterity bonus to AC (whether the target actually has a Dexterity bonus or not), or when the it flanks its target. Every five levels 

beyond 5th, this extra damage increases by 1d6, up to 4d6 at 19th level. This ability replaces share spells. 

This ability replaces the rogue talents gained at 4th, 12th, 16th, and 18th level. 
Spellcasting: Beginning at 4th level, a blackthorn gains the ability to cast a small number of divine spells, which are drawn from the blackthorn spell list. A 

blackthorn must choose and prepare her spells in advance. 

To prepare or cast a spell, a blackthorn must have a Wisdom score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against a blackthorn's 
spell is 10 + the spell level + the blackthorn's Wisdom modifier. 

Like other spellcasters, a blackthorn can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Blackthorn. 

In addition, she receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Wisdom score. When Table: Blackthorn indicates that the blackthorn gets 0 spells per day of a given 

spell level, she gains only the bonus spells she would be entitled to based on her Wisdom score for that spell level. 

A blackthorn must spend 1 hour per day in a trance-like meditation on the mysteries of nature to regain her daily allotment of spells. A blackthorn may prepare and 

cast any spell on the blackthorn spell list, provided that she can cast spells of that level, but she must choose which spells to prepare during her daily meditation. 
Through 3rd level, a blackthorn has no caster level. At 4th level and higher, her caster level is equal to her blackthorn level –3. This ability replaces uncanny dodge, 

improved uncanny dodge, and the rogue talent gained at 20th level.  

Spontaneous Casting: A blackthorn can channel stored spell energy into summoning spells that she hasn't prepared ahead of time. She can “lose” a prepared spell in 
order to cast any summon nature's ally spell of the same level or lower. 

Wild Shape (Su): At 5th level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s wild shape ability and can turn herself into any small or Medium animal and back again once per day. 

Her options for new forms include all creatures with the animal type. This ability functions like the beast shape I spell, except as noted here. The effect lasts for 1 hour 
per blackthorn level, or until she changes back. Changing form (to animal or back) is a standard action and doesn't provoke an attack of opportunity. The form chosen 

must be that of an animal the blackthorn is familiar with. 
A blackthorn can use this ability an additional time per day at 9th, 13th, and 17th level. As a blackthorn gains in levels, this ability allows the blackthorn to take on 

the form of larger and smaller animals and plants. Each form expends one daily usage of this ability, regardless of the form taken. 

At 7th level, a blackthorn can use wild shape to change into a Large or Tiny animal. When taking the form of an animal, a blackthorn's wild shape now functions 
as beast shape II.  

At 9th level, a blackthorn can use wild shape to change into a Huge or Diminutive animal, or a Small or Medium plant creature. When taking the form of animals, a 

blackthorn's wild shape now functions as beast shape III. When taking the form of a plant creature, the blackthorn's wild shape functions as plant shape I. 
At 11th level, a blackthorn can use wild shape to change into a Large plant creature. When taking the form of a plant, the blackthorn's wild shape now functions 

as plant shape II. 

At 13th level, a blackthorn can use wild shape to change into a Huge plant creature. When taking the form of a plant, the blackthorn's wild shape now functions 
as plant shape III. 

This ability replaces sneak attack 2d6, 5d6, and 8d6.  

Trackless Step (Ex): At 6th level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s trackless step ability. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 6th level. 
Untamed City (Ex): At 8th level, a blackthorn’s trackless step ability now applies to the city and urban areas, as well as natural surroundings. This ability replaces 

the rogue talent gained at 8th level.  

Venom Immunity (Ex): At 10th level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s venom immunity ability. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 10th level. 
A Thousand Faces (Ex): At 14th level, a blackthorn gains the druid’s a thousand faces ability. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 14th level. 

 

 

BLACKTHORN SPELL LIST 
Blackthorns gain access to the following spells.  

1st-Level Blackthorn Spells—air bubble, ant haul, aspect of the falcon, blend, bristle, calm animals, charm animal, commune with birds, detect animals or 
plants, detect snares and pits, endure elements, entangle, feather step, goodberry, hide from animals, jump, keen senses, longstrider, magic fang, pass without trace, 

summon nature’s ally I.  



2nd-Level Blackthorn Spells—acute senses, animal aspect, animal messenger, ape walk, aspect of the bear, badger’s ferocity, barkskin, blood scent, 
bloodhound, cat’s grace, chameleon stride, forest friend, glide, greensight, hold animal, hunter’s eye, hunter’s lore, improve trap, locate weakness, perceive cues, 

protection from energy, summon nature’s ally II, warp wood, wilderness soldiers, wood shape.  

3rd-Level Blackthorn Spells—animal aspect (greater), anthropomorphic animal, aspect of the stag, blessing of the mole, bloody claws, burst of speed, 
command plants, companion mindlink, diminish plants, magic fang (greater), nixie’s lure, plant growth, pup shape, reduce animal, repel vermin, snare, speak with 
plants, summon nature’s ally III, tree shape, water breathing. 

4th-Level Blackthorn Spells—animal growth, arboreal hammer, aspect of the wolf, commune with nature, earth glide, find quarry, freedom of movement, 
ironwood, repel wood, summon nature’s ally IV, terrain bond, thorn body, tree stride. 

 

 

Table: Blackthorn 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Nature sense, sneak attack +1d6, wild empathy  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3  Evasion, woodland stride   —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3  Sneak attack +2d6, wild sneak  —  —  —  — 
4th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Animal companion, spontaneous casting   0  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Wild shape 1/day   1  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5  Trackless step   1  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5  Sneak attack +3d6   1   0  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6  Untamed city   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6  Wild shape 2/day   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7  Venom immunity   2   1   0  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7  Sneak attack +4d6   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8     2   2   1  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Wild shape 3/day   3   2   1   0 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9  A thousand faces   3   2   1   1 
15th  +11/+6/+1 +5  +9  +9  Sneak attack +5d6   3   2   2   1 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10     3   3   2   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Wild shape 4/day   4   3   2   1 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11  +11     4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11  +11  Sneak attack +6d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12  Master strike   4   4   3   3 

  



BLOOD BANDIT (Elghinn Lightbringer) 
While the acrobat, charlatan, scout, and thug are roles most often assumed by rogues, a small few seek to enhance skills in skullduggery and legerdemain through 
arcane means. Thus, the blood bandit has emerged from the shadows of the underworld, serving her guild as thief, spy, and arcane striker. Blood bandits complement 

their talents with magic bestowed upon them through their parents of ancestors somewhere in their heritage. Not only do they wield tremendous powers granted through 

their ancestral bloodline, they employ stored magic to enhance the effectiveness of magical items or activate those they normally cannot. Deemed as a threat, blood 

bandits lay in wait to use their most feared ability; that of gaining other bloodline powers for a short time or bleeding their enemies into submission or death.  

Primary Class: Rogue. 

Secondary Class: Sorcerer.  
Alignment: Any.  

Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The blood bandit may select three sorcerer skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills, one of which must be 
Spellcraft. The blood bandit gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The blood bandit is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. She is 

proficient with light armor. She can cast any blood bandit spells while wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane spell failure chance. A multiclass blood 
bandit still incurs the normal arcane spell failure chance for arcane spells received from other classes. 

Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name except that the blood bandit deals 1d6 damage at 1st level, plus an additional 1d6 damage 

every three levels thereafter, to a maximum of 7d6 at 19th level.  
Bloodline: At 1st level, a blood bandit gains the sorcerer bloodline class ability and may choose from any of the bloodlines listed in the Core Rulebook, Advance 

Players Guide, Ultimate Magic, or any other Pathfinder source. She adds the skill listed in her bloodline to her class skills, but does not gain her bloodline arcana. 

At 2nd level, a blood bandit gains her first bloodline power and each subsequent power every six levels thereafter, up to her third bloodline power at 14th level. 
At 6th level and every three levels thereafter, a blood bandit learns an additional spell, derived from her bloodline, up to her fourth level bloodline spell at 15th level. 

These spells are in addition to the number of spells given on Table: Blood Bandit Spells Known. These spells cannot be exchanged for different spells at higher levels. 

This ability replaces evasion, uncanny dodge, and improved uncanny dodge.  

Device Pool (Su): At 1st level, the blood bandit gains a reservoir of mystical arcane energy that she can draw upon to enhance the power of magical devices. This 

arcane pool has a number of points equal to 1/2 her blood bandit level (minimum 1) + her Charisma modifier. The pool refreshes once per day when the blood bandit 

rests to regain her spells. 
At 1st level, a blood bandit can expend 1 point from her device pool as a swift action to gain a bonus equal to 1/2 her level to Use Magic Device skill checks for 1 

minute.  

At 3rd level, a blood bandit can expend points from her device pool as swift action to activate a magic device that has at least 1 charge remaining. If the magic device 
requires multiple charges to activate a certain power, the blood bandit must expend the same number of points from her device pool to activate that power. A blood 

bandit of 3rd level or higher can expend 1 or more points to activate a wondrous item that requires charges to activate. At 5th level she can activate a suit of armor, 

weapon, or wand. At 7th level, she can activate a ring. At 9th level, she can activate a rod. At 11th level, she can activate a staff. This ability has no effect on a magic 
device without charges, or a magic device that has fully depleted its charges. This ability replaces trapfinding.  

Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the blood bandit gains a rogue talent at 2nd level and every three levels thereafter, 

up to six rogue talents at 17th level.  
Improve Device (Ex): At 3rd level, a blood bandit can expend 1 point from her device pool as swift action to improve a magic device’s effective caster level when it 

is activated. This increase to the device’s effective caster level is equal to +1 at 3rd level, and increases by an additional +1 every three levels beyond 3rd, up to a 

maximum of +6. The blood bandit cannot increase the effective caster level of any magic device beyond her current blood bandit level or the device’s maximum caster 
level, whichever is higher. For example, a 12th level blood bandit drinks a potion of cure moderate wounds that has a caster level of 7th (cures 2d8+7). She expends 1 

point from her device pool to increase its effective caster by +4 to 12th, but the cure moderate wounds spell cannot exceed a maximum of 2d8+10 points of damage, 

regardless of the caster level. Multiple uses of this ability do not stack with themselves, but they do stack with spells or effects that increase the effective caster level of 

a magic device. This ability replaces trap sense.  

Magic Sneak Attack (Su): At 3rd level, a blood bandit learns to use her sneak attack to deplete the magical energy of a creature. When a blood bandit makes a 

successful sneak attack against an arcane or divine spellcaster (including spell-like abilities), she can forgo her usual sneak attack damage to instead deal 1 point of 
temporary Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma damage to the creature, dependent upon the creature’s key spellcasting ability. In addition, the target must make a Will 

saving throw (DC ) or expend one use of a limited-use magical ability or one prepared spell or unused spell slot (spontaneous caster) of its highest level. A limited-use 

magical ability is any supernatural or spell-like ability which a creature can only activate a certain number of times during a set interval (3/day, 1/hour, etc.). This does 
not affect abilities which the creature can use at will or which are constant. It also does not apply to magical items or anything else external to a creature. Once the 

limited-use magical ability or spell is expended, this potential is then stored for up to 24 hours and can be used to gain one additional use or time increment of a limited-

use bloodline power. A blood bandit can only have the potential of one use of a limited-use magical ability or spell slot stored at a time. This ability replaces the rogue 
talent gained at 4th level.  

Eschew Materials: At 4th level, a blood bandit gains Eschew Materials as a bonus feat.  
Spellcasting: Beginning at 4th level, a blood bandit gains the ability to cast a small number of arcane spells drawn from the blood bandit spell list. She can cast any 

spell she knows from these schools without preparing it ahead of time.  

To learn or cast a spell, a sorcerer must have a Charisma score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against a blood bandit 
spell is 10 + the spell level + the blood bandit's Charisma modifier. 

Like other spellcasters, a blood bandit can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Blood 

Bandit. In addition, she receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Charisma score. 
A blood bandit's selection of spells is extremely limited. A blood bandit begins play knowing two 1st-level spells of her choice. At each new blood bandit level, she 

gains one or more new spells, as indicated on Table: Blood Bandit Spells Known. (Unlike spells per day, the number of spells a blood bandit knows is not affected by 

her Charisma score; the numbers on Table: Blood Bandit Spells Known are fixed.) These new spells can be common spells chosen from the sorcerer/wizard spell list, or 
they can be unusual spells that the sorcerer has gained some understanding of through study. 

A blood bandit must rest for 8 hours to regain her daily allotment of spells. These hours do not need to be consecutive. A blood bandit may cast any spell that she 

knows, provided that she has not yet used her spells per day for that level.  
Through 3rd level, a blood bandit has no caster level. At 4th level and higher, her caster level is equal to her blood bandit level –3. This ability replaces evasion, 

uncanny dodge, and improved uncanny dodge. 

Advanced Talents: At 11th level, the blood bandit can choose an advanced talent whenever she could choose a rogue talent, or when she selects the Extra Rogue 
Talent feat. The blood bandit adds the following rogue abilities to the list of advanced talents she may select: Evasion, Uncanny Dodge, and Improved Uncanny Dodge. 

A blood bandit must select Uncanny Dodge before selecting Improved Uncanny Dodge. In the case of the Improved Evasion talent, the blood bandit must have Evasion 

to select it. A blood bandit treats her level as her rogue level for the purpose of qualifying for talents with level-dependent requirements and calculating the effects of 
any talent or rogue ability she's chosen.  

Master Bloodstrike (Su): At 20th level, a blood bandit becomes incredibly resourceful when dealing sneak attack damage. Each time the blood bandit deals sneak 

attack damage to a creature, she can choose one of the following three effects: 
The blood bandit can chose to... 

 deal 2d6 points of bleed damage to the target; this damage is taken each round until it is stopped  

 gain her fourth level bloodline power for 1 hour, or 



 temporarily gain the powers of the target’s affiliated bloodline (up to the third bloodline power only) for 1 hour; these powers suppress her own bloodline powers 

for the duration of the effect 
Regardless of the effect chosen, the target receives a Fortitude save to negate the additional effect. The DC of this save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the blood bandit’s level + 

the blood bandit's Intelligence modifier. Once a creature has been the target of a master strike, that creature is immune to that blood bandit’s master bloodstrike for 24 

hours. Creatures that are immune to sneak attack damage are also immune to this ability. This ability otherwise functions as and replaces master strike. 

 

 

BLOOD BANDIT SPELL LIST 
Blood bandits gain access to the following spells.  

1st-Level Blood Bandit Spells—arcane mark, color spray, charm person, dancing lights, detect magic, disguise self, expeditious retreat, grease, light, mage 

armor, mage hand, magic missile, magic weapon, message, mount, read magic, shadow weapon, true strike, vanish, web bolt.  

2nd-Level Blood Bandit Spells—alter self, blend, blur, darkvision, detect thoughts, haste, invisibility, knock, levitate, minor image, mirror image, rope trick, 
see invisibility, shatter, spider climb, steal breath, suggestion, versatile weapon, web, whispering wind. 

3rd-Level Blood Bandit Spells—beast shape I, burrow, charm monster, clairaudience/clairvoyance, gaseous form, dispel magic, greater magic weapon, keen 
edge, locate weakness, major image, marionette possession, nondetection, seek thoughts.  

4th-Level Blood Bandit Spells—beast shape II, dimension door, elemental body I, ghost wolf, phantasmal killer, resilient sphere, remove curse, scrying, 
shadow conjuration, shadow projection, shadow step, shout, stone shape. 

 

 

Table: Blood Bandit 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will     Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Bloodline, device pool, sneak attack +1d6  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Bloodline power, rogue talent  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Improve device +1, magic sneak attack  —  —  —  — 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Eschew materials, sneak attack +2d6   1  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Rogue talent   1  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Bloodline spell, improve device +2   1  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Sneak attack +3d6   1   1  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Bloodline power, rogue talent   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Bloodline spell, Improve device +3   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Sneak attack +4d6   2   1   1  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Advanced talents, rogue talent   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +8 Bloodline spell, improve device +4   2   2   1  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Sneak attack +5d6   3   2   1   1 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Bloodline power, rogue talent   3   2   1   1 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Bloodline spell, improve device +5    3   2   2   1 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Sneak attack +6d6   3   3   2   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Rogue talent    4   3   2   1 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +11 Improve device +6    4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +11 Sneak attack +7d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Master bloodstrike   4   4   3   3 
 
 

Table: Blood Bandit Spells Known 

Class      Spells Known 
Level   1st  2nd  3rd  4th  
1st    —   —   —   —  
2nd    —   —   —   — 
3rd   —   —   —   — 
4th    2   —   —   — 
5th    3   —   —   — 
6th    4   —   —   — 
7th    4    2   —   — 
8th    4    3   —   — 
9th    5    4  —   — 
10th    5    4    2   — 
11th    5    4    3   — 
12th    6    5    4   — 
13th    6   5    4    2 
14th    6    5    4    3  
15th    6    6    5    4  
16th    6    6    5   4  
17th    6    6    5    4  
18th    6    6    6    5  
19th    6    6    6    5  
20th    6    6    6    5  



BODY MECHANIK (Apraham Lincoln) 
Athleticism and prowess are noble pursuits but some refuse to accept the restraints imposed upon them by the frailty of the flesh. Thus, body mechanics treat their 
bodies as machines, and as with all machines, theirs can be maintained and even improved through the proper application of some alchemical processes. These 

procedures don’t come without a price as alchemical reagents are expensive, forcing some body mechaniks to resort to underground fighting matches to supply them 

with both money for further alterations and to prove that their methods are superior. The path of the body mechanics requires diligence and self-experimentation, but 

not one has been able to replicate this result on others, and not for lack of trying, much to the annoyance of certain tyrants looking to build an army of alchemically 

altered soldiers. Should anyone ever make a foe of a body mechanik, they must remember to kill him outright and see the body as proof that the deed was successful. If 

the body is absent, then he is likely not dead, and is relentlessly seeking to track the perpetrator down and make him.  
Primary Class: Monk. 

Secondary Class: Alchemist.  

Alignment: Any.  
Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The body mechanik may select three alchemist skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The body 

mechanik gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier.  
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The body mechanik is proficient with all simple weapons, plus light weapons from the light blades weapon group. The body 

bechanik is proficient with light armour only and not shields. When wearing medium or heavy armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, he loses his 

flurry of blows, evasion, fast movement, and alchemical fury abilities. This replaces the normal monk proficiencies and the monk’s special AC bonus.  
Alchemy (Su): At 1st level, a body mechanic gains the alchemist’s alchemy ability, except he can only create mundane alchemical substances and mutagens, not 

bombs or extracts. The body mechanics alchemist level is equal to his body mechanic level for the purpose of determining the effects of his alchemical substances and 

mutagen. This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 1st level.  
Flurry of Blows (Ex): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that he can use this ability with light blades instead of monk weapons.  

Mutagen (Su): At 1st level, a body mechanik gains the alchemist’s mutagen ability. This ability replaces stunning fist.  

Unarmed Strike: This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that he can use this ability with light blades instead of monk weapons and his 

unarmed damage die is one step lower, as shown on Table: Body Mechanik.  

Discovery: At 2nd and every four level thereafter, a body mechanik may select a discovery for which he qualifies. His alchemist level is equal to his body mechanik 

level for the purpose of qualifying for discoveries. The body mechanic may only choose from the following list: Combine Extracts, Elixir of Life, Enhance Potion, 
Eternal Potion, Extend Potion, Grand Mutagen, Greater Mutagen, Infusion, Lingering Spirit, Mummification, Nauseating Flesh,  Preserve Organs, Scent, Spontaneous 

Healing, Tentacle, Tumor Familiar,  Vestigial Arm, and Wings.  

At 10th level, the body mechanic adds the following advanced mutagens from the Master Chymist prestige class to his list of discoverie: Burly (Max bonus +5), 
Extend Mutagen, Growth Mutagen, Night Vision, Nimble (Max Bonus +5). He may also choose the Extra Discovery feat but is restricted to this list of discoveries. This 

ability replaces the bonus feats gained at 2nd, 6th, 10th, 14th, and 18th level.  

Evasion (Ex): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that the body mechanic can use it (and improved evasion) while wearing light armor.  
Fast Movement (Ex): At 3rd level, a body mechanik’s land speed is faster than the norm for his race by +10 feet. This benefit applies only when he is wearing no 

armor or light armor, and not carrying a medium or heavy load. Apply this bonus before modifying the body mechanik's speed because of any load carried or armor 

worn. This bonus stacks with any other bonuses to the body mechanik's land speed. This ability and relentless replace the monk’s fast movement ability.  
Own Form (Ex): At 2nd level, a body mechanik gains a +2 bonus on saving throws against transmutation spells and effects. This ability replaces still mind.  

Extracts: Beginning at 4th level, a body mechanik prepares extracts like an alchemist, drawn from the body mechanik formulae list. He can prepare any extract that 

he knows and has in his formulae book. To prepare a formula, a body mechanik must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the formula level. The Difficulty 
Class for a saving throw against a body mechanik’s extract is 10 + the extract level + the body mechanik’s Intelligence modifier. Like an alchemist, a body mechanik 

can prepare only a certain number of extracts of each formula level per day, as shown on Table: Body Mechanik. He also receives bonus spells extracts per day if he has 

a high Intelligence score. When Table: Body Mechanik indicates that he gets 0 extracts per day of a given formula level, he gains only the bonus extracts he would be 

entitled to based on his Intelligence score for that spell level. A body mechanik otherwise prepares his extracts as an alchemist equal to his body mechanik level –3. 

This ability replaces maneuver training and ki pool. 

Flexible Anatomy (Su): At 4th level, a body mechanik gains the Rag Doll Mutagen as a bonus discovery, even if he does not meet the requirements. At 8th level, a 
body mechanic’s natural reach increases by 5 feet while under the effects of mutagen. This ability and persistent mutagen replace slow fall.   

Endurance: At 5th level, a body mechanik gains Endurance as a bonus feat. This ability replaces high jump.  

Surging Metabolism (Su): At 7th level, a body mechanik gains the ability to heal from wounds rapidly. As a free action once per round, he can heal 5 hit points as if 
he had the fast healing 5 ability. He can use this ability for a number of rounds per day equal to 1/2 his body mechanik level + his Constitution modifier. If the body 

mechanic has the Spontaneous Healing discovery, his surging metabolism improves to his body mechanik level + his Constitution modifier and the Spontaneous 

Healing discovery becomes superseded. If the alchemist falls unconscious due to hit point damage and he still has surging metabolism rounds available, the ability 
activates automatically each round until he is conscious again or he runs out of his remaining rounds, whichever comes first. A body mechanic can activate or deactivate 

this ability as a free action. Additional fast healing effects do not stack.  
At 12th level, after 3 rounds of continual activation of surging metabolism, the body mechanic s treated as if he had been the target of a lesser restoration spell. This 

ability replaces wholeness of body and abundant step.  

Relentless: At 9th level, the body mechanik gain Diehard as a bonus feat, even if he does not meet the requirements. At 12th level, he gains Deathless Initiate as a 
bonus feat, At 15th level, he gains Deathless Master as a bonus feat.  

Persistent Mutagen (Su): At 14th level, a body mechanik gains the alchemist’s persistent mutagen ability.  

Toxic Palm (Su): At 15th level, once per day as a standard action, a body mechanik can make a poison touch attack, as if under the effects of a poison spell. Once 
activated, the body mechanic can hold the effects of the poison spell for a number of rounds equal to his Constitution modifier, after which the effect is wasted. The 

save DC for this is 10 + 1/2 the body mechanik’s level + his Constitution modifier. For every two levels beyond 15th, the body mechanic can use this ability one 

additional time per day, up to a maximum of three times per day at 19th level. Whether or not the target’s saving throw is successful, it cannot be the target of that body 
mechanik’s toxic palm for 24 hours. Creatures immune to poison cannot be affected. This ability replaces quivering palm.  

Alchemical Fury (Su): At 16th level, once a day as a standard action, a body mechanik can call upon the reserves of alchemical energy deep within him to become a 

larger, more feral version of himself. This functions as the frightful aspect spell, but it lasts for only 1 minute. At 19th level he can use this ability twice per day. This 
ability replaces tongue of sun and moon and empty body.  

Perfected Form (Su): At 20th level, a body mechanik gains the Aberration type and chooses two of the following grand discoveries: Fast Healing, Poison Touch (as 

the grand discovery, but no daily use limitation), or True Mutagen. If the body mechanic chooses Poison Touch, it replaces the toxic palm ability. The body mechanic 
must meet the discovery requirements as normal. This ability replaces perfect self.  

 
 

BODY MECHANIK FORMULAE LIST 
Body mechaniks gain access to the following extracts.  

1st-Level Body Mechanik Extracts—ant haul, blend, cure light wounds, disguise self, endure elements, enlarge person, expeditious retreat, jump, keen 
senses, linebreaker, magic fang, negate aroma, polypurpose panacea, recharge innate magic, reduce person, savage maw, shock shield, stone fist, touch of the sea, true 

strike, vocal alteration, youthful appearance. 

2nd-Level Body Mechanik Extracts—acute senses, aid, alchemical allocation, alter self, animal aspect, barkskin, bear's endurance, blood scent, bull's 

strength, cat's grace, certain grip, cure moderate wounds, darkvision, defensive shock, delay disease, delay pain, delay poison, eagle's splendor, elemental touch, false 



life, fire breath, fox's cunning, invisibility, kinetic reverberation, owl's wisdom, perceive cues, protection from arrows, resist energy, restoration (lesser) spider climb, 

transmute potion to poison, vomit swarm. 

3rd-Level Body Mechanik Extracts—absorb toxicity, absorbing touch, age resistance (lesser), amplify elixir, animal aspect (greater), beast shape I, 

bloodhound, burrow, burst of speed, countless eyes, cure serious wounds, draconic reservoir, elemental aura, eruptive pustules, fire trail, fly, gaseous form, haste, 
heroism, magic fang (greater), monstrous physique I, nondetection, protection from energy, rage, remove blindness/deafness, remove disease, resinous skin, thorn 

body, undead anatomy I, water breathing. 

 4th-Level Body Mechanik Extracts—absorbing inhalation, age resistance, beast shape II, cure critical wounds, death ward, detonate, dragon's breath, 
echolocation, elemental body I, false life (greater), fire shield, fluid form, freedom of movement, invisibility (greater), miasmatic form, monstrous physique II, 
mutagenic touch, neutralize poison, polymorph, restoration, resurgent transformation, scorching ash form, stoneskin, telekinesis, touch of slime, transformation, twin 

form, universal formula, vermin shape I, vitriolic mist. 

 
 

Table: Body Mechanik 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Unarm Extracts Per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Flurry of Blows  Dmg* 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +0  Alchemy, flurry of blows, –1/–1  1d4  —  —  —  — 
     mutagen, unarmed strike  
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +0  Discovery, evasion +0/+0  1d4  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +1  Fast movement, own form +1/+1  1d4  —  —  —  — 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +1  Extracts, flexible anatomy +2/+2  1d6   0  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +1  Endurance, purity of body +3/+3  1d6   1  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +2  Discovery +4/+4/–1  1d6   1  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +2  Surging metabolism  +5/+5/+0  1d6    1   0  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +2  Flexible anatomy +6/+6/+1/+1  1d8   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +3  Improved evasion, relentless +7/+7/+2/+2  1d8   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +3  Discovery +8/+8/+3/+3  1d8   2   1   0  — 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +3  Diamond body +9/+9/+4/+4/–1  1d8   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +4  Relentless, surging metabolism +10/+10/+5/+5/+0 1d10   2   2   1  — 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +4  Diamond soul +11/+11/+6/+6/+1 1d10   3   2   1   0 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +4  Discovery, persistent mutagen +12/+12/+7/+7/+2 1d10   3   2   1   1 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +5  Relentless, toxic palm +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3 1d10   3    2   2   1 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +5  Alchemical fury 1/day +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1  2d6   3   3   2   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +5  Timeless body  +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d6   4   3   2   1 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +6  Discovery +16/+16/+11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d6   4   3   2   2  
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +6  Alchemical fury 2/day +17/+17/+12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +6 Perfect form +18/+18/+13/+13/+8/+8/+3  2d8   4   4   3   3 
 



CABAL BRAVO (Thomas, A.) 
While many guilds of the underworld exist, only a small number employ magic to any great extent, and fewer still have their agents use magic to increase their chances 
of slaying their selected mark. The silent and deadly cabal bravo is both a minor spellcaster and a trained assassin who weaves utility magic to great effect. Not always 

viewed with favor by her fellow guild members, the cabal bravo does, however, earn their trust and their grudging respect. Whether it is dropping a globe of darkness 

around herself, vanishing from sight, or influencing a guard to all her unseen passage, the cabal brao rarely fails in her mission, whatever it may be.  

Primary Class: Rogue.  

Secondary Class: Wizard.  

Alignment: Any.  
Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The cabal bravo may select three wizard skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills, one of which must be 

Spellcraft. The cabal bravo gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The cabal bravo is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. They are 

proficient with light armor, but not with shields. A cabal bravo can cast arcane spells while wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane spell failure 

chance. Like any other arcane spellcaster, a cabal bravo wearing medium or heavy armor incurs a chance of arcane spell failure if the spell in question has a somatic 
component. A multiclass cabal bravo still incurs the normal arcane spell failure chance for arcane spells received from other classes.  

Favored Token: At 1st level, cabal bravos form a powerful bond with a special token that serves as the symbol of her deadly craft. This bond can take one of two 

forms: a brand or a bonded object. A brand is a magical mark that enhances the cabal bravo's skills and cast specialized magic, while a bonded object object is an item a 
cabal bravo can use to enhance her deadly craft. Once a cabal bravo makes this choice, it is permanent and cannot be changed. Should a cabal bravo study or observe 

another cabal bravo’s favored token, she can make a DC 25 Knowledge (local) skill check as a swift action to identify the owner’s specific cabal or guild, if she has the 

chance to study it or the cabal bravo makes the token public.  
A cabal bravo who selects a brand gains one at 1st level. This permanent mark is a symbol of his dedication to his craft and membership into her specific cabal. A 

brand grants the cabal bravo a +3 circumstance bonus to one of the following skills of her choice: Acrobatics, Disable Device, Disguise, Perception, Sleight of Hand, or 

Stealth. In addition, a brand can be used once per day to cast any one of the following spells, even if the spell is not prepared: anticipate peril, disguise self, expeditious 

retreat, feather fall, jump, moment of greatness, or vanish. This spell is treated like any other spell cast by the cabal bravo, including casting time, duration, etc., except 

that all effects are dependent on her cabal bravo level, not her level –3, as used for her spellcasting. Should a cabal bravo enter an antimagic field, the brand does not 

function. The brand can be destroyed by making a successful Heal skill check (DC 10 + the cabal bravo’s level) and deals 2d6 points of damage.  
A cabal bravo who selects a bonded object begins play with one at no cost. Objects that are the subject of an arcane bond must be either a bauble or weapon that she 

is proficient with. A bauble is a piece of jewelry that has a small hollow compartment built into it and falls into one of the following categories: amulet, bracelet, 

brooch, medallion, necklace, mask, periapt, phylactery, or ring. These objects are always masterwork quality. Weapons acquired at 1st level are not made of any special 
material. If the object is a bauble, it must be worn to have effect, while weapons must be held in one hand. If a cabal bravo attempts to cast a spell without his bonded 

object worn or in hand, he must make a concentration check or lose the spell. The DC for this check is equal to 20 + the spell's level. If the object is a ring or amulet, it 

occupies the ring or neck slot accordingly. 
A cabal bravo who selects a bauble as her bonded object can increase the save DC of a single dose of poison by 1, once per day. The poison must be stored within the 

token’s hollow chamber for 1 minute for the increase to take place. Once placed within the token, the increase remains until the poison is used or 24 hours have passed, 

whichever comes first. Once a dose has been enhanced in this manner, it cannot be affected again for 24 hours.  At 5th level, the save DC of the single dose of poison 
increases by 1, plus an additional 1 every five levels thereafter, to maximum of 5 at 20th level.  

A cabal bravo who selects a weapon as her bonded object gains a +1 luck bonus to a single sneak attack roll, once per day. This attack can be made as part of a full 

attack action or as a standard action, including her death attack (see Death Attack below). The cabal bravo must declare that she is using this ability before the attack 
roll is made. At 5th level, this bonus increases by +1, plus an additional +1 every five levels thereafter, to maximum of +5 at 20th level. If a cabal bravo attempts to use 

death attack without her bonded weapon in hand loses the ability to make a death attack (or use her quiet death, swift death, or angel of death abilities).   

A cabal bravo can add additional magic abilities to her bonded object as if she has the required Item Creation Feats and if she meets the level prerequisites of the feat. 

The magic properties of a favored token, including any magic abilities added to the token, only function for the cabal bravo who owns it. If a favored token's owner 

dies, or the item is replaced, the token reverts to being an ordinary masterwork item of the appropriate type. 

A cabal bravo can add additional magic abilities to his bonded object as if she has the required Item Creation Feats and if he meets the level prerequisites of the feat. 
For example, a cabal bravo with a bonded dagger must be at least 5th level to add magic abilities to the dagger (see Craft Magic Arms and Armor feat). The magic 

properties of a bonded object, including any magic abilities added to the object, only function for the cabal bravo who owns it. If a bonded object's owner dies, or the 

item is replaced, the object reverts to being an ordinary masterwork item of the appropriate type. 
If a bonded object is damaged, it is restored to full hit points the next time the cabal bravo rests for 8 hours or prepares her spells. If the object of a bonded item is 

lost or destroyed, it can be replaced after 1 week in a special ritual that costs 200 gp per cabal bravo level plus the cost of the masterwork item. This ritual takes 8 hours 

to complete. Items replaced in this way do not possess any of the additional enchantments of the previous bonded item. A cabal bravo can designate an existing magic 
item as his bonded item. This functions in the same way as replacing a lost or destroyed item except that the new magic item retains its abilities while gaining the 

benefits and drawbacks of becoming a bonded item. 
This ability replaces trapfinding and trap sense.  

Poison Use: A cabal bravo is trained in the use of poison and cannot accidentally poison herself when applying poison to a blade (see Poison). This ability replaces 

evasion. 
Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the cabal bravo gains a rogue talent at 2nd level and every four levels thereafter.  

School of the Assassin: A cabal bravo learns magic as a tool to enhance her deadly craft. As such, her magic is far more limited than that of other wizards. A cabal 

bravo can only cast spells from the following arcane schools or subschools, representing knowledge gained in certain areas of arcane lore. She can choose any spell 
from the Divination, Enchantment, and Illusion school, as well as the Darkness and Teleportation subschools and add them to her spellbook. The spells from these 

schools and subschools constitute her spell list.  

Spellcasting: Starting at 4th level, a cabal bravo casts arcane spells drawn from the School of the Assassin spell list. A cabal bravo must choose and prepare her 
spells ahead of time. 

To learn, prepare, or cast a spell, the cabal bravo must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against 

a cabal bravo's spell is 10 + the spell level + the cabal bravo's Intelligence modifier. 
A cabal bravo can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Cabal bravo. In addition, she 

receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Intelligences score. 

A cabal bravo may know any number of spells. She must choose and prepare her spells ahead of time by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour studying her 
spellbook. While studying, the cabal bravo decides which spells to prepare.  

Through 3rd level, a ranger has no caster level. At 4th level and higher, her caster level is equal to her cabal bravo level –3. This ability replaces the rogue talent 

gained at 4th level, and sneak attack +2d6, +5d6, and +8d6.  
Spellbooks: A cabal bravo must study his spellbook each day to prepare his spells. He cannot prepare any spell not recorded in his spellbook, except for read magic, 

which all cabal bravos can prepare from memory. At 4th level, a cabal bravo begins play with a spellbook containing all 0-level from her spell list (see School of the 

Assassin) plus one 1st-level spells of his choice from her list. The cabal bravo also selects a number of additional 1st-level spells equal to her Intelligence modifier to 
add to the spellbook. At each new cabal bravo level above 4th, she gains one new spells of any spell level or levels that he can cast (based on his new cabal bravo level) 

for his spellbook. At any time, a cabal bravo can also add spells found in another cabal bravos' spellbook, or spells from his list found in a wizard’s spellbook to his 

own.  



Hidden Spells (Ex): Starting at 5th level, whenever a cabal bravo casts a spell with verbal or somatic components, she can make as Stealth skill check (DC 20 + the 

spell’s level) to mask her words and actions and prevent those around her from noticing her spellcasting. As she gains experience, her ability to mask her spells 
increases. At 11th level, she gains a +2 bonus to all Stealth checks made to mask her spellcasting. At 17th level, this increases to +4. This ability replaces uncanny 

dodge and the rogue talent gained at 20th level. 

Death Attack (Ex): Starting at 8th level, if a cabal bravo studies her victim for 3 rounds and then makes a sneak attack with a melee weapon that successfully deals 

damage, the sneak attack has the additional effect of possibly either paralyzing or killing the target (cabal bravo's choice). Studying the victim is a standard action. The 

death attack fails if the target detects the cabal bravo or recognizes the cabal bravo as an enemy (although the attack might still be a sneak attack if the target is denied 

his Dexterity bonus to his Armor Class or is flanked). If the victim of such a death attack fails a Fortitude save (DC 10 + the cabal bravo's class level + the cabal 
bravo's Int modifier) against the kill effect, he dies. If the saving throw fails against the paralysis effect, the victim is rendered helpless and unable to act for 1d6 rounds 

plus 1 round per level of the cabal bravo. If the victim's saving throw succeeds, the attack is just a normal sneak attack. Once the cabal bravo has completed the 3 rounds 

of study, she must make the death attack within the next 3 rounds. 
If a death attack is attempted and fails (the victim makes her save) or if the cabal bravo does not launch the attack within 3 rounds of completing the study, 3 new 

rounds of study are required before she can attempt another death attack. This ability replaces improved uncanny dodge and the rogue talent gained at 8th level. 

Advanced Talents: At 10th level, the cabal bravo can choose advanced rogue talents whenever she could choose a rogue talent, or when she selects the Extra Rogue 
Talent feat. The cabal bravo adds the following rogue abilities to the list of advanced talents she may select: Evasion, Uncanny Dodge, and Improved Uncanny Dodge. 

A cabal bravo must select uncanny dodge before selecting improved uncanny dodge. In the case of the Improved Evasion talent, the cabal bravo must have evasion to 

select it. A cabal bravo treats her level as her rogue level for the purpose of qualifying for talents with level-dependent requirements and calculating the effects of any 
talent or rogue ability she's chosen. 

Quiet Death (Ex): At 12th level, whenever a cabal bravo kills a creature using her death attack during a surprise round, she can also make a Stealth check, opposed 

by Perception checks of those in the vicinity to prevent them from identifying her as the assailant. If successful, those nearby might not even notice that the target is 
dead for a few moments, allowing the cabal bravo to avoid detection. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 12th level. 

Swift Death (Ex): At 16th level, once per day, a cabal bravo can make a death attack against a foe without studying the foe beforehand. She must still sneak attack 

her foe using a melee weapon that deals damage. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 16th level. 

Angel of Death (Su): At 20th level, the cabal bravo becomes a master of death. Once per day, when the cabal bravo makes a successful death attack, she can cause 

the target's body to crumble to dust. This prevents raise dead and resurrection (although true resurrection works as normal). The cabal bravo must declare the use of 

this ability before the attack is made. If the attack misses or the target successfully saves against the death attack, this ability is wasted with no effect. This ability 
replaces master strike.  

 

 
Table: Cabal Bravo 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2 Favored token, sneak attack +1d6  —  —  —  —  
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3 Poison use, rogue talent  —  —  —  —  
3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3 Sneak attack +2d6  —  —  —  —  
4th  +3  +1  +4  +4 School of the assassin   0  —  —  —  
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4 Hidden spells   1  —  —  —  
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5 Rogue talent   1  —  —  —  
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5 Sneak attack +3d6   1   0  —  —  
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6 Death attack   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6 Sneak attack +4d6   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7 Advanced talents, rogue talent   2   1   0  —  
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7 Hidden spells (+2)   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8 Quiet death   2   2   1  —  
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8 Sneak attack +5d6   3   2   1   0 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9 Rogue talent   3   2   1   1  
15th  +11/+6/+1 +5  +9  +9 Sneak attack +6d6   3   2   2   1  
16th  +11/+7/+2  +5  +10  +1 Swift death   3   3   2   1  
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Hidden spells (+4)   4   3   2   1  
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11  +11 Rogue talent   4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11  +11 Sneak attack +7d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Angel of death   4   4   3   3 
 



COLDBLOODED KILLER (Nihilakh) 
??? 

Primary Class: Rogue.  

Secondary Class: Barbarian. 

Alignment: Any nonlawful. 

Hit Die: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The coldblooded killer may select three barbarian skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The 

coldblooded killer gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The coldblooded killer is proficient with all simple and martial weapons plus the hand crossbow. They are proficient with light 

armor, but not with shields. 

Cold Rage (Ex): Starting at 1st level, a coldblooded killer gains the barbarian’s rage ability, but with the following changes. When a coldblooded killer rages, she 
can only rage for a number of rounds equal to 2 rounds + her Constitution modifier. At each level after 1st, she can rage for 1 additional round. Also, instead of making 

a normal rage she may apply a +2 morale bonus to her Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution. This bonus increases to +4 when she gains greater cold rage. She may apply 

the full bonus to one ability score or may split the bonus between several scores in increments of +2. When using a cold rage, a coldblooded killer gains no bonus 
on Will saves, takes no penalties to AC, can still use Intelligence–, Dexterity–, and Charisma–based skills, and is not fatigued when the cold rage ends.  

A cold rage is not easily ended. The coldblooded killer can end her cold rage as a full-round action. At 5th level, this improves to a standard action. A coldblooded 

killer can focus her mind and force her rage to end as a free action if she makes a successful concentration check. This check uses her coldblooded killer level as her 
caster level and Charisma as her casting ability. The DC for this check is equal to 15 + the number of rounds spent in cold rage. If the check fails, the coldblooded killer 

ends her cold rage as a full-round action or a standard action as normal. A coldblooded killer can enter a cold rage multiple times during a single encounter or combat. 

This ability replaces trapfinding.  
Sneak Attack: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 every three rogue levels 

thereafter, up to 7d6 at 19th level. 

Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the coldblooded killer gains a rogue talent at 2nd level and every three levels 

thereafter. In addition, whenever the coldblooded killer could choose a rogue talent, she can select a rage power she qualifies for instead.  

Brutal Beating (Ex): At 3rd level, whenever a coldblooded killer deals sneak attack damage, she can choose to forgo 1d6 points of sneak attack damage to make the 

target sickened for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 her coldblooded killer level. This ability does not stack with itself—only the most recent duration applies. This 
ability replaces trap sense. 

Hard to Kill: At 6th level a coldblooded killer gains Diehard as a bonus feat, even if she does not meet the prerequisites. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained 

at 6th level. 
Greater Cold Rage (Ex): At 9th level, when a coldblooded killer enters cold rage, the morale bonus to her Strength, Dexterity, or Constitution increases to +4 and 

may split the bonus between several scores in increments of +2. In addition, a coldblooded killer can end her rage as a move action instead of a standard action. This 

ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 10th level. 
Advanced Talents: At 11th level, whenever a coldblooded killer could choose a rogue talent, she can select an advanced talent that she qualifies for instead.   

Damage Reduction (Ex): At 12th level, a coldblooded killer gains damage reduction. Subtract 1 from the damage the coldblooded killer takes each time she is dealt 

damage from a weapon or a natural attack. At 15th level and again at 18th level, this damage reduction rises by 1 point. Damage reduction can reduce damage to 0 but 
not below 0. This ability replaces sneak attack 2d6, 5d6, and 8d6.  

Finality (Ex): At 14th level a coldblooded killer has honed her instincts to a razor's edge. Whenever the coldblooded killer makes a sneak attack while in a cold rage, 

she may extend her rage for one more round if the sneak attack is successful. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 14th level.  
 

 

SWAPS 
Trapfinding = Cold rage 

Trap sense = Brutal beating 

Sneak attack 3d6/6d6/9d6 = DR 1/-, 2/-, 3/- 
Rogue talent = Hard to kill 

Rogue talent = Greater cold rage 

Rogue talent = Finality 
 

 

Table: Rogue 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +0  Cold rage, sneak attack +1d6 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +0 Evasion, rogue talent 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +1 Brutal beating 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +1 Sneak attack +2d6, uncanny dodge 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +1 Rogue talent 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +2 Hard to kill 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +2 Sneak attack +3d6 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +2 Improved uncanny dodge, rogue talent 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +3 Greater cold rage 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +3 Sneak attack +4d6  
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +3 Advanced talents, rogue talent  
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +4 Damage reduction 1/—  
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +4 Sneak attack +5d6 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +4 Finality, rogue talent 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +5 Damage reduction 2/— 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +5 Sneak attack +6d6 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +5 Rogue talent 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +6 Damage reduction 3/— 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +6 Sneak attack +7d6 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +6 Master strike, rogue talent 



COVEN AGENT (Byrdology) 

City streets are populated with waifs, urchins, guttersnipes, and the other outcasts of society, each facing a daily life or death struggle to survive. So, when opportunity 
calls, those of indomitable willpower and unquenchable dreams will often grasp it with a vise-like grip in hopes of something better. Among those few are those who 

enter the service of a secret cabal or coven of witches of their own free will, enticed by their desire for greater power and influence over those who grind them beneath 

their heels. Coven agents serve as enforcers, infiltrators, and agents for their patrons. Each coven agent enters a pact with his patrons with a full understanding of their 

role and expectations. While the reason for entering such a pact is often varied, they receive a variety of boons through this binding contract between the corporeal and 

incorporeal worlds. Coven agents are free to employ their abilities in any way necessary to fulfill their duty, but are nonetheless bound to the demands of their patrons. 

With their natural skills of stealth and legerdemain, the coven agent’s foremost responsibility is to infiltrate enemy covens and glean their eldritch secrets for their own, 
while exposing those who have infiltrated their coven. Should a coven agent openly defy her patrons or refuse to uphold her part of the pact, she may find herself on the 

run from enemy covens or other coven agents seeking to eliminate her on behalf of her patron powers. 

Primary: Rogue. 
Secondary: Witch. 

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The coven agent selects three witch skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The coven agent gains a 

number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The coven agent is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. A coven 
agent is proficient with light armor, but not with shields.  

Dire Blade (Su): At 1st level, a coven agent forms a bond with a weapon of her choice. This functions like the wizard’s arcane bond class feature, except that a 

coven agent must commune with her weapon each day to regain her hexes and prepare her patron arcanum, as a witch must commune with her familiar. In addition, a 
dire blade can be used to cast any one patron arcanum spell that the coven agent is capable of casting, even if the spell is not prepared.  

Patron Pact: At 1st level, when a coven agent gains her dire blade, she must also select two patrons and enters into a binding pact with them. She gains both her 

patron’s spells and adds them to her list of patron arcanum spells at the appropriate level.  

A patron pact creates a deeper bond between the coven agent and her patrons than other witches. It is through this pact that a coven agent gains her hexes and patron 

arcanum spells. Although a coven agent may act of her own free will, she is subject to the demands of her patron. A coven agent who willfully defies her patrons, or 

who violates the strictures of her patrons loses all patron arcanum spells, hexes, and all other witch related class features. A coven agent may not progress any further in 
levels as a coven agent if she has violated her pact. She regains her abilities and advancement potential if she atones for her violations (see atonement), as appropriate. 

This ability otherwise functions as the witch’s patron ability.  

Sneak Attack: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level and an additional 1d6 damage every four 
levels thereafter, to a maximum of 5d6 at 17th level.  

Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the coven agent gains a rogue talent at 2nd level and every four levels thereafter.  

Sixth Sense (Ex): At 3rd level, a coven agent gains an intuitive sense that protects her from divination effects, giving her a +1 bonus on Will saves made against 
divination (scrying) spells and spell-like abilities, such as arcane eye, clairaudience/clairvoyance, or scrying. She also gains a +1 dodge bonus to her touch AC against 

touch spells. These bonuses rise to +2 when the coven agent reaches 6th level, to +3 when she reaches 9th level, to +4 when she reaches 12th level, to +5 at 15th, and to 

+6 at 18th level. This ability replaces trap sense. 
Patron Arcanum: At 4th level, a coven agent casts arcane spells drawn from her patron arcanum, with a caster level equal to her coven agent level. To cast a spell, a 

coven agent must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The save DC against a coven agent’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the coven agent’s 

Intelligence modifier. Like a witch, a coven agent must commune with her dire blade to prepare her daily allotment of spells. She can prepare any patron spell stored 
within her dire blade.  

A coven agent’s selection of patron arcanum spells is also extremely limited. At 4th level, a coven agent can cast 1st-level patron arcanum spells and each subsequent 

level of spells every four levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 5th-level spells at 20th level. 

A coven agent of 4th level gains her 1st-level patron's spells and adds them to her list of 1st-level patron arcanum. A coven agent gains one patron arcanum spell slot 

for each level of patron arcanum spell she can cast, from 1st on up. Each day, a coven agent can prepare one of the spells from her patron spells in that slot. At 8th level, 

a coven agent adds her 2nd level patron spells to her list of 2nd-level patron arcanum. At 12th level, a coven agent adds her 3rd level patron spells to her list of 3rd-level 
patron arcanum. At 16th level, a coven agent adds her 4th level patron spells to her list of 4th-level patron arcanum. At 20th level, a coven agent adds her 5th level 

patron spells to her list of 5th-level patron arcanum. This ability replaces the rogue talents gained at 4th, 8th, 12th, 16th, and 20th level. 

 

Table: Coven Agent 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Dire blade, patron pact, sneak attack +1d6 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Evasion, rogue talent 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Hex, sixth sense +1, 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Patron arcanum (1st), uncanny dodge 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Sneak attack +2d6 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Rogue talent, sixth sense +2 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Hex 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Improved uncanny dodge, patron arcanum (2nd) 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Sixth sense +3, sneak attack +3d6 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Advanced talents, rogue talent 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Hex 
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +8 Patron arcanum (3rd), sixth sense +4  
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Sneak attack +4d6 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Rogue talent 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Hex, sixth sense +5 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Patron arcanum (4th) 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Sneak attack +5d6 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +11 Rogue talent, sixth sense +6 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +11 Hex 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Master strike, patron arcanum (5th) 
  



DEADLY TRAPMASTER (Tyrannical) 
As long as mortals have hunted quarry, and waged war, there have been tales of great clashes, heroic encounters, horrific bloodshed, honorable sacrifice, and hard-
fought victory. And for a slightly lesser period of time, there have been those who know the pointlessness of such endeavors, and the value of simply knowing the 

battlefield, knowing the land, and how to manipulate it to one's advantage. No matter the foe or quarry, the deadly trapmasters pride themselves on their powers of 

preplanning, forethought, and cleverly calculated manipulation of the geometries of their battlefield. As grandiose as the image of a lone warrior, bloodied, beaten, and 

cleaving his way through countless foes while only inches away from death himself, these keen souls take satisfaction in knowing they can manage the same degree of 

effectiveness, without ever directly engaging a foe. 

Primary Class: Investigator.  
Secondary Class: Ranger.  

Alignment: Any.  

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The deadly trapmaster selects three ranger skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal investigator class skills. The deadly 

trapmaster gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The deadly trapmaster is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the bola, garrote, hand crossbow, lasso, longbow, net, shortbow, 
and whip. The deadly trapmaster is proficient with light and medium armor, but not with shields.  

Inspiration (Ex): This is exactly like the investigator’s ability of the same name, except that the deadly trapmaster can only use inspiration to augment Disable 

Device, Knowledge (dungeoneering), Knowledge (engineering), Knowledge (geography), Stealth, Survival, and Use Magic Device skill checks. The deadly trapmaster 
can use inspiration on any Disable Device, Knowledge, or Survival skill checks without expending a use of inspiration, provided he's trained in the skill.  

Trap: At 1st level, a deadly trapmaster learns how to create a snare trap and one other ranger trap of his choice. At 2nd level and every level thereafter, he learns 

another trap. The deadly trapmaster can use these traps a total number of times per day equal to 1/2 his deadly trapmaster level + his Intelligence modifier. Once a trap 
is learned, it can’t be unlearned and replaced with a different type of trap. The deadly trapmaster cannot select an individual trap more than once. When 

using Craft (traps) to create a trap, a deadly trapmaster gains a competence bonuse qual to his class level on the skill check. In addition, a deadly trapmaster can 

use Craft (trap) to identify traps as if using detect magic. He must study the trap for 1 round to attempt such a check. This ability replaces the investigator’s alchemy and 

extracts class features.  

Track (Ex): At 2nd level, a deadly trapmaster gains the ranger’s track ability. This ability replaces poison lore.  

Trap Opportunist (Ex): At 2nd level, a deadly trap master can make an attack of opportunity as an immediate action against an opponent who has just been 
entangled, grappled, immobilized, or tripped by one of his traps. The deadly trapmaster gains a +2 circumstance bonus on this attack. This attack counts as an attack of 

opportunity for that round. Even a deadly trapmaster with the Combat Reflexes feat can't use this ability more than once per round. This ability replaces poison 

resistance +2 and poison resistance +4. 
Masterwork Traps (Ex): At 3rd level, any trap that a deadly trapmaster creates is of masterworkwork quality. This increases the melee attack roll and save DC of 

all his traps by +1. This ability replaces keen recollection. 

Investigator’s Talent: This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that deadly trapmaster may not choose any alchemist discoveries. In 
addition, he can chose from the following new talents restricted to the Deadly Trapmaster multiclass archetype.  

Combine Traps (Ex): When the deadly trapmaster creates a trap, he can join two traps into one. When the combined trap is triggered, both traps take effect. Using 

this talent requires 10 minute of work and the new trap has a save DC 2 points higher than the higher DC of the two traps.  The deadly trapmaster must be at least 7th 
level to select this talent.  

Eternal Trap (Ex): The deadly trapmaster can create traps that reset themselves. This requires a special mechanism (cost 500 gp) and 1 hour of work. Once the trap is 

triggered, it resets itself as an immediate action. The trap can only be reset once in a 24-hour period. The deadly trapmaster must be at least 15th level and have the 
Improved Trap investigator talent to select this talent.  

Fortify Trap (Ex): The deadly trapmaster can combine two traps of the same type to increase their effects. This requires two traps of the same type and 10 minutes of 

work. When completed, the deadly trapmaster has one trap of the same type. The duration of any effect bestowed by the trap (if any) is extended by 50% and the save 

DC increases by +2.  

Improved Trap (Ex): The deadly trapmaster can increase the save DC of any trap by 4 and doubles the duration of any effects (for example, a burning trap’s fire 

damage lasts 2d4 rounds instead of 1d4 rounds and a lazurite trap lasts 20 minutes per deadly trapmaster level instead of 10 minutes). This requires 10 minutes of work. 
The deadly trapmaster must be at least 9th level to select this talent.  

Lethal Trap (Ex): The deadly trapmaster can double the damage of any trap. For example, a bludgeoning trap deals 2d6 points of bludgeoning damage for every 4 

levels the ranger possesses (minimum 2d6) instead of 1d6, and an exploding trap deals fire damage equal to 2d6 + the deadly trapmaster’s level instead of 1d6 + 1/2 the 
deadly trapmaster’s level. This requires 10 minutes of work. The deadly trapmaster must be at least 11th level to select this talent.  

Rogue Talent (Ex): A deadly trapmaster can select one of the following rogue talents in place of an investigator talent: assault leader, black market connections, 

camouflage, canny observer, cunning trigger, disabling stunt, fast picks, firearm training, grit, hold breath, last ditch effort, quick disable, quick trapsmith, rogue crawl, 
rope master, stand up, snap shot, surprise attack, trap spotter, weapon training. This replaces the investigator’s normal selection of rogue talents. 

Trapper Feats: A deadly trapmaster can select one of the following feats in place of an investigator talent: Advanced Ranger Trap, Extra Ranger Traps, Expansive 
Trap Ability*, Field Repair, Light Step*, Master Craftsman, Nimble Moves, Patient Strike, Trapper's Setup, Trap Spotter, Trap Wrecker. The deadly trapmaster is 

treated as the required race for any trapper feat with a racial requirement. He must meet the remaining prerequisites of the feat as normal. 

Undetectable Trap (Ex): The deadly trapmaster can, as a full-round action, to conceal and otherwise make his traps more difficult to detect through Perception skill 
checks or divination spells such as find traps. The DC of any Perception check made to find the trap increases by 5 + 1/2 the deadly trapmaster’s level. If a divination is 

attempted against the undetectable trap, the caster of the divination must succeed on a caster level check (1d20 + caster level) against a DC of 11 + the deadly 

trapmaster’s level. If the trap is on the deadly trapmaster’s person or an item currently in his possession, the DC is 15 + the deadly trapmaster’s level. Using this talent 
increases the Craft (trap) DC of any trap he creates by +5. The deadly trapmaster must be at least 5th level to select this talent.   

Studied Terrain (Ex): With a keen eye and calculating mind, a deadly trapmaster can assess the terrain around him so as to take advantage of its natural landscape. 

At 4th level, a deadly trapmaster can use a move action to study the terrain within 60 feet that he can see. Upon doing so, he can set a trap within the studied area and 
adds 1/2 his deadly trapmaster level as an insight bonus on the trap’s melee attack roll and bonus on the damage roll (if applicable) made against the triggering creature. 

This effect lasts until the trap is triggered. The bonus on damage rolls is precision damage, and is not multiplied on a critical hit. 

A deadly trapmaster can only have one trap affected by his studied terrain at a time, and once a creature has become the target of a deadly trapmaster's studied 
terrain, he cannot become the target of the same deadly trapmaster's studied terrain again for 24 hours unless the deadly trapmaster expends one use of inspiration when 

taking the move action to use this ability. This ability replaces studied combat.  

Studied Strike (Ex): This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that the deadly trapmaster applies his studied strike damage to traps set 
using his studied terrain ability.  

Swift Trap (Ex): At 4th level, a deadly trapmaster can set traps with astounding speed. He can set a trap as standard action instead of a full-round action. This ability 

replaces swift alchemy.  
Favored Terrain (Ex): At 7th level, a deadly trapmaster gains the ranger’s favored terrain ability, and can select his 1st favored terrain at 7th level, and an additional 

favored terrain every six levels thereafter. In addition, whenever the deadly trapmaster uses his studied terrain ability to set a trap, the trap receives a bonus to its saving 

throw DC and the DC on any Perception check made to notice the trap equal to his favored terrain bonus. This ability replaces the investigator’s talents gained at 7th, 
13th, and 19th level.  

Swift Tracker (Ex): At 8th level, a deadly trapmaster gains the ranger’s swift tracker ability. This ability replaces poison resistance +6.  

Launch Trap (Ex): At 11th level, a deadly trapmaster can affix a magical ranger trap to an arrow, crossbow bolt, or thrown weapon, allowing him to set the trap 
remotely or use it as a direct attack. Attaching the trap to the projectile is part of the action of creating or setting a new trap. The trapped projectile is fired or thrown in 



the normal manner. If fired at a square, the trap is treated as if the deadly trapmaster had set the trap in that square, except the DC is 5 lower than normal. If fired at a 

creature, the target takes damage from the ranged weapon and is treated as if it had triggered the trap (saving throw applies, if any). The attack has a maximum range of 
60 feet, and range increments apply to the attack roll. The duration of the trapped projectile starts from when it is created, not from when it is used. This ability replaces 

poison immunity.  

 

 

NEW RANGER TRAPS 
The following new traps can be selected by any class with the ranger trap class feature and complements the Deadly Trapmaster multiclass archetype.  

 

Destructive Trap (Ex or Su) 
Effects: A ranger can only add this to a trap that deals damage. The target takes greater damage when the trap is triggered. The damage die of the trap 
increases by one category (1d4 to 1d6, 1d6 to 1d8, and so on). Any objects adjacent to the trap when it is triggered take double the initial listed damage.  
 

Shattering Trap (Ex or Su) 
Effects: A ranger can only add this to a trap that deals damage. If the target fails his saving throw against the trap or the trap successfully hits the target, 
the trap immediately attempts a sunder combat maneuver against the target’s armor. The trap’s combat maneuver bonus for the sunder is equal to the 
ranger’s level + his Wisdom modifier.  

 
 

Table: Deadly Trapmaster 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will  
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +0  +2 +2 Inspiration, trap, trapfinding 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Track, trap opportunist 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Investigator talent, masterwork traps, trap sense +1 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Studied terrain, studied strike +1d6, swift trap 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Investigator’s talent 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Studied strike +2d6, trap sense +2 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 1st favored terrain 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Studied strike +3d6, swift tracker 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Investigator’s talent, trap sense +3 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Studied strike +4d6 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Investigator’s talent, launch trap 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Studied strike +5d6, trap sense +4 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 2nd favored terrain  
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Studied strike +6d6 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Investigator’s talent, traps sense +5 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Studied strike +7d6 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Investigator’s talent 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11 +11 Studied strike +8d6, trap sense +6 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11 +11 3rd favored terrain 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12 +12 Studied strike +9d6, true inspiration 
  



DISCIPLE OF THE SUN/RADIANT STAR (Taco Man) 
In a small, isolated village on the top of a remote mountain, a single wiseman discovered a way to harness the power of the sun and the heavens through his breath. He 
refined this sacred technique, this glorious light, into a powerful tool of both healing and purifying. This was the beginning of the ripple. An esoteric and versatile 

power, the formal disciples of the ripple take it within them to use this holy light to protect the innocent and the natural, and banish the unholy and abominable from this 

world. 

Primary Class: Monk.  

Secondary Class: Paladin.  

Alignment: Lawful good.  
Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The disciple of the radiant star selects three paladin skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The disciple 

of the radiant star gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The disciple of the radiant star is proficient with the brass knuckles, cestus, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, 

javelin, kama, nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear and temple sword. The disciple of the radiant star is not proficient 

with any armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a disciple of the radiant star loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast 
movement and flurry of blows abilities. 

Radiant Strike (Su): At 1st level, a disciple of the radiant star absorbs the energy of the sun and stores it in his body. As a swift action, the disciple of the radiant 

star can channel the sun’s energy into his fists to make a radiant strike. The disciple of the radiant star must declare that he is using this ability before he makes his 
attack roll (thus, a failed attack roll ruins the attempt). The disciple of the radiant star adds his Cha bonus (if any) to his attack and damage rolls until the beginning of 

his next turn. If the target is evil, he adds his disciple of the radiant star level to the damage roll of his first successful attack made against the target of his strike. If the 

target of the radiant strike is an outsider with the evil subtype, an undead creature, or any creature with vulnerability to sunlight (or the daylight spell or similar effect), 
the bonus to damage on the first successful attack increases to 2 points of damage per level the disciple of the radiant star possesses. Regardless of the target, radiant 

strike automatically bypass any DR the creature might possess. 

The disciple of the radiant star may attempt a radiant strike a number of times per day equal to his disciple of the radiant star level + his Charisma modifier.  

At 4th level or higher, radiant strike forces a foe damaged by the disciple of the radiant star’s unarmed attack to make a Fortitude saving throw (DC 10 + 1/2 the 

disciple of the radiant star’s character level + his Charisma modifier), in addition to dealing damage normally. A defender who fails this saving throw is dazzled for 1 

minute (until just before the disciple of the radiant star’s turn).  
At 8th level, a disciple of the radiant star can make the target blinded for 1 round. This condition replaces dazzling the target for 1 minute, and a successful saving 

throw still negates the effect. 

At 12th level, he can make the target blinded for 1d6+1 rounds. 
At 16th level, he can permanently blind the target. 

The disciple of the radiant star must choose which condition will apply before the attack roll is made. These effects do not stack with themselves (a creature dazzled 

by a radiant strike cannot become blinded if hit by radiant strike again), but additional hits do increase the duration. This ability replaces stunning fist. 
Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except with the following changes. The number of points in a disciple of the radiant star’s ki 

pool is equal to 1/2 his disciple of the radiant star level + his Constitution modifier.  

By spending 1 point from his ki pool, a disciple of the radiant star can do one of the following: 
 Make one additional attack at his highest attack bonus when making a flurry of blows attack, or  

 Treat his unarmed strike as if it had the ghost touch special weapon ability, or  

 Treat his unarmed strike as having the reach weapon quality for 1 round, or 
 Gain a bonus equal to his Charisma modifier (minimum 1) on all saving throws for 1 round, or  

 Replicate the effects of lay on hands with an equivalent paladin level equal to his disciple of the radiant star level –4. 

This modifies ki pool. 

Focused Radiance (Su): At 4th level, a disciple of the radiant star learns to focus the radiant energy within him. When using his radiant strike, a disciple of the 

radiant star may spend 1 point from his ki pool as a free action to treat any improvised, manufactured, or natural weapon as having the monk weapon quality, allowing 

him to use it with his unarmed strike and flurry of blows. He is also considered to be proficient with that weapon.  
At 5th level, this chosen weapon is granted a +1 enhancement bonus. For every three levels beyond 5th, the weapon gains an additional +1 enchantment bonus, to a 

maximum of +6 at 20th level. These bonuses can be added to the weapon, stacking with existing weapon bonuses to a maximum of +5, or they can be used to add any 

of the following weapon properties: anchoring, brilliant energy, defending, disruption, flaming, glorious, grounding, guardian, impact, ki focus, ki intensifying, and 
neutralizing. Adding these properties consumes an amount of bonus equal to the property's cost. These bonuses are added to any properties the weapon already has, but 

duplicate abilities do not stack. If the weapon is not magical, at least a +1 enhancement bonus must be added before any other properties can be added. The bonus and 

properties granted by the radiant strike are determined when the ability is activated and cannot be changed until the ability is used again.  
This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 6th and 10th level, quivering palm, and tongue of sun and moon. 

Aura of Life (Su): At 10th level, a disciple of the radiant star becomes a powerful conduit for the energy of the sun. As long as the disciple of the radiant star has at 
least 1 point in his ki pool, any creature within 10 feet of him with fast healing or regeneration has these abilities negated and cannot be healed by magical means 

(“cure” or “inflict” spells, channeled energy, etc.), only by natural means. This ability replaces diamond body and diamond soul. 

Master of the Sun (Su): At 19th level, a disciple of the radiant star gains DR 5/evil and immunity to compulsion spells and spell-like abilities, as well as spell 
resistance equal to his disciple of the radiant star level. This ability replaces timeless body, empty body. 

Final Radiance (Su): At 20th level, he can channel his radiant energy into one final desperate act. By expend all his remaining ki points, the disciple of the radiant 

star can perform one of the effects: 
 His radiant strike ability is immediately activated for 1 minute and treats all opponents as having an evil alignment. This can be used with his flurry of blows, and 

any critical hit is automatically confirmed.  

 When he is reduced to 0 hit points of lower, he is instead reduced to 1 hit point and becomes immune to the dead, exhausted, frightened, nauseated, panicked, 
paralyzed, stunned, and unconscious conditions for 1 minute. He remains alive and mobile even if unable to attack or in a state where he’d normally be unable to 

move (such as a severed head, etc.). If the disciple of the radiant star is alive after the 1 minute has expired, he immediately gains fast healing 5 for 1 minute.  

 As a standard action, he gains 1 negative level for every ki point expended, and in turn grants an adjacent and willing ally 1 ki point and 2 temporary hit points for 
every ki point expended. The ally also gains a permanent +1 enhancement bonus to 3 separate ability scores of her choice and becomes a 1st level disciple of the 

radiant star. If the disciple of the radiant star dies while this ability is in effect, its effects are doubled for 1 minute, and the ally is considered to have unlimited ki 

points. Only a wish or miracle spell, or divine intervention can return the disciple of the radiant star back to life. 
This ability replaces perfect self.  

 

Table: Disciple of the Radiant Star 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will  Flurry of Blows Unarm  AC  Fast 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Attack Bonus  Dmg* Bns Move 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Bonus feat, flurry of blows, –1/–1  1d6   +0  +0 ft. 
     radiant strike, unarmed strike 
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Bonus feat, evasion +0/+0  1d6   +0  +0 ft. 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, maneuver training, +1/+1  1d6   +0 +10 ft. 



     still mind 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Focused radiance, ki pool (magic), +2/+2  1d8   +1 +10 ft. 
     slow fall 20 ft. 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  High jump, purity of body +3/+3  1d8   +1 +10 ft. 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Slow fall 30 ft. +4/+4/–1  1d8   +1 +20 ft. 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Ki pool (cold iron/silver), +5/+5/+0  1d8   +1 +20 ft.  
     wholeness of body 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Slow fall 40 ft. +6/+6/+1/+1 1d10   +2 +20 ft. 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Improved evasion +7/+7/+2/+2 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Ki pool (lawful), slow fall 50 ft. +8/+8/+3/+3 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Aura of life +9/+9/+4/+4/–1 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Abundant step, slow fall 60 ft. +10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d6   +3 +40 ft. 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8   +11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d6   +3 +40 ft. 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Bonus feat, slow fall 70 ft. +12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d6   +3 +40 ft. 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9   +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3  2d6   +3 +50 ft. 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Ki pool (adamantine), slow fall 80 ft. +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1  2d8   +4 +50 ft. 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Master of the sun  +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d8   +4 +50 ft. 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Bonus feat, slow fall 90 ft. +16/+16/+11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d8   +4 +60 ft. 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11   +17/+17/+12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d8   +4 +60 ft. 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Final radiance, slow fall any distance +18/+18/+13/+13/+8/+8/+3 2d10   +5 +60 ft. 

 

  



ESPIAL VOYAGEUR (JonathonWilder)  
A perceptive traveler who roams the land, a discoverer of lost or forgotten knowledge, and a student of magic learned from the world around him–while these could 
describe a number of people, they define the espial voyageur to a tee. Seeking lore and artifacts of ancient places, and tapping into magic that he did not know resided 

inside himself, an espial voyageur gains the skills necessary to take on whatever obstacles or challenges that lay before him. He relies on inspiration to lead him to paths 

he could not otherwise walk, and often finds himself in strange new worlds or planes of existence as he plods forth on his never ending journey of discovery. It is the 

promise of new sights and wonders just over the next rise that are ever pushing him to greater heights as he learns of the hidden magic locked within him. 

Primary Class: Investigator. 

Secondary Class: Bard.  
Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The espial voyageur  gains no additional class skills. The espial voyageur gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The espial voyageur is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, longsword, rapier, sap, shortbow, short sword, 

sword cane, and whip. He is also proficient with light armor, but not with shields. An espial voyageur can cast arcane spells while wearing light armor without incurring 

the normal arcane spell failure chance.  
Spellcasting: An espial voyageur casts arcane spells drawn from the alchemist formulae list and bard spell list, but removes any formula that affects extracts and any 

spell that affects bardic performances from this list. If a formulae or spell appears on both the alchemist formulae list and bard spell list, the espial voyageur uses the 

lower of the two spell levels listed for the spell. In addition, the espial voyageur adds the following spells to his list at the indicated spell levels: 1st–longstrider, mount; 
2nd–mount (communal), slipstream; 3rd–longstrider (greater), fly, phantom chariot, water walk; 4th–overland flight, ride the waves, teleport; 5th–teleport (greater); 

6th–plane shift, walk through space. An espial voyageur must choose and prepare his spells ahead of time. 

To learn, prepare, or cast a spell, the espial voyageur must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving 
throw against an espial voyageur’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the espial voyageur’s Intelligence modifier. 

An espial voyageur can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. His base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Espial Voyageur. In addition, 

he receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Intelligence score. 

An espial voyageur may know any number of spells. He must choose and prepare his spells ahead of time by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour studying 

his spellbook. While studying, the espial voyageur decides which spells to prepare. 

Spellbooks: An espial voyageur must study his spellbook each day to prepare his spells. He cannot prepare any spell not recorded in his spellbook except for read 
magic, which all espial voyageurs can prepare from memory. An espial voyageur begins play with a spellbook containing all 0-level bard spells plus three 1st-level 

alchemist formulae or bard spells of his choice. The espial voyageur also selects a number of additional 1st-level alchemist formulae or bard spells equal to his 

Intelligence modifier to add to his spellbook. At each new espial voyageur level, he gains two new alchemist formulae or bard spells of any formulae or spell level or 
levels that he can cast (based on his new espial voyageur level) for his spellbook. At any time, an espial voyageur can also add spells found in other formulae books or 

spellbooks to his own. 

An espial voyageur can learn spells from an alchemist’s formulae book or a wizard’s spellbook, just as an alchemist or wizard can from an espial voyageur’s 
spellbook. The spells learned must be on the alchemist formulae list or bard spell list, as normal. An alchemist can learn formulae from an espial voyageur’s spellbook, 

if the spells are also on the alchemist spell list. This ability replaces the investigator’s extracts. 

Bardic Knowledge (Ex): An espial voyageur adds half his level (minimum 1) to all Knowledge skill checks and may make all Knowledge skill checks untrained. 
This ability and cantrips replace alchemy. 

Cantrips: An espial voyageur can prepare a number of cantrips, or 0-level spells, each day, as noted on Table: Espial Voyageur under “Spells per Day.” These spells 

are drawn from the bard spell list and are cast like any other spell, but they are not expended when cast and may be used again. 
Intestinal Fortitude (Ex): At 2nd level, an espial voyageur gains a +2 bonus on all saving throws against exhaustion and fatigue. He also adds this bonus to the 

number of hours he can go without food and water, and on his Constitution checks made against the effects of starvation and thirst. This bonus increases to +4 at 5th 

level, and then again to +6 at 8th level. At 10th level, the amount of nonlethal damage the espial voyageur takes from starvation or thirst is reduced to 1d4. This ability 

replaces poison resistance and poison immunity. 

Master Explorer (Ex): At 2nd level, an espial voyageur adds 1/2 his class level (minimum 1) as a bonus on all Disable Device and Perception checks. An espial 

voyageur can disable intricate and complex traps in half the normal amount of time (minimum 1 round) and open a lock as a standard action instead of a full-round 
action. He can always take 10 on Disable Device and Stealth checks, even if distracted or endangered. A delver can use Disable Device to disarm magical traps. This 

ability replaces poison use. 

Investigator Talents: An espial voyageur may choose from the following additional talents, which are restricted to the Espial Voyageur multiclass archetype. Unless 
otherwise noted, each talent may be selected only once. 

Alchemist Discovery (Ex): The espial voyageur can only select one of the following alchemist discoveries as an investigator talent: enhance potion, eternal 

potion, and extend potion. When selecting an alchemist discovery, he must be high enough level to qualify for that discovery, using his espial voyageur level as 
his alchemist level to determine if he qualifies. This talent can be selected multiple times; each time grants a new alchemist discovery. This changes the normal 

investigator’s alchemist discovery talent.  
Augury (Sp): The espial voyageur may cast augury, as the spell, once per day. The espial voyageur must have the intuition and minor magic rogue talents to select 

this talent.  

Call it Out (Ex): One per day as a standard action, an espial voyageur can identify the weaknesses of one creature he can perceive. He must succeed at a 
Knowledge check to identify the creature. If successful, he and all allies within 30 feet who can hear him gain a knowledge of any special vulnerabilities and 

weaknesses a creature may have, including what forms of attack defeat its DR and regeneration, and gain a +1 bonus to attack rolls and the DCs of their spells and 

abilities against that opponent for one minute. Is he has 10 or more ranks in the relevant Knowledge skill for that creature's type, the bonus is doubled to +2. 
Careful Search (Ex): The espial voyageur may take 10 on Perception checks, even if it would not normally be allowed. She also gains a +1 on Perception checks to 

search an area. 

Coax Magical Item (Ex): The espial voyageur gains a bonus equal to half his level (minimum 1) on Use Magic Device checks. 
Creature Focus (Ex): The espial voyageur selects one type of creature from the ranger's favored enemy list. The espial voyageur gains a +3 bonus on Bluff, 

Knowledge, Perception, Sense Motive, and Survival checks against creatures of his selected type. Likewise, he gets a +3 bonus on weapon attack and damage rolls 

against them. If the espial voyageur has 10 or more ranks in the applicable Knowledge skill for the type of creature, these bonuses increase to +6. The espial voyageur 
may select this talent more than once, each time selecting a different type of creature. If a creature fits more than one category, only the best bonus applies. 

Creature Mythology (Ex): When he uses his call it out ability, the espial voyageur and his affected allies also gain +2 to overcome SR against that creature for one 

minute. The bonus is doubled if she has at least 10 ranks of the relevant Knowledge skill for that creature's type. The espial voyageur must have the call it out talent to 
select this talent.  

Defensive Training (Ex): The espial voyageur selects one category of foe (from the ranger's favored enemy list). The espial voyageur gains a +2 dodge bonus against 

opponents of that type. If the espial voyageur has 10 or more ranks in the Knowledge skill that pertains to that creature type, the bonus is doubled to +4. This talent may 
be selected more than once, each time choosing a different type of foe. If more than one category applies, the espial voyageur gains only the highest bonus. 

Detect Magic (Sp): The espial voyageur may use detect magic, as the spell, at will. The espial voyageur must have the minor magic rogue talent to select this talent.  

Extracurricular Study (Ex): The espial voyageur selects one skill. That skill is considered a class skill for the espial voyageur and gains a +1 bonus on skill checks. 
Improvise Tools (Ex): Choose one skill. The espial voyageur can perform a skill check without proper tools with that skill, without penalty, taking a minimum of a 

full round action. 

Intuition (Ex): Once per day, the espial voyageur can gain an insight bonus equal to his Int bonus (minimum +1) to any Int-, Wis-, or Charisma-based ability check or 
skill check. 



Jack of All Trades (class skills) (Ex): An espial voyageur with this secret treats all skills as class skills. The espial voyageur must have the jack of all trades (use 

untrained) talent and be at least 15th level to select his talent. 
Jack of All Trades (mastery) (Ex): An espial voyageur with this secret can take 10 on any skill check, even if it is not normally allowed. The espial voyageur must 

have the jack of all trades (class skills) talent and be at least 19th level to select his talent. 

Jack of All Trades (use untrained) (Ex): An espial voyageur who selects this secret can use any skill, even if the skill normally requires her to be trained. The espial 

voyageur must be at least 11th level to select his talent.   

Mental Resolve (Ex): One per day, the espial voyageur may designate one opponent, and gain an insight bonus equal to his Int bonus (minimum +1) to his saves 

against all abilities by that opponent. 
Mind Trick (Ex): The espial voyageur may add his Intelligence modifier to all Bluff skill checks. 

Quick Retrieval (Ex): An espial voyageur can retrieve needed items very quickly. Once per round, he may ready an item as a standard action if it would normally be 

a full round action, a move action if it would normally be a standard action, and a swift action if it would normally be a move action. 
Rummage (Ex): As a full round action, the espial voyageur can treat the result of a Perception check to search an area as though she rolled a twenty. The espial 

voyageur may use this ability a number of times per day equal to her Int bonus (minimum 1). The espial voyageur must have the careful search talent and be at least 

11th level to select his talent. 
Skill Focus: The espial voyageur gains Skill Focus as a bonus feat. 

Smart Weapon (Ex): The espial voyageur can use his Int bonus instead of his Str or Dex bonus to hit with any light or one-handed weapon or any crossbow. 

Pathfinding (Ex): Beginning at 3rd level, an espial voyageur develops an excellent sense of direction and skill at leading others through difficult terrain or by 
following ancient maps. An espial voyageur gains a +5 bonus on Survival checks made to avoid becoming lost and to Intelligence checks to escape a maze spell. In 

addition, she always uses the “road or trail” overland movement modifier even when in trackless terrain, whether on foot or mounted. With a DC 15 Survival check, the 

Espial voyageur can extend this benefit to one companion per class level. This ability replaces keen recollection. 
Surefooted (Ex): Starting at 4th level, an espial voyageur can move through difficult terrain (such as hills, mountains, rubble, ruins, and similar terrain) at his normal 

speed. Ground that has been magically manipulated to impede motion still affects him normally. This ability replaces swift alchemy. 

Greater Knowledge (Ex): At 9th level, an espial voyageur gains the ability to understand magic items. Whenever an espial voyageur examines a magic item to 

determine its properties, he gains a +10 circumstance bonus on his Spellcraft skill check. This ability replaces the investigator talent gained at 9th level.  

Master Knowledge (Ex): At 17th level, an espial voyageur's knowledge becomes vast indeed. Once per day an espial voyageur can use his knowledge to gain the 

effect of a legend lore spell or an analyze dweomer spell. If used to create a legend lore effect, this ability has a casting time of 1 minute, regardless of how much 
information is already known about the subject in question. This ability replaces the investigator talent gained at 17th level. 

 
 

Table: Espial Voyageur 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will      Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  0th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
1st  +0  +0  +2 +2 Bardic knowledge, cantrips, inspiration, trapfinding   3   1  —  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Intestinal fortitude +2, master explorer    4   2  —  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Investigator talent, pathfinding, trap sense +1   4   3  —  —  —  —   — 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Studied combat, studied strike +1d6, surefooted   4   3   1  —  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Intestinal fortitude +4, investigator’s talent   4   4   2  —  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Studied strike +2d6, trap sense +2   5   4   3  —  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Investigator’s talent   5   4   3   1  —  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Intestinal fortitude +6, studied strike +3d6   5   4   4   2  —  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Greater knowledge, trap sense +3   5   5   4   3  —  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Intestinal fortitude (1d4), studied strike +4d6   5   5   4   3   1  —  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Investigator’s talent   5   5   4   4   2  —  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Studied strike +5d6, trap sense +4   5   5   5   4   3  —  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   4   3   1  — 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Studied strike +6d6   5   5   5   4   4   2  — 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Investigator’s talent, traps sense +5   5   5   5   5   4   3  — 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Studied strike +7d6   5   5   5   5   4   3   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Master knowledge   5   5   5   5   4   4   2 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11 +11 Studied strike +8d6, trap sense +6   5   5   5   5   5   4   3 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11 +11 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   5   5   5   4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12 +12 Studied strike +9d6, true inspiration   5   5   5   5   5   5   5 



FORMBENDER (Arkellus) 
Monks are well known for their mystical connection to their inner power. However, some bend this connection to form a bond with an extraplanar entity, gaining a 
number of powerful abilities in the process. These formbenders can summon forth the aspect of an eidolon from the outerplanes through meditation and training, 

enhancing their combat capabilities and diversifying their abilities.  

Primary Class: Monk. 

Secondary Class: Summoner.  

Alignment: Any.  

Hit Dice: d8.  
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The formbender may select three summoner skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The formbender 

gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The formbender is proficient with the brass knuckles, cestus, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, javelin, kama, 
nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear, temple sword, and all natural attacks. The formbender is not proficient with any 

armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, the formbender loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast movement and 

Multiattack abilities.  
Eidolon Aspect (Su): A formbender gains evolutions as if he were an eidolon. Some of the evolutions can be permanently manifested in his normal form (see the 

Manifestation ability), while others can be summoned temporarily. A formbender begins play with the ability to assume the aspect of a powerful outsider called an 

eidolon. A formbender can assume this aspect by spending 1 point from his ki pool as a swift action. This aspect lasts for 1 minute per formbender level. The 
formbender’s hit points are unchanged from his normal form and he can heal naturally as normal. Spells such as banishment or dismissal do not work on the 

formbender’s aspect, but the aspect can be dismissed by the formbender (a swift action). Drawing upon this ability uses up the same power as the formbender’s 

manifestation ability. As a result, when the formbender assumes his eidolon aspect, his manifestation ability is immediately suppressed. He retains all evolutions 
granted by his manifestation and immediately gains any additional evolutions granted by his aspect.  

At 1st level, a formbender must choose one of the base forms listed in the eidolon description, and when manifested, takes a form shaped by the formbender’s 

desires. The formbenders uses his Hit Dice, saving throws, skills, feats, and other abilities while assuming his eidolon aspect. He also receives a pool of evolution 

points, based his level, that can be used to give the formbender different abilities and powers. Whenever the formbender gains a level, he must decide how these points 

are spent, and they are set until he gains another level of formbender. In addition, the formbender is also limited a maximum number of natural attacks (see Table: 

Formbender).  
The aspect’s physical appearance is up to the formbender, but it always appears as some sort of fantastical creature. This control is not fine enough to make the 

formbender appear like a specific creature. While the aspect is manifested, the formbender bears a glowing rune that appears on his forehead. While this rune can be 

hidden through mundane means, it cannot be concealed through magic that changes appearance, such as alter self or polymorph (although invisibility does conceal it as 
long as the spell lasts).  

The formbender can choose the Extra Evolution as a normal feat. This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 1st, maneuver training, slow fall, diamond body, and 

quivering palm.   
Manifestation (Su): At 1st level, a formbender permanently manifests his eidolon aspect evolutions by diverting 1 point from his eidolon aspect’s evolution pool. 

He cannot select the ability increase, Large, or Huge evolutions through this ability, nor can he select any evolution that the eidolon aspect could not possess.  

As the formbender gains levels, he can divert more points from his eidolon aspect. For every two levels beyond 1st, the formbender can divert one additional point 
from his eidolon aspect, up to a maximum of 10 evolution points at 19th level. The formbender can change the evolutions he receives from these points any time he can 

change the eidolon aspect’s evolutions. The number of natural attacks that can be chosen with this ability is likewise limited to Table: Eidolon Manifestation Base 

Statistics. 
A formbender can suppress his manifestation or reactivate it as a swift action. When the formbender uses his eidolon aspect ability, his manifestation is immediately 

suppressed and is superseded by his eidolon aspect. This ability replaces flurry of blows, and the bonus feats gained at 10th and 18th level. 

Feral Strike: A formbender learns to improve his natural attacks gained through his evolutions. At 1st level, a formbender gains Feral Combat Training as a bonus 

feat. The damage of any natural attack manifested through his manifestation ability improves according to Table: Formbender. A Small formbender and some natural 

attacks deal less damage than the amount given there, while a Large formbender and other natural attacks deal more damage; see Table: Small or Large Formbender 

Feral Strike Damage. Feral strike attacks can be enhanced by the improved damage evolution, but not the Improved Natural Attack feat. This ability replaces stunning 
fist and unarmed strike. 

 

Table: Small or Large Formbender Feral Strike Damage 
Level Damage (Small Formbender) Damage (Large Formbender) 
1st-3rd 1d4 1d8 
4th-9th 1d6 1d10 
10th-15th 1d8 2d6 
16th-20th 1d10 2d8 

 

Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the monk’s ability of the same name, except that the formbender gains his ki pool at 1st level. A formbender also uses his ki pool to 

power his eidolon manifestation ability. In addition, the formbender applies the effects of his ki strike to his feral strike ability. This ability otherwise functions as and 
replaces ki pool.  

Unfettered Magic (Sp): Starting at 5th level, a formbender can spend points from his ki pool to cast spells as a spell-like ability. These spells have a caster level 

equal to his formbender level. These spells can only affect the formbender and he is treated as an eidolon for purposes of their effects.  
At 5th level, he can cast lesser rejuvenate eidolon by spending 1 ki point. 

At 8th level, he can cast enlarge person or lesser eidolon surge by spending 2 ki points. 

At 11th level, he can cast eidolon surge or rejuvenate eidolon by spending 2 ki points. 
At 14th level, he can cast greater eidolon surge or transmogrify by spending 3 ki points. 

At 17th level, he can cast greater rejuvenate eidolon by spending 3 ki points.  

The formbender can use this ability when his eidolon aspect is manifested. This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 2nd level, high jump, purity of body, and 
wholeness of body.  

Shielded Meld (Ex): At 6th level, whenever the formbender’s eidolon aspect is manifested, he gains a +2 shield bonus to his Armor Class and a +2 circumstance 

bonus on his saving throws. This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 6th level. 
Greater Shielded Meld (Ex): At 13th level, whenever the formbender’s eidolon aspect is manifested, he gains a +4 shield bonus to his Armor Class and a 

+4 circumstance bonus on his saving throws. This ability replaces diamond soul. 

Persistent Manifestation (Su): At 14th level, a formbender’s eidolon aspect is manifested for 10 minutes per formbender level. This ability replaces the bonus feat 
gained at 14th level.  

Perfect Merger: At 20th level, a formbender becomes a magical creature. He is forevermore treated as an outsider rather than as a humanoid (or whatever the 

formbender's creature type was) for the purpose of spells and magical effects. Additionally, the formbender gains damage reduction 10/chaotic, which allows him to 
ignore the first 10 points of damage from any attack made by a nonchaotic weapon or by any natural attack made by a creature that doesn't have similar damage 

reduction. Unlike other outsiders, the formbender can still be brought back from the dead as if he were a member of his previous creature type. In addition, a 

formbender can now use eidolon manifestation as long as she has at least 1 ki point, instead of spending 1 ki point. This ability otherwise functions as and replaces 
perfect self.  



 

 

Table: Formbender 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Feral   AC  Fast 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Aspect   Damage Bonus Move 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  AC bonus, aspect, eidolon manifestation, 1  1d6   +0  +0 ft. 
     feral strike, ki pool  
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Evasion 1  1d6   +0  +0 ft. 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, still mind 2  1d6   +0 +10 ft. 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Ki pool (magic) 2  1d8   +1 +10 ft. 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Unfettered magic 3  1d8   +1 +10 ft. 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Shield meld 3  1d8   +1 +20 ft. 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Ki pool (cold iron/silver) 4  1d8   +1 +20 ft.  
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6   4  1d8   +2 +20 ft. 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Improved evasion 5  1d8   +2 +30 ft. 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Aspect, ki pool (lawful) 5 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7   6 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Abundant step 6 1d10   +3 +40 ft. 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Greater shield meld 7 1d10   +3 +40 ft. 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Persistent manifestation 7 1d10   +3 +40 ft. 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9   8 1d10   +3 +50 ft. 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +10  Ki pool (adamantine) 8  2d6   +4 +50 ft. 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Timeless body, tongue of the sun and the moon 9  2d6   +4 +50 ft. 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11   9  2d6   +4 +60 ft. 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11  Empty body 10  2d6   +4 +60 ft. 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Perfect merger 10  2d6   +5 +60 ft. 
 
 

EIDOLON MANIFESTATION 
A formbender’s eidolon aspect abilities are determined by the formbender’s level and by the choices made using its evolution pool. Table: Eidolon Aspect Base 

Statistics determines many of the base statistics of the manifestation. Each eidolon aspect possesses a base form that modifies these base statistics. An eidolon aspect’s 
qualities are described hereafter.  

Evolution Pool: The value given in this column is the total number of points in the formbender’s evolution pool. Points from this pool can be spent on a wide variety 

of modifications and upgrades that add new abilities, attacks, and powers to the formbender while his eidolon’s aspect is assumed. Whenever the formbender gains a 
level, the number in this pool increases and the formbender can spend these points to change the abilities of his eidolon aspect. These choices are not set. The 

formbender can change them whenever he gains a level (and through the transmogrify spell). 

Evolutions: The formbender is restricted from using the Large or Huge evolutions. Any evolutions that increase the formbender’s attack bonus, damage bonus, 
ability scores, or natural armor are considered enhancement bonuses.   

Max. Attacks: This indicates the maximum number of natural attacks that the formbender is allowed to possess at the given level while his eidolon’s aspect is 

assumed. The formbender’s unarmed attack counts as a natural purpose for determining his maximum number of natural attacks. If the formbender is at its maximum, it 

cannot take evolutions that grant additional natural attacks. This does not include attacks made with weapons. 

Special: The formbender gains the following special ability.  

Darkvision: The formbender gains darkvision out to a range of 60 feet.  
Multiattack (Ex): The formbender gains the Multiattack monstrous feat. This functions while his eidolon’s aspect is assumed, and with his feral strike and 

manifestation abilities.  

 

 

Table: Eidolon Aspect Base Statistics 
Class  Evolution  Max. 
Level  Pool  Attacks  Special 
1st  2 2 Darkvision 
2nd  3  2  — 
3rd  4  2  — 
4th  5  2  — 
5th  7  3  — 
6th  8  3  — 
7th  9 3  — 
8th  10  3  — 
9th  11 4  Multiattack 
10th  12  4  — 
11th  13 4  — 
12th  14  4  — 
13th  15  5  — 
14th  17  5  — 
15th  18  5  — 
16th  19  5  — 
17th  20  6  — 
18th  21  6  — 
19th  22 6  — 
20th  23  6  — 
 
 
  



HEIR ASCETIC (Vero)  

 
Primary Class: Monk.  

Secondary Class: Summoner.  

Alignment: Any nonchaotic. 

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The heir ascetic selects three summoner skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The heir ascetic gains a 

number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The heir ascetic is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the handaxe, kama, nunchaku, sai, short sword, shuriken, siangham, 

and temple sword*. The heir ascetic is not proficient with any armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, an heir 

ascetic loses his AC bonus and his fast movement ability. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 
True Lineage (Ex): An heir ascetic’s true self has erroneously been fused with his corporeal form. By some twist of fate, the spirit of a dragon (chromatic or 

metallic), magical beast, or an outsider (celestial or fiend) has come to inhabit his natural body (human, elf, or other humanoid race). Although an heir ascetic appears 

normal for one of his race, there are outward signs of his true heritage and eventual destiny. This true lineage grants an heir ascetic the ability to assume the base form 
of his true self. An heir ascetic can assume his base form a number of times per day equal to 3 + his Charisma modifier, as a standard action. An heir ascetic can assume 

his base form for a number of minutes per day equal to his level + his Charisma modifier. These minutes do not need to be consecutive. While in his base form 

(including evolutions), the heir ascetic’s maximum number of attacks per round with natural weapons may not exceed that of his base attack bonus. For the purpose of 
these attacks, the heir ascetic’s base attack bonus is equal to his heir ascetic level, as shown under Natural Attacks on Table: Heir Ascetic. For all other purposes, such 

as qualifying for a feat or a prestige class, the heir ascetic uses his normal base attack bonus. This ability replaces stunning strike, flurry of blows, and slow fall.  

At 1st level, an heir ascetic gains the ability to assume the base form (see Base Forms in the Eidolon entry of the Summoner class description) of his true lineage.  
Dragon: The heir ascetic can assume the serpentine base form and gains darkvision 60 feet. He must also select a one of the following dragon types and an associated 

subtype as his true lineage: chromatic (black, blue, green, red, white) or metallic (brass, bronze, copper, gold, silver).  

Magical Beast: The heir ascetic can assume the quadruped base form, and gains darkvision 60 feet and low-light vision.  

Outsider: The heir ascetic can assume the biped base form and gains darkvision 60 feet. He must also select either celestial or fiend as his true lineage. 

Evolution: Starting at 2nd level, an heir ascetic can assume the form of a creature associated with his true lineage. He gains an evolution pool with a number of 

points as shown on Table: Heir Ascetic. Points from this pool can be spent on evolutions, like a summoner’s eidolon, but these evolutions are applied to the heir 
ascetic’s base form. These choices are not set. The heir ascetic can change them whenever he gains a level where the number in this pool increases. In addition, while in 

this evolved form, the heir ascetic gains a +2 bonus to his natural armor, and a +1 bonus to the following abilities, as determined by his true form: dragon (Strength and 

Constitution), magical beast (Strength and Dexterity), or outsider (Strength and Charisma). These bonuses increase by +2 and +1 respectively at 6th level and every four 
levels thereafter, to a maximum of +12 to natural armor, and +6 to the indicated abilities at 18th level. This ability replaces the bonus feats gained at 2nd, 6th, 10th, 

14th, and 18th level. 

An heir ascetic can select the following evolutions are determined by his true lineage. (*Advanced Player’s Guide, **Ultimate Magic) 
Dragon: 1–point evolutions: basic magic**, bite*, claws*, climb*, gills*, improved damage*, improved natural armor*, low-light vision**, magic attack*, mount*, 

pull*, push*, reach*, resistance*, scent*, skilled*, slam*, sting*, swim*, tail*, tail slap*, wing buffet*; 2–point evolutions: ability increase*, energy resistance*, flight*, 

gore*, grab*, head**, immunity*, keen scent*, limb*, minor magic**, poison*, rake*, rend*, tremorsense*, trip *; 3–point evolutions: blindsense*, burrow*, damage 
reduction*, frightful presence*, major magic*, see in darkness**, swallow whole*; 4–point evolutions: blindsight*, breath weapon*, dimension door**, fast healing*, 

large*, spell resistance*, ultimate magic**.  

Magical Beast: 1–point evolutions: basic magic**, bite*, claws*, climb*, hooves**, improved damage*, improved natural armor*, low-light vision**, magic attack*, 
mount*, pounce*, pull*, push*, reach*, resistance*, scent*, skilled*, slam*, sting*, swim*, tail*, tail slap*, tentacle*, wing buffet*; 2–point evolutions: ability 

increase*, energy resistance*, flight*, gore*, grab*, head**, immunity*, keen scent*, limb*, minor magic**, poison*, rake*, rend*, trample*, tremorsense*, trip*; 3–

point evolutions: blindsense*, burrow*, damage reduction*, frightful presence*, major magic*, see in darkness**, swallow whole*, web*; 4–point evolutions: 

blindsight*, breath weapon*, dimension door**, fast healing*, large*, no breath**, spell resistance*, ultimate magic**.  

Outsider (Celestial): 1–point evolutions: basic magic**, bite*, claws*, climb*, improved damage*, improved natural armor*, low-light vision**, magic attack*, 

pull*, push*, reach*, resistance*, scent*, skilled*, slam*, swim*, wing buffet*; 2–point evolutions: ability increase*, energy resistance*, flight*, grab*, immunity*, 
keen scent*, minor magic**, rake*, rend*, tremorsense*, trip*, weapon training*; 3–point evolutions: blindsense*, damage reduction*, frightful presence*, major 

magic*, see in darkness**, web*; 4–point evolutions: blindsight*, breath weapon (cold or electricity)*, dimension door**, fast healing*, large*, no breath**, spell 

resistance*, ultimate magic**. 
Outsider (Fiend): 1–point evolutions: basic magic**, bite*, claws*, climb*, hooves**, improved damage*, improved natural armor*, low-light vision**, magic 

attack*, pincers*, pull*, push*, reach*, resistance*, scent*, skilled*, slam*, sting*, swim*, tail*, tail slap*, tentacle*, wing buffet*; 2–point evolutions: ability 

increase*, energy resistance*, flight*, gore*, grab*, head**, immunity*, keen scent*, limb*, minor magic**, poison*, rake*, rend*, tremorsense*, trip*, weapon 
training*; 3–point evolutions: blindsense*, damage reduction*, frightful presence*, major magic*, see in darkness**, web*; 4–point evolutions: blindsight*, breath 

weapon (acid or fire)*, dimension door**, fast healing*, large*, no breath**, spell resistance*, ultimate magic**. 
Hereditary Form (Su): Beginning at 4th level, and again at 8th, 12th, and 16th level, an heir ascetic displays certain aspects of his true lineage while in his corporeal 

form. An heir ascetic gains the following abilities at the indicated levels according to his true lineage. These abilities do not function while the heir ascetic assumes his 

base or evolved form. This ability replaces still mind, ki pool, high jump, wholeness of body, abundant step, quivering palm, and empty body. 
Dragon: The heir ascetic gains 1 bite attack (Medium 1d6; Small 1d4), a +1 bonus to natural armor, and a +2 bonus to his Strength score. 

 At 8th level, he gains a breath weapon that deal 3d6 energy damage (as dragon subtype) 1/day, energy resistance 5 (as dragon subtype), a +2 bonus to his Strength 

score, and his natural armor bonus increases to +2. 
At 12th level, he gains a +2 bonus to his Constitution score, can use his breath weapon 2/day, and his energy resistance (as dragon subtype) increases to 10.  

At 16th level, he gains dragon form (as form of the dragon I) 1/day, a +2 bonus to his Intelligence score, and his natural armor bonus increases to +3 

Magical Beast: The heir ascetic gains 1 bite attack (Medium 1d6; Small 1d4), a +1 bonus to natural armor, and a +2 bonus to his Dexterity score. 
At 8th level, he gains an additional speed mode of his choice (burrow 20, climb 20, or swim 20), the grab special ability (see universal monster rules), and the bonus 

to his Strength score increases to +4.  

At 12th level, he gains damage reduction 5/cold iron, an additional +2 bonus to his Dexterity score, and his natural armor bonus increases to +2.  
At 16th level, he gains beast form (as beast shape III) 1/day, a +2 bonus to his Intelligence score, and his bite damage increases by one category (Medium 1d8; Small 

1d6). 

Outsider (Celestial): The heir ascetic gains a +1 bonus to natural armor, smite evil (as the paladin ability) once per day, and a +2 bonus to his Charisma score.   
At 8th level, he gains resist acid 5, cold 5, and electricity 5, and a +2 bonus to his Strength score.  

At 12th level, he gains damage reduction 5/magic, immunity to petrification, and an additional +2 bonus to his Charisma score. 

At 16th level, he gains heavenly form (as greater polymorph, but only angel subtypes) 1/day, a +2 bonus to his Wisdom score, and his energy resistance increases to 
acid 10, cold 10, and electricity 10.  

Outsider (Fiend): The heir ascetic gains a +1 bonus to natural armor, smite good (as the paladin ability) once per day, and a +2 bonus to his Strength score.   

At 8th level, he gains resist acid 5, cold 5, electricity 5, and fire 5, 2 claw attacks (Medium 1d4; Small 1d3), and a +2 bonus to his Constitution score. 
At 12th level, he gains damage reduction 5/magic, and an additional +2 bonus to his Strength score.  

At 16th level, he gains hellish form (as greater polymorph, but only devil subtypes) 1/day, a +2 bonus to his Wisdom score, and his energy resistance increases to 

acid 10, cold 10, and electricity 10. 
Perfect Form (Su): At 20th level, an heir ascetic gains the following additional abilities according to his true lineage. This ability replaces perfect self. 



Dragon: The heir ascetic’s type changes to dragon, he gains immunity to paralysis and sleep, and his energy resistance (as dragon subtype) increases to 20. As a 

standard action, leathery dragon wings grow from his back, giving him a fly speed of 60 feet with average maneuverability. The heir ascetic can dismiss the wings as a 
free action. In addition, he can use dragon form 2/day which now functions as form of the dragon II.  

Magical Beast: The heir ascetic’s type changes to magical beast, he gains the ability to sprint up to ten times his base land speed whenever he makes a charge, and 

his damage reduction increases to 10/cold iron. In addition, he can use beast form 2/day which now functions as beast shape IV. 

Outsider (Celestial): The heir ascetic’s type changes to outsider (native), and his damage reduction increases to 10/magic. As a standard action, feathery angel wings 

grow from his back, giving him a fly speed of 60 feet with good maneuverability. The heir ascetic can dismiss the wings as a free action. In addition, he can use 

heavenly form 2/day which now functions as shape change.  
Outsider (Fiend): The heir ascetic’s type changes to outsider (native), and his damage reduction increases to 10/magic. As a standard action, leathery bat wings grow 

from his back, giving him a fly speed of 60 feet with average maneuverability. The heir ascetic can dismiss the wings as a free action. In addition, he can use hellish 

form 2/day which now functions as shape change.   
 

Table: Heir Ascetic 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will     Natural  AC 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Natural Attacks  Damage Bns 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Bonus feat, true lineage, unarmed strike +1  1d3   +0 
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Evolution (2 points), evasion +2  1d3   +0 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, maneuver training +3  1d3   +0 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Hereditary form +4  1d4   +1 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Purity of body +5  1d4   +1 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Evolution (4 points) +6/+1  1d4   +1 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5   +7/+2  1d4   +1 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Hereditary form +8/+3  1d6   +2 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Improved evasion +9/+4  1d6   +2 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Evolution (6 points) +10/+5  1d6   +2 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Diamond body (immune poison) +11/+6/+1  1d6   +2 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Hereditary form +12/+7/+2  1d8   +3 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Diamond soul (SR) +13/+8/+3  1d8   +3 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Evolution (8 points) +14/+9/+4  1d8   +3 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9   +15/+10/+5  1d8   +3 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +10  Hereditary form +16/+11/+6/+1 1d10   +4 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Timeless body, tongue of the sun and the moon +17/+12/+7/+2 1d10   +4 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Evolution (10 points) +18/+13/+8/+3  1d10   +4 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11   +19/+14/+9/+4  1d10   +4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Perfect form +20/+15/+10/+5   2d6   +5 
 

 

Half-Magical Beast (CR +1 or +2) 
Most half-magical beasts are created through powerful druidic magic, but a few are born of a mortal who took animal form and loved a magical beast 

 

Creating a Half-Magical Beast 

“Half-magical beast” is an inherited or acquired template that can be added to any living, corporeal creature with an Intelligence score of 4 or more. A half-magical 

beast creature retains the base creature's statistics and special abilities except as noted here. 
CR: 9 HD or less, as base creature +1; 10 HD or more, as base creature +2. 

Alignment: Any. 

Type: The creature's type changes to magical beast. Do not recalculate HD, BAB, or saves. 
Senses: The creature gains darkvision 60 feet and low-light vision. 

Armor Class: 9 HD or less, natural armor improves by +1; 10 HD or more, natural armor improves by +2. 

Defensive Abilities: A half-magical beast creature gains a +4 bonus on saves against mind-affecting effects, resist cold 5, and DR 5/cold iron (if 11 HD or less) 
or DR 10/cold iron (if 12 HD or more). 

Speed: A half-magical beast's base speed is that of its base creature form, and gains either burrow 20, climb 20, or swim 20 as a second speed mode. 

Special Abilities: A half-magical beast creature gains one of the following abilities for every 4 HD or fraction thereof. 
Breath Weapon: A half-magical beast can use its breath weapon once every 1d4+1 rounds to create a 60-foot cone of green gas. Those caught in the area of the gas 

can attempt a DC 21 Fortitude save to resist the effects, but those who fail the save are immediately petrified. This petrification is temporary—each round, a 

petrified creature can attempt a new DC 21 Fortitude save to recover from the petrification as long as it is not caught within the area of effect of the half-magical 
beast's breath weapon a second time while petrified. A creature exposed to the half-magical beast's breath a second time while already petrified becomes 

permanently petrified, and can no longer attempt to make additional Fortitude saves to recover naturally. The save DC is Constitution-based. 

Camouflage (Ex): A half-magical beast creature can use Stealth to hide in any sort of natural terrain, even if the terrain does not grant cover or concealment. It gains 

a +4 racial bonus on Stealth checks. This bonus does not stack with any racial Stealth bonus possessed by the base creature. 

Evasion (Ex): A half-magical beast creature gains evasion, as the rogue ability of the same name. 

Grab (Ex): A half-magical beast can grab a foe of up to one size category larger than itself (Medium size for most half-magical beasts). It gains a +4 racial bonus on 
grapple attempts.  

Gaze (Ex): Once per day, a half-magical beast can turn a creature to stone permanently (as flesh to stone). This has a range of 30 feet, Fortitude DC 15 negates. A 

creature petrified in this matter that is then coated (not just splashed) with fresh blood from a half-magical beast creature (taken from a half-magical beast creature with 
this ability no more than 1 hour dead) is instantly restored to flesh. A single half-magical beast creature contains enough blood to coat 1 Medium creature in this 

manner. The save DC is Constitution-based. 

Leap (Ex): A half-magical beast can perform a special kind of pounce attack by jumping into combat. When a half-magical beast charges, it can make a DC 20 
Acrobatics check to jump into the air and land next to its enemies. If it makes the Acrobatics check, it can follow up with up to four claw attacks against foes in reach, 

but cannot make a bite attack. 

Roar (Su): A half-magical beast can unleash a devastating roar every 1d4 rounds as a standard action. All creatures except the half-magical beast within 120 feet 
must succeed at a DC 17 Fortitude save or become fatigued. Those within 30 feet who fail their saves are also deafened for 2d4 rounds. This is a sonic effect. The save 

DC is Constitution-based. 

Savage Bite (Ex): A half-magical beast bite is particularly dangerous. It applies 1-1/2 times its Strength modifier to damage inflicted with its bite attack, and threatens 
a critical hit on a 19–20. 

Spit Acid (Ex): Once every 6 hours, a half-magical beast can spit a 30-foot line of acid. Creatures struck by this acid take 4d4 points of acid damage (Reflex DC 14 
halves). Once a half-magical beast uses this attack, it must wait 6 hours before using it again. Additionally, during this time period, its bite attack does not inflict any 



additional acid damage. As a result, a half-magical beast does not use this ability unless it is desperate or frustrated, most often spitting acid when reduced to fewer than 

half its full normal hit points or when it cannot not successfully grab an opponent. The save DC is Constitution-based. 
Sprint (Ex): Once per hour, a half-magical beast can move ten times its normal speed when it makes a charge attack. 

Trackless Step (Ex): A half-magical beast creature does not leave a trail in natural surroundings and cannot be tracked. It can choose to leave a trail, if it so desires. 

Woodland Stride (Ex): A half-magical beast creature can move through any sort of undergrowth (such as natural thorns, briars, overgrown areas, and similar terrain) 

at its normal speed and without taking damage or suffering any other impairment. Thorns, briars, and overgrown areas that have been magically manipulated to impede 

motion still affect it. Optionally, this ability may function in a different type of terrain, to allow the half-magical beast creature to move through, swamps, rocky areas, 

ice, and so forth. Whatever the choice, this ability only functions in one type of terrain. This ability can be selected more than once, for a different terrain each time. 
Spell-Like Abilities: A half-magical beast creature with an Intelligence or Wisdom score of 8 or more has a cumulative number of spell-like abilities depending on 

its Hit Dice. Unless otherwise noted, an ability is usable once per day. Caster level equals the creature's HD (or the caster level of the base creature's spell-like abilities, 

whichever is higher). (*Advanced Player’s Guide, Ultimate Combat†) 
 

HD Abilities 
1-2 Know direction 3/day, speak with animals 
3-4 Feather step*, magic fang 

5-6 Lock jaw* 

7-8 Magic fang (greater) 
9-10 Strong jaw* 

11-12 Find quarry† 

13-14 Commune with nature 
15-16 Animal growth 

17-18 Transformation 

19-20 Frightful aspect† 

 

Abilities: A half-magical beast creature gains a +4 bonus to Dexterity and a +2 bonus to Strength and Intelligence. Half-magical beast creatures derived from 

creatures without an Intelligence score gain an Intelligence of 3.  
Skills: A half-magical beast with racial Hit Dice has skill points per racial Hit Die equal to 4 + its Intelligence modifier. Racial class skills are unchanged from the 

base creature's. Skill ranks from class levels are unaffected. 
 

 

  



ILLUSION WALKER (Browman) 
The Illusion walkers are an order of assassins that are rumored to draw their power from the very blood within their veins, to power their abilities. 

Primary: Ninja. 

Secondary: Sorcerer. 

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The illusion walker selects three sorcerer skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal ninja class skills, one of which must be 

Spellcraft. The illusion walker gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The illusion walker is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the kama, katana, kusarigama, nunchaku, sai, short bow, short 

sword, shuriken, siangham, and wakizashi. An illusion walker is proficient with light armor, but not with shields. An illusion walker can cast arcane spells while 

wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane spell failure chance. Like any other arcane spellcaster, an illusion walker wearing medium, heavy armor, or 
using a shield incurs a chance of arcane spell failure if the spell in question has a somatic component. A multiclass illusion walker still incurs the normal arcane spell 

failure chance for arcane spells received from other classes. 

Spellcasting: An illusion walker casts arcane spells drawn from the illusion school of the sorcerer/wizard spell list. She can cast any spell she knows without 
preparing it ahead of time. To learn or cast a spell, an illusion walker must have a Charisma score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class (DC) for a 

saving throw against an illusion walker’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the illusion walker’s Charisma modifier. 

Like other spellcasters, an illusion walker can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: 
Illusion Walker. In addition, he receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Charisma score. 

The illusion walker’s selection of spells is extremely limited. An illusion walker begins play knowing four 0-level spells and two 1st-level spells of the illusion 

walker’s choice. At each new illusion walker level, she gains one or more new spells, as indicated on Table: Illusion Walker Spells Known. (Unlike spells per day, the 
number of spells an illusion walker knows is not affected by her Charisma score. 

Upon reaching 5th level, and at every third illusion walker level after that (8th, 11th, and so on), an illusion walker can choose to learn a new illusion spell in place of 

one she already knows. In effect, the illusion walker “loses” the old illusion spell in exchange for the new one. The new illusion spell’s level must be the same as that of 

the spell being exchanged, and it must be at least one level lower than the highest-level illusion walker spell the illusion walker can cast. An illusion walker may swap 

only a single spell at any given level, and must choose whether or not to swap the spell at the same time that she gains new spells known for the level. 

An illusion walker need not prepare her spells in advance. She can cast any spell she knows at any time, assuming she has not yet used up his allotment of spells per 
day for the spell’s level. This ability replaces sneak attack +2d6, +5d6, +8d6, and ninja tricks gained at 4th and 12th level.  

Bloodline: At 1st level, an illusion walker may select one bloodline of her choice. Once made, this choice cannot be changed. She gains her bloodline class skill, but 

not her bloodline arcana.  
At 3rd level, and every three levels thereafter, an illusion walker gain a bloodline spell, up to her 6th level bloodline spell. These spells are in addition to the number 

of spells given on Table: Illusion Walker Spells Known. These spells cannot be exchanged for different spells at higher levels. 

In addition, at 3rd level, an illusion walker gains her first bloodline power, and each subsequent bloodline power at 9th, 15th, and 20th level, up to her fourth 
bloodline power. An illusion walker uses her illusion walker level as her sorcerer level to determine the effects of her bloodline powers. This ability replaces poison use, 

the ninja tricks gained at 8th, and 20th level, and hidden master.  

Illusionary Strike: At 1st level, an illusion walker can draw upon her powers of illusion to deal quasi-real damage to her enemies. Whenever an illusion walker is 
using Stealth or is herself under the affects of an illusion spell (such as blur or invisibility), or if the illusion walker’s target is adversely affected by an illusion spell 

(such as ghost sounds or hallucinatory terrain), would be denied a Dexterity bonus to AC (whether the target actually has a Dexterity bonus or not), or is flanked by the 

illusion walker, she can strike a vital spot for extra damage. 
The illusion walker’s attacks deal extra damage. This extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 every three illusion walker levels thereafter, to a 

maximum of 7d6 at 19th level. Bonus damage from illusionary strike is precision damage. Should the illusion walker score a critical hit with an illusionary strike, this 

precision damage is not multiplied. Ranged attacks count as illusionary strikes only if the target is within 30 feet. 

With a weapon that deals nonlethal damage (such as a sap, whip, or unarmed strike), an illusion walker can make an illusionary strike that deals nonlethal 

damage instead of lethal damage. She cannot use a weapon that deals lethal damage to deal nonlethal damage in an illusionary strike, even with the usual –4 penalty. 

The illusion walker must be able to see the target well enough to pick out a vital spot, and must be able to reach this spot. An illusion walker cannot illusionary 
strike while striking a creature that has concealment.  

A successful illusionary strike deals precision damage as normal, unless the target succeeds on a Will save (DC 10 + 1/2 the illusion walker’s level + the illusion 

walker’s Charisma modifier) to disbelieve the attack. A disbelieving creature takes only one-fifth damage (or 20%) from the illusionary strike damage (minimum 1) 
plus normal weapon damage. As the illusion walker gains levels, her illusionary strike damage becomes more difficult to ignore. At 8th level, a disbelieving creature 

takes two-fifths damage (or 40%) from the illusionary strike. At 15th level, a disbelieving creature takes three-fifths damage (or 60%) from the illusionary strike.  

All damage dealt by illusionary strike stacks with sneak attack damage from other classes with the sneak attack class feature, but only if the target is denied its 
Dexterity bonus to AC or is flanked by the illusion walker. In such cases, only precision damage from the illusionary strike ability is subject to a Will save. This ability 

otherwise functions as and replaces sneak attack.  
Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly the same as a ninja’s ki pool, except that the illusion walker can also spend 1 point from her ki pool to cast shadow weapon as a swift 

action. This spell lasts for 1 minute, but otherwise uses the illusion walker’s level to determine its effect. This weapon can be used with illusionary strike. 

Ninja Tricks: This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that the illusion walker gains a ninja trick at 2nd level and again at 5th level and every 
four levels thereafter.  

Phantasmal Poison (Su): At 11th level, an illusion walker can spend 1 point from her ki pool to cast illusory poison as a swift action. As the illusion walker gains 

levels, the potency of this poison increases. At 15th level, the damage of her phantasmal poison increases to 1d4 Strength damage. At 19th level, the damage of her 
phantasmal poison increases to 1d6 Strength damage. Only one phantasmal poison can be in effect at a time. This ability replaces light steps. 

Advanced Talents: This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that the illusion walker adds the following ninja abilities to the list of advanced 

talents she may select: Light Steps and No Trace.  
Effortless Trickery (Ex): Starting at 14th level, an illusion walker’s knack for illusions and deception allows her to maintain concentration on one spell of 

the illusion school as a swift action. This has no effect on illusion spells with durations that don’t depend on her active concentration. The illusion walker can only 

maintain one spell as a swift action, but she can take a move and standard action to maintain an additional illusion spell, as normal. This ability replaces the ninja trick 
gained at 14th level.  

 

Table: Illusion Walker 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will        Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Bloodline, illusionary strike +1d6   1  —  —  —  —  —  
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3  Ki pool, ninja trick   2  —  —  —  —  —  
3rd  +2  +1 +3 +3  Bloodline power, bloodline spell   3  —  —  —  —   — 
4th  +3  +1 +4 +4  Illusionary strike +2d6, uncanny dodge   3   1  —  —  —  —  
5th  +3  +1 +4 +4  Ninja trick   4   2  —  —  —  —  
6th  +4  +2 +5 +5  Bloodline spell   4   3  —  —  —  —  
7th  +5  +2 +5 +5  Illusionary strike +3d6   4   3   1  —  —  —  



8th  +6/+1  +2 +6 +6  Improved uncanny dodge   4   4   2  —  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3 +6 +6  Bloodline power, bloodline spell, ninja trick   5   4   3  —  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3 +7 +7  Illusionary strike +4d6   5   4   3   1  —  —  
11th  +8/+3  +3 +7 +7  Phantasmal poison   5   4   4   2  —  —  
12th  +9/+4  +4 +8 +8  Bloodline spell   5   5   4   3  —  —  
13th  +9/+4  +4 +8 +8  Illusionary strike +5d6, master tricks, ninja trick   5   5   4   3   1  —  
14th  +10/+5  +4 +9 +9  Effortless trickery   5   5   4    4   2  — 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5 +9 +9  Bloodline power, bloodline spell   5   5   5   4   3  —  
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5 +10 +10  Illusionary strike +6d6   5   5   5   4   3   1  
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5 +10 +10  Ninja trick   5   5   5   4   4   2  
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6 +11 +11  Bloodline spell   5   5   5   5   4   3 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6 +11 +11  Illusionary strike +7d6   5   5   5   5   5   4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6 +12 +12  Bloodline power   5   5   5   5   5   5 



INSCRUTABLE BUREAUCRAT (Taco Man)  
The tyrannical Hell, compassionate Heaven, and ordered Utopia. Vastly different from one another in their own rights, each of these planes holds true to the same 
paradigm–an organized society with strict adherence to the law. Inscrutable bureaucrats gaze upon these places in awe, seeking to learn the inner mechanisms from 

which they gain their powers and the methods by which they are governed. These calculating, machine-hearted individuals harness the knowledge of these planes, while 

wielding a fiery lash to ensure their unbendable will.  

Primary Class: Investigator. 

Secondary Class: Inquisitor.  

Alignment: Any lawful.  
Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The inscrutable bureaucrat selects three inquisitor skills to add to his class skills, in addition to the normal investigator class skills. The 

inscrutable bureaucrat gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The inscrutable bureaucrat is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, short sword, and 

sword cane. He is also proficient with light armor, but with not shields. He can cast inquisitor spells while wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane spell 

failure chance. Like any other arcane spellcaster, a inscrutable bureaucrat wearing medium armor, heavy armor, or using a shield incurs a chance of arcane spell failure 
if the spell in question has a somatic component. A multiclass inscrutable bureaucrat still incurs the normal arcane spell failure chance for arcane spells received from 

other classes. 

Spellcasting: An inscrutable bureaucrat casts divine spells drawn from the inquisitor spell list. He can cast any spell he knows at any time without preparing it ahead 
of time, assuming he has not yet used up his allotment of spells per day for the spell’s level. 

To learn or cast a spell, an inscrutable bureaucrat must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against 

an inscrutable bureaucrat’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the inscrutable bureaucrat’s Intelligence modifier. 
An inscrutable bureaucrat can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level each day. His base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Inscrutable 

Bureaucrat. In addition, he receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Intelligence score. 

An inscrutable bureaucrat’s selection of spells is extremely limited. An inscrutable bureaucrat begins play knowing four 0-level spells and two 1st-level spells of the 

inscrutable bureaucrat’s choice. At each new inscrutable bureaucrat level, he gains one or more new spells as indicated on Table: Inscrutable Bureaucrat Spells Known. 

(Unlike spells per day, the number of spells an inscrutable bureaucrat knows is not affected by his Intelligence score. The numbers on Table: Inscrutable Bureaucrat 

Spells Known are fixed.) 
Upon reaching 5th level, and at every third inscrutable bureaucrat level thereafter (8th, 11th, and so on), an inscrutable bureaucrat can choose to learn a new spell in 

place of one he already knows. In effect, the inscrutable bureaucrat “loses” the old spell in exchange for the new one. The new spell’s level must be the same as that of 

the spell being exchanged, and it must be at least one level lower than the highest-level inscrutable bureaucrat spell he can cast. The inscrutable bureaucrat may swap 
out only a single spell at any given level and must choose whether or not to swap the spell at the same time that he gains new spells known for the level. This ability and 

orisons replaces extracts. 

Peerless Linguist (Ex): An inscrutable bureaucrat adds 1/2 of his level to all Linguistic skill checks. This ability replaces trapfinding.  
Domain: At 1st level, an inscrutable bureaucrat gains the inquisitor’s domain ability and must select from the following domains (or subdomains): Artifice (Toil), 

Destruction (Hatred, Torture), Evil (Corruption, Devil, Fear), Fire (Ash, Smoke), Law (Devil, Judgment, Loyalty, Slavery, Tyranny), Nobility (Aristocracy, 

Leadership), and Trickery (Deception, Greed, Innuendo). Alternatively, he can choose from the following inquisitions: Anger, Conversion, Damnation, Heresy, Justice, 
Torture, Vengeance, Zeal. This ability replaces alchemy and trap sense. 

Orisons: At 1st level, an inscrutable bureaucrat gains the inquisitor’s orisons ability.  

Persuasion (Ex): This is exactly like the investigator’s inspiration ability, except that the inscrutable bureaucrat can use inspiration on any Bluff, Diplomacy, or 
Knowledge skill checks without expending a use of inspiration, provided he's trained in the skill. This changes the investigator’s inspiration class feature.  

Prodigious Cunning (Su): An inscrutable bureaucrat's knack for wording and language grows sharper as he gains experience. At 2nd level, the inscrutable 

bureaucrat gains Skill Focus (Linguistics) as a bonus feat, At 5nd level, he gains Orator as a bonus feat. At 8th level, he gains Esoteric Linguistics as a Bonus Feat. This 

ability replaces poison lore, poison resistance, and swift alchemy.  

Investigator’s Talent (Ex or Su): An inscrutable bureaucrat may select the following new talents, restricted to the Inscrutable Bureaucrat multiclass archetype.  

Alchemist Discovery (Ex): The inscrutable bureaucrat can select one of the following alchemist discoveries as an investigator talent: cognatogen, collective memory, 
concentrate poison, dilution, elemental mutagen, enhance potion, eternal potion, extend potion, inspiring cognatogen, lingering spirit, pickled quasit, mutagen, 

and poison conversion. When selecting an alchemist discovery, he must be high enough level to qualify for that discovery, using his inscrutable bureaucrat level as 

his alchemist level to determine if he qualifies. This talent can be selected multiple times; each time grants a new alchemist discovery. This changes the alchemist 
discovery investigator’s talent. 

Inscrutable Lash (Su): An inscrutable bureaucrat can create a fiery lash from the very fabric of Heaven or Hell itself. While his studied combat ability is in effect, the 

inscrutable bureaucrat can form a 10-foot whip of hellfire (or heavensfire) as a swift action, according to his alignment. The choice is made at when the talent is chosen, 
and once made it cannot be changed. As a standard action, he can then make an inscrutable lash attack in place of his studied strike. This lash functions in all ways as a 

scorpion whip, including damage and special qualities, and the inscrutable bureaucrat is considered proficient with the lash. When an inscrutable bureaucrat makes a 
successful attack with his inscrutable lash, it deals normal damage as a scorpion whip, plus an amount of hellfire (or heavensfire) damage equal to his studied strike 

damage. Half the damage is fire damage, but the other half results directly from divine power and is therefore not subject to being reduced by resistance to fire-based 

attacks. The target can make a Reflex save (DC 10 + 1/2 the inscrutable bureaucrat’s level + the inscrutable bureaucrat’s Intelligence modifier) for half the fire damage. 
When the inscrutable lash attack is made, the studied combat ends as normal. In addition, the target is shaken for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 the inscrutable 

bureaucrat’s level.  

Second Punishment (Ex): Whenever an inscrutable bureaucrat uses his studied punishment talent, he selects two different punishments that he knows, instead of one. 
This only consumes one use of his persuasion ability. As a swift action, he can change one of these punishments to another type. The inscrutable bureaucrat must be at 

least 9th level and have the studied punishment talent to select this talent. 

Studied Punishment (Su): When the inscrutable bureaucrat uses his studied combat ability, he can spend one use of his persuasion ability as an immediate action to 
gain the effects of one punishment that he knows. This punishment lasts for a number of rounds equal to inscrutable bureaucrat level + his Intelligence modifier, even 

after his studied combat ends, or he deals studied strike damage. The inscrutable bureaucrat may select from the following punishments.  

 Blunted: The target’s attacks are blunted when directed against the inscrutable bureaucrat. The target receives a –1 sacred (or profane) penalty on all weapon 
damage rolls made against the inscrutable bureaucrat. This penalty increases by –1 for every three inscrutable bureaucrat levels he possesses. 

 Corruption: The target becomes tainted by the divine energies that surround the inscrutable bureaucrat. The target receives a –1 sacred (or profane) penalty on all 

saving throws against attacks, spells, and effects from the inscrutable bureaucrat. This penalty increases by –1 for every five inscrutable bureaucrat levels she 
possesses. At 10th level, the penalty is doubled against curses, diseases, and poisons. 

 Defenseless: The target is less able to defend himself against the inscrutable bureaucrat’s attacks. The target receives a –1 sacred penalty to Armor Class against 

the inscrutable bureaucrat’s attacks. This penalty increases by –1 for every five inscrutable bureaucrat levels she possesses. At 10th level, this penalty is doubled 
against attack rolls made to confirm critical hits against the inscrutable bureaucrat. 

 Distracted: The target becomes distracted when focusing his magic against the inscrutable bureaucrat. The target receives a –1 sacred penalty on concentration 

checks and caster level checks made to overcome the inscrutable bureaucrat’s spell resistance (if any). This penalty increases by –1 for every three inscrutable 
bureaucrat levels she possesses. 

 Hemorrhaging: The target becomes susceptible to any slashing or piercing attacks made by the inscrutable bureaucrat. This causes the target to take 1 point of 

bleed damage each round as long as the inscrutable bureaucrat is alive and the punishment lasts. The amount of bleed damage increases by 1 point for every three 



inscrutable bureaucrat levels she possesses. This bleed damage does not stack with additional slashing or piercing attacks from the inscrutable bureaucrat, but it 

does stack with bleed damage from other sources.  
 Impeded: The target’s weapons are impeded from bypassing the inscrutable bureaucrat’s damage reduction. The target’s magical weapons no longer count as 

magic for the purposes of bypassing the inscrutable bureaucrat’s damage reduction. At 6th level, the target’s magical weapons no longer count as aligned (chaotic, 

evil, good, or lawful) for the purpose of bypassing the inscrutable bureaucrat’s damage reduction. The type must match one of the inscrutable bureaucrat’s 

alignments. If the inscrutable bureaucrat is neutral, she does benefit from this penalty. At 10th level, the target’s magical weapons no longer count as adamantine 

for the purpose of overcoming the inscrutable bureaucrat’s damage reduction (but not for reducing hardness).  

 Inaccuracy: The target’s attacks are less true when directed against the inscrutable bureaucrat. The target receives a –1 sacred penalty on all attack rolls made 
against the inscrutable bureaucrat. This penalty increases by –1 for every five inscrutable bureaucrat levels she possesses. At 10th level, this penalty is doubled on 

all attack rolls made to confirm critical hits. 

 Penetrable: The target becomes less resilient to the inscrutable bureaucrat’s attacks. The target’s DR/magic is treated as 1 less (minimum 0) against the 
harbinger’s dire attacks. This penalty to DR increases by 1 for every five levels she possesses. At 10th level, this DR includes an alignment (chaotic, evil, good, or 

lawful) that is opposite the inscrutable bureaucrat’s. If she is neutral, the inscrutable bureaucrat does not receive this increase. 

 Vulnerability: The target becomes vulnerable to the inscrutable bureaucrat’s energy attacks. The target’s energy resistance against one energy type (acid, cold, 
electricity, fire, or sonic) is treated as 2 lower (minimum 0), chosen when the punishment is pronounced. The protection decreases by 2 for every three inscrutable 

bureaucrat levels she possesses. 

This talent can be chosen multiple times. Each time the inscrutable bureaucrat chooses a different punishment. The inscrutable bureaucrat must have the studied 
combat ability to select this talent.  

Third Punishment (Ex): Whenever an inscrutable bureaucrat uses his punishment ability, he selects three different punishments than he knows, instead of just two. 

This only consumes one use of his persuasion ability. As a swift action, the inscrutable bureaucrat can change one of these punishments to another type. The inscrutable 
bureaucrat must be at least 17th level and have the second punishment talent to select this talent. 

Polyglot (Ex): At 3rd level, an inscrutable bureaucrat can attempt all Linguistics skill checks untrained. This ability replaces keen recollection.  

True Bureaucracy (Su): At 20th level, whenever an inscrutable bureaucrat uses his studied combat ability, the inscrutable bureaucrat can invoke true punishment on 

a foe as a swift action. Once declared, the inscrutable bureaucrat can make a single studied strike against the target. If the attack hits, it deals damage normally and the 

target must make a Fortitude save or become subject to a symbol of pain spell. The DC of this save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the inscrutable bureaucrat's level + the 

inscrutable bureaucrat's Intelligence modifier. Regardless of whether or not the save is made, the target creature is immune to the inscrutable bureaucrat's studied strike 
ability for 24 hours. Once this ability has been used, it cannot be used again for 1d4 rounds. 

In addition, an inscrutable bureaucrat can use persuasion on all skill checks—even ones he isn't trained in—and all ability checks without spending persuasion. This 
ability replaces true inspiration. 

 

 

Table: Inscrutable Bureaucrat 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
1st  +0  +0  +2 +2 Orisons, peerless linguist, persuasion   1  —  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Prodigious cunning (Skill Focus)    2  —  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Investigator talent, polyglot   3  —  —  —  —   — 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Studied combat, studied strike +1d6   3   1  —  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Investigator’s talent, prodigious cunning (Orator)   4   2  —  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Studied strike +2d6   4   3  —  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Investigator’s talent   4   3   1  —  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Prodigious cunning (Esoteric Linguistics),   4   4   2  —  —  — 
     studied strike +3d6 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Investigator’s talent   5   4   3  —  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Studied strike +4d6   5   4   3   1  —  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Investigator’s talent   5   4   4   2  —  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Studied strike +5d6   5   5   4   3  —  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Investigator’s talent   5   5   4   3   1  — 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Studied strike +6d6   5   5   4   4   2  — 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   4   3  — 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Studied strike +7d6   5   5   5   4   3   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   4   4   2 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11 +11 Studied strike +8d6   5   5   5   5   4   3 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11 +11 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   5   5   4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12 +12 Studied strike +9d6, true bureaucracy   5   5   5   5   5   5 
 

 

Table: Inscrutable Bureaucrat Spells Known 
     Spells Known 
Level    0  1st  2nd 3rd 4th  5th  6th 
1st    4   2   —   —   —   —   — 
2nd    5    3   —   —   —   —   — 
3rd    6    4   —   —   —   —   — 
4th    6    4      2   —   —   —   — 
5th    6    4    3   —   —   —   — 
6th    6   4    4   —  —   —   — 
7th    6    5    4    2   —   —   — 
8th    6    5    4     3   —  —   — 
9th    6    5    4    4   —  —   — 
10th    6    5    5    4    2   —  — 
11th    6    6    5    4    3   —   — 
12th    6    6    5    4    4   —   — 
13th    6    6    5    5    4    2   — 
14th    6    6    6    5    4    3   — 
15th    6    6    6    5    4    4   — 
16th    6    6    6    5    5    4    2 



17th    6    6    6     6    5    4    3 
18th    6    6    6    6    5    4    4 
19th    6    6    6    6    5    5    4 
20th    6    6    6    6    6    5    5 
  



INSIGHTFL MIND (+5 Toaster) 
Long ago, a group of the brightest of elves established an acetic order centuries ago. This order utilizes a combination of mental prowess and physical conditioning to 
access an internal reservoir of arcane power. Unlike the magus, the insightful mind doesn't just seek to blend magic and combat, but to improve themselves as well. In 

the Golarion setting, such a process would be invented by elves pursuing the “Brightness”. 

Primary Class: Monk. 

Secondary Class: Wizard. 

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The insightful mind may select three wizard skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The insightful mind 

gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The insightful mind is proficient with the brass knuckles*, cestus*, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, javelin, 
kama, nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear, and temple sword*. Insightful minds are not proficient with any armor or 

shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, an insightful mind loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast movement and flurry of 

blows abilities. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 
Illuminated Spellbook: An insightful mind finds less time to research new spells, but has mastered an elaborate manner of scribing those he learns. At 1st level, the 

insightful mind incorporates illuminated images into her arcane writings. He begins with an illuminated spellbook containing all cantrips plus three 1st-level spells of 

his choice. The insightful mind also selects a number of additional 1st-level spells equal to his Intelligence modifier to add to the spellbook. Creatures take a –4 penalty 
on skill checks involving the insightful mind's spellbook. The insightful mind's spells take one extra page each in his spellbook. At each new insightful mind level, he 

gains only one new spell of any spell level or levels that he can cast (based on his new insightful mind level) for his spellbook. At every odd level beyond 1st, if he has 

chosen to specialize in a school of magic, the chosen spell must be from his specialty school. At any time, an insightful mind can also add spells found in another 
insightful mind’s or wizard’s spellbook to his. In all other respects, an insightful mind's spellbook functions as a normal wizard's spellbook. 

Spellcasting: Beginning at 1st level, an insightful mind gains the ability to cast arcane spells which are drawn from the insightful mind spell list. An insightful mind 

must choose and prepare his spells in advance. 

To prepare or cast a spell, an insightful mind must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against an 

insightful mind's spell is 10 + the spell level + the insightful mind's Intelligence modifier. 

Like other spellcasters, an insightful mind can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. His base daily spell allotment is given on Table: 
Insightful Mind. In addition, he receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Intelligence score. When Table: Insightful Mind indicates that the insightful mind gets 0 

spells per day of a given spell level, he gains only the bonus spells he would be entitled to based on his Intelligence score for that spell level. 

An insightful mind may know any number of spells. He must choose and prepare his spells ahead of time by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour studying 
his illuminated spellbook. While studying, the insightful mind decides which spells to prepare. An insightful mind otherwise learns, prepares, and casts spells as a 

wizard. This ability replaces flurry of blows, maneuver training, slow fall, high jump, wholeness of body, abundant step, diamond soul, quivering palm, timeless body, 

tongue of the sun and moon, and empty body. 
Arcane Defense: At 1st level, when wearing no armor and not using a shield, an insightful mind gains a +3 armor bonus to his Armor Class and a +3 bonus to his 

CMD. This bonus functions much like bracers of armor. These bonuses increase by +1 at 4th level and every four levels thereafter, up to a maximum of +8 at 20th 

level. If the insightful mind is caught flat-footed or otherwise denied his Dexterity bonus, he also loses his bonus to his CMD. This ability replaces the monk’s AC 
bonus. 

Arcane School: At 1st level, an insightful mind gains the wizard’s arcane school ability and gains his first listed school power. At 3rd level, he gains his second 

listed school power. At 8th level he gains his third listed school power. This ability otherwise functions as arcane school and replaces stunning fist, the reduction to his 
unarmed strike ability, and still mind.  

Unarmed Strike: This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that an insightful mind reduces his unarmed damage dice by one step, as shown on 

Table: Insightful mind.  

Bonus Feats: This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that the insightful mind can also choose a metamagic feat, an item creation, or Spell 

Mastery. The insightful mind must still meet all prerequisites for these feats, including caster level minimums. 

Fast Movement: At 3rd level, an insightful mind’s land speed is faster than the norm for his race by +10 feet. This benefit applies only when he is wearing no armor 
and not carrying a medium or heavy load. Apply this bonus before modifying the insightful mind's speed because of any load carried or armor worn. This bonus stacks 

with any other bonuses to the insightful mind's land speed. This changes the monk’s fast movement ability.  

Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that an insightful mind uses his Intelligence modifier instead of his Wisdom modifier to 
determine his ki pool.  

Ki Metamagic (Su): At 8th level, an insightful mind can use his ki pool to reduce the spell cost of using metamagic feats. As a swift action, he can spend a number 

of ki points up to the level increase of the metamagic feat to reduce it by the same amount (minimum 0). For example, a 4th level insightful mind casts burning hands 
with the Elemental Spell metamagic feat. This would normally expend a 2nd level spell slot (1st–level spell plus the metamagic feat’s +1 level increase). He can spend 

1 ki point as a swift action to reduce the Elemental Spell feat’s level increase to 0, allowing him to cast burning hands with the Elemental Spell feat using only a 1st–
level spell slot. An insightful mind can only affect a metamagic spell if he can normally cast it using his available spell slots. Thus, a 7th level insightful could not 

reduce the level increase of a 1st–level spell using the Maximize Spell feat since he has no access to 4th level spell slots. This ability replaces the reduction to the 

monk’s fast movement ability.  
Ki Mastery (Su): At 20th level, an insightful mind can perform any ki ability for 1 ki point fewer (minimum 0) than usual. If the number of ki points to perform an 

ability is reduced to 0, the insightful mind can perform this ability as long as he has at least 1 ki point. If a ki ability could already be performed as long as he had at least 

1 ki point, he can now perform that ability even when he has no ki points. This ability replaces perfect self. 
 

INSIGHTFUL MIND SPELL LIST 
Insightful minds gain access to the following spells.  

0-Level Insightful Mind Spells—arcane mark, bleed, dancing lights, detect magic, detect poison, disrupt undead, ghost sound, light, mage hand, mending, 
message, open/close, prestidigitation, read magic, resistance.  

1st-Level Insightful Mind Spells—air bubble, alarm, animate rope, anticipate peril, cause fear, color spray, comprehend languages, detect secret doors, 
detect undead, disguise self, ear-piercing scream, endure elements, enlarge person, erase, expeditious excavation, expeditious retreat, feather fall, hold portal, identify, 

jump, ki arrow, magic aura, magic weapon, protection from chaos/evil/good/law, ray of enfeeblement, reduce person, see alignment, shield, silent image, sleep, true 
strike, ventriloquism.  

2nd-Level Insightful Mind Spells—alter self, arcane lock, bear's endurance, blindness/deafness, blood transcription, blur, bull's strength, cat's grace, 
command undead, create treasure map, darkvision, detect thoughts, eagle's splendour, elemental speech, false life, fiery shuriken, fox's cunning, glitterdust, knock, 

levitate, locate object, magic mouth, make whole, minor image, mirror image, misdirection, obscure object, owl's wisdom, protection from arrows, pyrotechnics, resist 

energy, rope trick, scare, see invisibility, share language, share memory, snapdragon fireworks, spectral hand, spider climb, steal breath, whispering wind.   

3rd-Level Insightful Mind Spells—aqueous orb, arcane sight, blink, blood biography, clairaudience/clairvoyance, cloak of winds, cloak of winds, deep 
slumber, dispel magic, displacement, flame arrow, fly, gaseous form, gentle repose, halt undead, haste, hold person, illusory script, keen edge, locate weakness, magic 

circle against chaos/evil/good/law, magic weapon (greater), major image, nondetection, protection from energy, ray of exhaustion, secret page, seek thoughts, shrink 

item, slow, tongues, water breathing.  



4th-Level Insightful Mind Spells—animate dead, contagion, dimensional anchor,  enlarge person (mass), false life (greater), fear, ghost wolf, globe of 
invulnerability (lesser), illusory wall, mnemonic enhancer, phantasmal killer, rainbow pattern, reduce person (mass), remove curse, scrying, stone shape, stoneskin, 

wall of fire, wall of ice.  

5th-Level Insightful Mind Spells—animal growth, blight, break enchantment, dismissal, fabricate, hold monster, icy prison, interposing hand, magic jar, 
overland flight, passwall, permanency, planar adaptation, sending, shadow conjuration, telekinesis, transmute mud to rock, transmute rock to mud, wall of force, wall 
of stone.  

6th-Level Insightful Mind Spells—antimagic field, circle of death, contagion (greater), control water, create undead, curse (major, ), disintegrate, dispel 
magic (greater), enemy hammer, eyebite, flesh to stone, globe of invulnerability, guards and wards, mage's lucubration, move earth, rampart, scrying (greater), shadow 

evocation, shadow walk, sirocco, stone to flesh, transformation, undeath to death, wall of iron.  

 

 

Table: Insightful Mind 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Unarmed   Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special    Damage   0 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
1st  +0  +0  +2 +2 Arcane defense, arcane school,  1d4   3   1  —  —  —  —  — 
     bonus feat, unarmed strike 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Bonus feat, evasion  1d4   4   2  —  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Fast movement  1d4   4   3  —  —  —  —   — 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Ki pool (magic)  1d6   4   3   1  —  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Purity of body  1d6   4   4   2  —  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Bonus feat  1d6   5   4   3  —  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Ki pool (cold iron)  1d6   5   4   3   1  —  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Ki metamagic  1d8   5   4   4   2  —  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Improved evasion  1d8   5   5   4   3  —  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Bonus feat, ki pool (lawful)  1d8   5   5   4   3   1  —  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Diamond body  1d8   5   5   4   4   2  —  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8  1d10   5   5   5   4   3  —  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8  1d10   5   5   5   4   3   1  — 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Bonus feat 1d10   5   5   5   4   4   2  — 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9  1d10   5   5   5   5   4   3  — 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Ki pool (adamantine)  2d6   5   5   5   5   4   3   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10   2d6   5   5   5   5   4   4   2 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11 +11 Bonus feat  2d6   5   5   5   5   5   4   3 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11 +11   2d6   5   5   5   5   5   5   4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12 +12 Ki mastery  2d8   5   5   5   5   5   5   5 

 

 
  



INTUITIVE COMBATANT (OSW)  
Warriors live in the moment, when the time comes. They breathe with every stroke, shot or cast, one breath at a time. Time might fly, but for the intuitive combatant 
every flying moment is a chance encounter with fate, with prowess, with perception - every flying moment is a chance to harness the gifts of a wide-open sensory, 

experiential and, above all random-yet-patterned field, a field that the intuitive combatant seeks to master one breath at a time. 

Primary Class: Investigator. 

Secondary Class: Slayer.  

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8.  
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The intuitive combatant may select three slayer skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal investigator class skills. The 

intuitive combatant gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The intuitive combatant is proficient with all simple weapons, plus one weapon group from the fighter class. He is also proficient 
with light armor, but not with shields.  

Studied Target (Ex): At 1st level, an intuitive combatant gains the slayer’s studied target ability, except that it applies to his studied strike damage. This ability 

replaces alchemy, extracts, trapfinding, studied combat, and swift alchemy.  
Intuition (Ex): At 1st level, an intuitive combatant has the ability to perceive and react, enhancing his combat and ability checks during combat or some skill checks 

out of combat. The intuitive combatant has an intuition pool equal to 1/2 his intuitive combatant level + his Wisdom modifier (minimum 1). 

An intuitive combatant's intuition pool refreshes each day, typically after he rests for 8 hours. As a free action the intuitive combatant can expend a use of his 
intuition pool to add 1d4 to any ability check, attack or saving throw roll during combat, or any roll out of combat. This choice is made after the dice is rolled and 

before the results are revealed. The intuitive combatant can only use intuition once per check or roll. The intuitive combatant can use intuition on any Perception, Sense 

Motive, and Survival checks without expending a use of Intuition. Intuition cannot be used with any Knowledge skill checks. In the case of saving throws, using 
intuition is an immediate action rather than a free action. This ability replaces inspiration and keen recollection. 

Intuitive Touch (Ex): At 2nd level, the intuitive combatant can use intuition with Bluff, Escape Artist, Handle Animals, and Intimidate without expending a use of 

intuition once per day. The intuitive combatant can use this ability one additional time per day at 7th level and every five levels thereafter. This ability replaces poison 

resistance and poison lore. 

Investigator’s Talent: This is exactly like the investigator’s ability of the same name, except that the intuitive combatant may also select a slayer talent in place of 

an investigator’s talent. He may also choose from the following new talents, restricted to the Intuitive Combatant multiclass archetype.  
Evasion (Ex): The intuitive combatant gains the rogue’s evasion class feature.  

Fast Movement (Ex): The intuitive combatant’s land speed is faster than the norm for her race by +10 feet. This benefit applies only when she is wearing no armor, 

light armor, or medium armor, and not carrying a heavy load. Apply this bonus before modifying the intuitive combatant’s speed because of any load carried or armor 
worn. This bonus stacks with any other bonuses to the intuitive combatant's land speed.  

High Jump (Ex): The intuitive combatant gains the monk’s high jump class feature. The intuitive combatant must be at least 9th level to select this talent.  

Studied Strike (Ex): This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that the intuitive combatant can make a studied strike against the target of 
his studied target ability as a free action instead. Other sources of precision damage (such as sneak attack) stack with the intuitive combatant’s studied strike damage 

and for the purpose of his studied target ability.  

 
 

Table: Intuitive Combatant 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will  
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special 
1st  +0  +2  +2 +2 Intuition, studied target 
2nd  +1  +3  +3 +3 Intuitive touch 1/day 
3rd  +2  +3  +3 +3 Investigator talent, trap sense +1 
4th  +3  +4  +4 +4 Studied strike +1d6 
5th  +3  +4  +4 +4 Investigator’s talent 
6th  +4  +5  +5 +5 Studied strike +2d6, trap sense +2 
7th  +5  +5  +5 +5 Intuitive touch 2/day, investigator’s talent 
8th  +6/+1  +6  +6 +6 Studied strike +3d6 
9th  +6/+1  +6  +6 +6 Investigator’s talent, trap sense +3 
10th  +7/+2  +7  +7 +7 Studied strike +4d6 
11th  +8/+3  +7  +7 +7 Investigator’s talent 
12th  +9/+4  +8  +8 +8 Intuitive touch 3/day, studied strike +5d6, trap sense +4 
13th  +9/+4  +8  +8 +8 Investigator’s talent 
14th  +10/+5  +9  +9 +9 Studied strike +6d6 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9  +9 +9 Investigator’s talent, traps sense +5 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +10 +10 Studied strike +7d6 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +10 +10 Intuitive touch 4/day, investigator’s talent 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +11  +11 +11 Studied strike +8d6, trap sense +6 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +11  +11 +11 Investigator’s talent 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12  +12 +12 Studied strike +9d6, true inspiration 

  



MERIDIAN MASTER (OSW) 
Through study of ancient texts and the tutelage of elder monks versed in the secrets of physiognomy, anatomy and herbal medicine, meridian masters excel at both 
hindering foes and healing their allies. The meridian master is both a potent warrior and a competent healer, though he prefers to allow his allies to bear the brunt of a 

battle. While his precision strikes to the nervous system can incapacitate opponents, the meridian master is highly skilled at concocting herbal curatives that offset a 

variety of conditions and ailments. Though often viewed as eccentric, their herbal expertise, wholesome living, and calm demeanor have ironically labeled them as 

nature-loving pacifists. Fortunately, this label is quickly shattered once they use their feared meridian strike to tear the most vile of foes down to size. 

Primary Class: Monk. 

Secondary Class: Alchemist. 
Hit Dice: d8. 

Alignment: Any lawful.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The meridian master may select three alchemist skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills, one of which 
must be Heal. The meridian master gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier.  

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The meridian master is proficient with brass knuckles*, cestus*, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, javelin, kama, 

nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear, and temple sword*. The meridian master is not proficient with any type of armor 
or with shields. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 

Ancient Medicine (Su): At 1st level, a meridian master becomes a master of creating balms, salves, and other curatives from natural herbs and roots. When 

using Craft (alchemy) to create an herbal item, a meridian master gains a competence bonus equal to his class level on the Craft (alchemy) check. A meridian master 
can use Craft (alchemy) to create any of the following herb-based substances: antiplague* (DC 25), antitoxins (DC 25), bloodblock** (DC 25), bodybalm** (DC 25), 

nashadir* (DC 20), smelling salts* (DC 20), soothe syrup* (DC 15), terra sap (distilled)** (DC 15), and vermin repellant** (DC 20).  In addition, a meridian master can 
use Craft (alchemy) to identify poisons as if using detect poison. He must hold the poison for 1 round to make such a check. This ability replaces the bonus feat gained 

at 1st level. (*Advanced Player’s Guide, **Adventurer’s Armory) 

Healing Tradition (Ex): At 1st level, a meridian master gains a +4 bonus on all Heal checks.  
Meridian Strike (Ex): At 1st level, a meridian master has mastered the ancient technique of manipulating pressure points, allowing him to cause weakness and 

intense pain or heal injuries more quickly. The meridian master may attempt a meridian strike a number of times per day equal to his meridian master level, plus one 

more time per day for every four levels he has in classes other than meridian master. When the meridian master makes an unarmed strike, she also deals 1 point of 
Strength or Dexterity damage, decided by the meridian master, by striking at an opponent’s vital pressure points. Unlike normal ability damage, this damage can be 

healed by a DC 15 Heal check. Each successful check heals 1 point of damage caused by attack. A meridian master receives a +10 insight bonus on Heal checks made 

to heal ability damage caused by his meridian strike. 
Alternatively, a meridian master can stimulate pressure points, allowing him to accelerate the natural healing of the target. The meridian master makes a DC 

15 Heal check. If the check is successful, the creature recovers hit points or ability score points (lost to ability damage) at twice the normal rate for 24 hours: 2 hit points 

per level for a full 8 hours of rest in a day, or 4 hit points per level for each full day of complete rest; 2 ability score points for a full 8 hours of rest in a day, or 4 ability 
score points for each full day of complete rest. A meridian master also receives a +10 insight bonus on Heal checks made to increase the natural healing rate by means 

of his meridian strike. 

At 4th level, and every 4 levels thereafter, the meridian master can use his meridian strike to apply a condition to the target or treat one that that target is already 
suffering from. The bestowal or removal of this condition replaces the ability damage or accelerated natural healing effect for 1 round. A successful Fortitude saving 

throw (DC 10 + 1/2 the meridian master’s level + his Wisdom modifier) negates any condition applied by the meridian master’s unarmed attack.  

At 4th level, he can choose to make the target fatigued or remove the fatigued condition. 
At 8th level, he can make the target sickened for 1 minute or remove the sickened condition. 

At 12th level, he can make the target staggered for 1d6+1 rounds or remove the staggered condition. 

At 16th level, he can permanently blind or deafen the target or remove the blinded or deafened condition. 
At 20th level, he can paralyze the target for 1d6+1 rounds or remove the paralyzed condition. 

The meridian master must choose which condition he with either apply or remove before the attack roll is made. These effects do not stack with themselves (a 

creature sickened by a meridian strike cannot become nauseated if hit by a meridian strike again), but additional hits do increase the duration. This ability replaces 
stunning fist. 

Mystic Triage (Sp):  At 1st level, a meridian master can use bleed, detect poison, or stabilize as a spell-like ability a number of times per day equal to 3 + his 

Wisdom modifier.   
Unarmed Strike: This is exactly like the monk’s ability of the same name, except that the meridian master deals unarmed damage as shown on Table: Meridian 

master. 

Fast Movement (Ex): At 3rd level, a meridian master's land speed is faster than the norm for his race by +10 feet. This benefit applies only when he is wearing no 
armor or light armor, and not carrying a medium or heavy load. Apply this bonus before modifying the meridian master's speed because of any load carried or armor 

worn. This bonus stacks with any other bonuses to the meridian master's land speed. This ability replaces maneuver training. 

Discoveries: At 4th level and every four levels thereafter, a meridian master gains and alchemist discovery. The meridian master may only choose discoveries related 
to extracts and potions. This ability replaces high jump, abundant step, diamond soul, quivering palm, and empty body.  

Extracts: Beginning at 4th level, a meridian master gains the alchemist’s extract ability, but creates extracts drawn from the meridian master’s formulae list. Like 

alchemists, a meridian master can create only a certain number of extracts of each spell level per day. His base daily allotment of extracts is given on Table: Meridian 
master. In addition, he receives bonus extracts per day if he has a high Wisdom score.  

Through 3rd level, a meridian master has no caster level. At 4th level and higher, his caster level is equal to his meridian master level –3. This ability otherwise 

functions as the alchemist’s extracts and replaces flurry of blows, fast movement, and slow fall. 
Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except for the following change. A meridian master cannot use his ki pool to make the one 

additional attack at his highest attack bonus when making a flurry of blows attack normally granted by this ability. In its place, the meridian master can use his ki pool 

to do the following.   
By spending 1 point from his ki pool, a meridian master uses his knowledge of the anatomy to strike an opponent in a vital spot, even if the target is not flat-footed. 

The meridian master makes a single unarmed strike at his highest attack bonus. If the attack is successful, the meridian master deals extra damage (called “precision 

damage”) as if the opponent was flat-footed, in addition to his normal unarmed damage. This extra damage is 1d6 at 4th level, and increases by 1d6 every five meridian 
master levels thereafter, to a maximum of 4d6 at 19th level. The target is considered to be flat-footed by the meridian master only for the sole purpose of this attack. 

The opponent is not considered to be flat-footed by any other creature during this attack, unless the target has the flat-footed condition. Should the meridian master 

score a critical hit with this attack, this extra damage is not multiplied. Ranged attacks do not count as unarmed strikes.  
Spontaneous Brewing (Su): At 4th level, a good meridian master (or a neutral meridian master) can channel ki energy into healing extracts that he did not prepare 

ahead of time. The meridian master can spend 1 point from his ki pool to change any prepared extract into a cure, neutralize poison, or remove disease extract of the 

same spell level or lower (a cure spell is any spell with “cure” in its name).  
An evil meridian master (or a neutral meridian master) can't convert prepared extracts to cure extracts but can convert them to inflict, contagion, or poison extracts 

(an inflict spell is one with “inflict” in its name). 
A meridian master who is neither good nor evil must choose at first level whether he will be treated as good or evil for this ability. Once the player makes this choice, 

it cannot be reversed except through a change in the alignment of the meridian master. If the meridian master does change alignment to the opposite of his chosen 

spontaneous extracts, he loses this ability for a number of weeks equal to his meridian master level, or until he receives the equivalent of an atonement spell. After 
atonement or the appropriate passage of time, his spontaneous brewing ability matches his new alignment. 

 



MERIDIAN MASTER FORMULAE LIST 
Meridian masters gain access to the following formulae.  

1st-Level Meridian Master Spells—abjuring step†, crafter’s fortune*, cure light wounds, delay poison, diagnose disease, endure elements, expeditious 
retreat, inflict light wounds, jump, keen senses*, longshot†, negate aroma*, poly purpose panacea**, see alignment†, stone fist*, true strike. 

2nd-Level Meridian Master Spells—ablative barrier†, acute sense**, aid, alchemical allocation*, barkskin, bear’s endurance, bull’s strength, cat’s grace, 
certain grip†, cure moderate wounds, darkvision, defensive shock**, eagle’s splendor, elemental touch*, fox’s cunning, inflict moderate wounds, kinetic reverberation†, 

monstrous physique I**, owl’s wisdom, perceive cues*, poison, protection from arrows, resist energy, restoration (lesser), see invisibility, touch injection†, undetectable 
alignment. 

3rd-Level Meridian Master Spells—absorb toxicity†, absorbing touch*, age resistance (lesser)**, amplify elixir*, burst of speed†, contagion, cure serious 
wounds, delay poison (communal)†, draconic reservoir*, elemental aura*, haste, heroism, inflict serious wounds, neutralize poison, nondetection, protection from 

energy, remove blindness/deafness, remove curse, remove disease, resinous skin†, sacred bond*, water breathing. 

4th-Level Meridian Master Spells—age resistance**, cure critical wounds, darkvision (greater)**, death ward, discern lies, dragon’s breath*, fire shield, 

freedom of movement, inflict critical wounds, monstrous physique II**, restoration, spell immunity, stoneskin, universal formula*. 
 

Bonus feat (1) = Ancient medicine 

Free = Healing Tradition, Mystic Triage   
Stunning fist = Meridian strike 

Flurry of blows (3 feats) + slow fall + fast movement (change) = Extracts 

Maneuver training = Fast movement 
High jump, abundant step, diamond soul, quivering palm, empty body = Discoveries  

Purity of body = Same but changed 

Wholeness of body = Same but changed 
Diamond body = Same but changed 

 

 

Table: Meridian Master 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    AC    Ki Extracts per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Bonus 1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
1st  +0  +0 +2  +2  Ancient medicine, healing traditions, meridian strike,   +0  —  —  —  —  
     mystic triage, unarmed strike (1d6) 
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3  Bonus feat, evasion   +0  —  —  —  —  
3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3  Fast movement, still mind   +0  —  —  —  —  
4th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Discovery, ki pool (magic)   +1   0  —  —  —  
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Purity of body   +1   1  —  —  —  
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5  Bonus feat   +1   1  —  —  —  
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5  Unarmed strike (1d8), wholeness of body   +1   1   0  —  —  
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6  Discovery   +2   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6  Improved evasion   +2   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7  Bonus feat, ki pool (lawful)   +2   2   1   0  —  
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7  Diamond body   +2   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Discovery,   +3   2   2   1  —  
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Unarmed strike (1d10)   +3   3   2   1   0 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9  Bonus feat   +3   3   2   1   1  
15th  +11/+6/+1 +5  +9  +9     +3   3   2   2   1  
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Discovery, ki pool (adamantine)   +4   3   3   2   1  
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10  Timeless body, tongue of the sun and the moon   +4   4   3   2   1  
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11  +11  Bonus feat   +4   4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11  +11  Unarmed strike (2d6)   +4   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12  Discovery, perfect self   +5   4   4   3   3 
 
  



PERSONA SHIFTER (JonathonWilder)   
Persona shifters are foremost spies, infiltrators, and deceivers who possess the blood of doppleganger’s somewhere in their family line. More so, their blood marks them 
as tainted and ever changing, for even in their youth they took to creating disguises to fool others. However because of their ever-shifting personas, there is the risk of 

losing themselves in the personas they assume. If a persona shifter is not careful–deadly careful–they can lose all understanding of self and truly become the identities 

they create. 

Primary Class: Investigator.  

Secondary Class: Sorcerer.  

Alignment: Any.  
Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The persona shifter may select three sorcerer skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal investigator class skills. The persona 

shifter gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The persona shifter is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, short sword, and sword 

cane. He is also proficient with light armor, but not with shields. 

Spellcasting: A persona shifter casts arcane spells drawn from the alchemist formulae list and the sorcerer spell list. Only sorcerer spells of 6th level and lower 
and alchemist formulae are considered to be part of the persona shifter’s spell list. If a spell appears on both the sorcerer spell list and the alchemist formulae list, the 

persona shifter uses the lower of the two spell levels listed for the spell. He can cast any spell he knows without preparing it ahead of time.  

To learn or cast a spell, a persona shifter must have a Charisma score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class (DC) for a saving throw against a 
persona shifter’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the persona shifter’s Charisma modifier. 

Like other spellcasters, a persona shifter can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. His base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Persona 

Shifter. In addition, he receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Charisma score. 
The persona shifter’s selection of spells is extremely limited. A persona shifter begins play knowing four 0-level spells and two 1st-level spells of the persona 

shifter’s choice. At each new persona shifter level, he gains one or more new spells, as indicated on Table: Persona Shifter Spells Known. (Unlike spells per day, the 

number of spells a persona shifter knows is not affected by his Charisma score. 

Upon reaching 5th level, and at every third persona shifter level after that (8th, 11th, and so on), a persona shifter can choose to learn a new spell in place of one he 

already knows. In effect, the persona shifter “loses” the old spell in exchange for the new one. The new spell’s level must be the same as that of the spell being 

exchanged, and it must be at least one level lower than the highest-level persona shifter spell the persona shifter can cast. A persona shifter may swap only a single spell 
at any given level, and must choose whether or not to swap the spell at the same time that he gains new spells known for the level. 

A persona shifter need not prepare his spells in advance. He can cast any spell he knows at any time, assuming he has not yet used up his allotment of spells per day 

for the spell’s level. This ability and cantrips replace alchemy and extracts.  
Cantrips: Persona shifters learn a number of cantrips, or 0-level spells, as noted on Table: Persona Shifter Spells Known under "Spells Known." These spells are 

cast like any other spell, but they do not consume any slots and may be used again. This ability replaces  

Doppleganger’s Blood* (Su): Somewhere in past generations, a doppelganger infiltrated the persona shifter’s family tree, infusing him with the innate magic of the 
doppelganger race. At 1st level, a persona shifter adds Disguise to his list of class skills. Whenever a persona shifter casts a polymorph spell on himself, he gains a 

bonus to Disguise skill checks equal to half his persona shifter level for as long as he remains polymorphed. In addition, he adds the following spell to his list of spells 

known at the indicated levels: disguise self (3rd), alter self (6th), monstrous physique I (9th), true form (12th), seeming (15th), transformation (18th). This ability 
replaces studied strike +2d6, +5d6, and +8d6.  

Quickchange* (Su): At 1st level, a persona shifter can draw upon his doppelganger heritage to assume and change a disguise. Activating this ability is a swift 

action. A persona shifter gains a +5 bonus on one Disguise check made to impersonate a particular individual and it only requires a swift action to apply his disguise. 
He can use this ability a number of times per day equal to 3 + his Charisma modifier. This ability replaces trapfinding and swift alchemy. 

Mimic Mastery (Su): At 2nd level, when a persona shifter uses disguise self or any polymorph extracts on himself, he is treated as 2 investigator levels higher for 

the purpose of determining the duration of that extract's effect. He can use these extracts to take the appearance of specific individuals of the type of form he chooses, 

gaining a +10 to Disguise checks even if that extract does not typically grant such a bonus. Furthermore, these extracts grant the persona shifter a +10 bonus 

to Disguise checks made as part of his voice mimicry ability. This ability replaces poison resistance. 

Voice Mimicry (Ex): At 2nd level, a persona shifter learns to mimic voices and sounds around him. Using this ability requires a special Disguise check, and 
creatures hearing the voice can make a Perception check to discover the ruse. A persona shifter can attempt to emulate any creature or other sound he's heard clearly for 

at least 1 minute. The bonuses or penalties to this special Disguise check are modified in the following ways, all of which are cumulative. 

 Voice is not your own, but not that of a distinct individual +5 
 Voice is that of a different gender –2 

 Voice is that of a different race –2 

 Voice is that of a different age category –2 
 Voice is that of a different size category –5 

Also, the creature making the Perception check gains a bonus based on its familiarity with specific voices, just as if it were confronted with a normal disguise. This 
ability is a language-dependent effect, meaning that if a creature cannot hear or understand what the persona shifter is saying, the ruse fails. Magic items, feats, and 

traits that affect typical disguises do not affect this disguise check. At 8th level, the persona shifter gains the effects of its master of disguise class feature on this special 

use of the Disguise skill (no penalty for a voice of a different gender, race, or age category, and only a –3 penalty for a different size category). This ability replaces 
poison lore. 

Mind Reader* (Sp): At 3rd level, a persona shifter can read minds as a spell-like ability. This ability acts like detect thoughts, except it lasts only 1 round, it can 

only be used on a single target as a standard action, and if the target fails its Will save, the persona shifter gains information as if he had concentrated on it for 3 rounds. 
A persona shifter may use this ability once per day at 3rd level and one additional time per day for every four persona shifter levels he possess beyond 3rd, up to five 

times per day at 19th level. This ability replaces the investigator talent gained at 3rd level.  

Studied Strike (Ex): This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that the extra damage is 1d6 at 4th level, plus 1d6 every three levels 
thereafter, up to a maximum of 6d6 at 19th level.  

Investigator’s Talent (Ex): This is exactly like the investigator ability of the same name, except that the persona shifter gains a talent at 5t level and every three 

levels. In addition, whenever a persona shifter gains an investigator talent, he can select one of the following feats instead: Combat Casting, Deceitful, Dodge, Extend 
Spell, Great Fortitude, Spell Focus (transmutation), Stealthy, Tenacious Transmutation. 

Perfect Copy* (Ex): At 9th level, a persona shifter can perfectly copy the appearance of specific individuals when he casts polymorph spells or uses abilities which 

function as polymorph spells on himself. This ability replaces the investigator talent gained at 9th level. 
Alter Self* (Su): At 15th level, a persona shifter can change his shape into that of any humanoid at will. This ability acts like alter self, except the persona shifter 

may remain in a chosen form as long as he wants to. This ability replaces the investigator talent gained at 15th level. 

True Shapeshifter* (Su): At 20th level, a persona shifter gains the shapechanger subtype in addition to the subtypes he already possesses. The persona shifter gains 
immunity to charm and sleep, darkvision 60 feet (if the persona shifter already possesses darkvision, it increases by 60 feet), and he becomes proficient in all weapons, 

armor, and shields. Additionally, a persona shifter can use any spell trigger or spell completion item as if the spells were on his spell list. A persona shifter’s caster level 

for items he normal couldn’t use is equal to his persona shifter level. This ability replaces true inspiration.  
*Note: Quickchange, Mind Reader, Perfect Copy, Alter Self, True Shapeshifter, and information listed in the Doppleganer’s Blood ability are part of the 

Doppleganger Bloodline and are the property of Necromancers of the Northwest (http://www.necromancers-

online.com/articles/FromtheWorkshop/2011/20110819.html). (Copyright 2010-2012 Necromancers of the Northwest, LLC) 
 

http://www.necromancers-online.com/articles/FromtheWorkshop/2011/20110819.html
http://www.necromancers-online.com/articles/FromtheWorkshop/2011/20110819.html


 

 

Table: Persona Shifter 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 
1st  +0  +0  +2 +2 Cantrips, doppleganger’s blood, inspiration, quickchange   1  —  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Mimic mastery, voice mimicry    2  —  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Keen recollection, mind reader, trap sense +1   3  —  —  —  —   — 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Studied combat, studied strike +1d6   3   1  —  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Investigator talent   4   2  —  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Trap sense +2   4   3  —  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Studied strike +2d6   4   3   1  —  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Investigator’s talent   4   4   2  —  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Perfect copy, trap sense +3   5   4   3  —  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Studied strike +3d6   5   4   3   1  —  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Investigator’s talent   5   4   4   2  —  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Trap sense +4   5   5   4   3  —  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Studied strike +4d6   5   5   4   3   1  — 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Investigator’s talent   5   5   4   4   2  — 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Alter self, traps sense +5   5   5   5   4   3  — 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Studied strike +5d6   5   5   5   4   3   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Investigator’s talent   5   5   5   4   4   2 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11 +11 Trap sense +6   5   5   5   5   4   3 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11 +11 Studied strike +6d6   5   5   5   5   5   4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12 +12 Investigator’s talent, true shapeshifter   5   5   5   5   5   5 
  



RIKISHI WARRIOR (Elghinn Lightbringer) 

While monks are seen as masters of a variety of maneuvers, holds, and strikes, some focus on a different style of fighting that utilizes strength and physical size to great 
advantage. Trained in both the ascetic and fighter styles of combat, the rishiki warrior uses his girth to intimidate his enemies, while employing his moves and natural 

defense to gain an upper hand on the field of battle. 

Primary Class: Monk.  

Secondary Class: Fighter.  

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8.  
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The rikishi warrior selects three fighter skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The rikishi warrior gains 

a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The rikishi warrior is proficient with brass knuckles, cestus, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, javelin, kama, 
nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear, and temple sword. He is not proficient with any armor or shields. When wearing 

armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a rikishi loses his AC bonus and flurry of maneuvers abilities.  

Flurry of Maneuvers (Ex): At 1st level, as part of a full-attack action, a rikishi warrior can make one additional combat maneuver, regardless of whether the 
maneuver normally replaces a melee attack or requires a standard action. The rikishi warrior uses his rikishi warrior level in place of his base attack bonus to determine 

his CMB for the bonus maneuvers, though all combat maneuver checks suffer a –2 penalty when using a flurry. At 8th level, a rikishi warrior may attempt a second 

additional combat maneuver, with an additional –3 penalty on combat maneuver checks. At 15th level, a rikishi warrior may attempt a third additional combat 
maneuver, with an additional –7 penalty on combat maneuver checks. This ability replaces flurry of blows. 

Large and in Charge (Ex): A rikishi warrior can prevent opponents from closing inside his reach. When a rikishi warrior makes a successful attack of opportunity 

against an opponent that is moving inside his threatened area, he can force the opponent into the 5-foot space it was in before it provoked the attack of opportunity. If 
the attack of opportunity is successful, the rikishi warrior makes an opposed Strength check against his opponent. He gains a +4 bonus to this check, plus an additional 

+4 bonus for each size category larger that the rikishi warrior is than his opponent, and an additional +1 bonus for every 5 points of damage the rikishi warrior dealt 

with his attack of opportunity. If this opposed Strength check is successful, his opponent is pushed back 5 feet into the space it just left. An opponent the rikishi warrior 

pushes cannot move any farther in this round. This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 1st level.  

Massive Build: The physical stature of a rikishi warrior lets him function in many ways as if he were one size category larger. Whenever a rikishi warrior is subject 

to a size modifier or special size modifier for a Combat Maneuver Bonus or Combat Maneuver Defense (such as during grapple checks, bull rush attempts, 
and trip attempts), the rikishi warrior is treated as one size larger if doing so is advantageous to him. A rikishi warrior is also considered to be one size larger when 

determining whether a creature's special attacks based on size (such as grab or swallow whole) can affect him. In addition, due to a rikishi warrior’s physical girth, he 

has a lift, drag, and carrying capacity equal to a creature one size larger. However, his space and reach remain those of a creature of his actual size. The benefits of this 
ability stack with the effects of powers, abilities, and spells that change the subject's size category.  

To maintain this massive build, the rikishi warrior must consume four times the normal amount of food and drink required by a normal creature of his size each day. 

For each day that he fails to do so, the rikishi warrior takes a –1 cumulating penalty on all attack rolls and Strength–based skill checks. This penalty ends once he 
consumes his daily food intake. This ability and mammoth stomp replace fast movement.  

Bonus Feat: This is exactly like the monk’s ability of the same name, except that a rikishi warrior may select Deathless Initiate, or any Improved combat 

maneuver feat (such as Improved Overrun) as a bonus feat. At 6th level and above, he may select Deathless Master or any Greater combat maneuver feat (such 
as Greater Grapple) as a bonus feat. At 10th level and above, he may select Deathlesss Zealot or any maneuver Strike feat (such as Tripping Strike) as a bonus feat. 

In addition, a rikishi warrior may select any combat maneuver with fighter levels as a requirement as a bonus feat. He uses his rikishi warrior level as his fighter level 

for the purpose of qualifying for these feats.  
Iron Warrior (Ex): At 2nd level, a rikishi warrior gains Toughness as a bonus feat. In addition, the rikishi warrior gains a +1 natural armor bonus. This ability 

replaces evasion. 

Maneuver Defense (Ex): At 3rd level, if a rikishi warrior has an Improved combat maneuver feat, any creature attempting that maneuver against the rikishi warrior 

provokes an attack of opportunity, even if it would not normally do so. This ability replaces still mind. 

Bastion Stance (Ex): At 4th level, a rikishi warrior becomes like stone, nearly impossible to move when he stands his ground. If the rikishi warrior starts and ends 

his turn in the same space, he cannot be knocked prone or forcibly moved until the start of his next turn, except by mind-affecting or teleportation effects. At 16th level, 
he is immune to any attempts to force him to move, even mind-affecting and teleportation effects. This ability replaces slow fall. 

Great Endurance (Ex): At 5th level, a rikishi warrior gains immunity to fatigue. At 10th level, he also gains immunity to exhaustion. This ability replaces purity of 

body. 
Iron Limb Defense (Ex): At 5th level, a rikishi warrior can deflect blows with an active defense that complements his bastion stance. If the rikishi warrior starts and 

ends his turn in the same space, he gains a +2 shield bonus to AC and CMD until the start of his next turn. As a swift action, he can spend 1 ki point to increase this 

bonus to +4. This ability replaces high jump. 
Mammoth Stomp (Su): At 6th level, a rikishi warrior can spend 1 ki point as a swift action to stomp his foot to precipitate a powerful shock wave in a 20-foot cone 

that travels along the ground, toppling creatures and loose objects. The shock wave affects only creatures standing on the ground within the effect’s area. Creatures that 
fail a Reflex save (DC 10 + 1/2 the rikishi warrior’s level + the rikishi warrior’s Strength modifier) are thrown to the ground, are prone, and take an amount of nonlethal 

damage equal to the rikishi warrior’s unarmed damage.  

Clever Grappler (Ex): At 7th level, a rikishi warrior takes no penalties to Dexterity or on attack rolls while grappled, and retains his Dexterity bonus to AC while 
pinning an opponent. The rikishi warrior can make attacks of opportunity even when grappled and even against creatures attempting  to grapple him if the opponent has 

the Improved Grapple feat or the grab ability. This ability replaces wholeness of body. 

Adamantine Warrior (Ex): At 9th level, a rikishi warrior has muscles so strong and skin so resilient that he gains DR 1/—. This DR increases by 1 for every three 
levels thereafter. As a swift action, the rikishi warrior can spend 1 ki point to double his DR until the beginning of his next turn. This ability replaces improved evasion. 

Iron Vigil (Ex): At 13th level, a rikishi warrior gains tremendous control over the needs of his physical body. If the rikishi warrior spends 1 hour in mediation, he 

can ignore the need for life-sustaining nourishment for a 24-hour period, his body and mind become refreshed, and he needs only sleep 2 hours per day to gain the 
benefit of 8 hours of sleep. After this 24-hour period ends, the rikishi warrior must rest for 8 consecutive hours. If he fails to do so, he suffers a –2 penalty to all attack 

and damage rolls, and all Strength–, Dexterity–, and Intelligence–based skill checks until he does. The rikishi warrior can extend this effect for another 24 hours by 

spending another hour in meditation, but suffers an additional –2 penalty to rolls and skill checks once the ability ends. These penalties increase by an additional –2 for 
each additional extension of this ability. This ability replaces diamond soul.  

Awesome Blow (Ex): At 12th level, the rikishi warrior can, as a standard action, perform an awesome blow combat maneuver against a corporeal creature of his size 

or smaller. If the combat maneuver check succeeds, the opponent takes damage as if the rikishi warrior hit it with the monk weapon he is wielding or an unarmed strike, 
it is knocked flying 10 feet in a direction of the rikishi warrior's choice, and it falls prone. The rikishi warrior can only push the opponent in a straight line, and the 

opponent can't move closer to the rikishi warrior than the square it started in. If an obstacle prevents the completion of the opponent's move, the opponent and the 

obstacle each take 1d6 points of damage, and the opponent is knocked prone in the space adjacent to the obstacle. For each size category that the opponent is smaller 
than the rikishi warrior, it is knocked flying an additional 5 feet.  If the rikishi warrior spend 1 ki point as a swift action, he can increase the distance that the opponent is 

knocked flying by an additional 10 feet. (Unlike the Awesome Blow monster feat, the rikishi warrior can be of any size to use this ability.) This ability replaces 

abundant step. 
Supreme Toughness (Ex): At 19th level, a rikishi warrior becomes immune to nonlethal damage and the staggered conditions. This ability replaces empty body. 

Unarmed Mastery (Ex): At 20th level, any attacks made with the rikishi warrior’s unarmed attacks weapon automatically confirm all critical threats and have their 

damage multiplier increased by 1 (×2 becomes ×3, for example). In addition, he cannot be disarmed while wielding a monk weapon while making unarmed attacks. 
This ability replaces perfect self.   



Table: RIKISHI WARRIOR 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will  Unarm  AC 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special   Dmg* Bns 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Flurry of maneuvers, large and in charge,  1d6  +0 
     stunning fist, unarmed strike 
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Bonus feat, iron warrior  1d6  +0 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Maneuver stance, maneuver training  1d6  +0 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Bastion stance, ki pool (magic)  1d8  +1 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Great endurance, iron limb defense  1d8  +1 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Bonus feat, mammoth stomp  1d8  +1 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Clever grappler, ki pool (cold iron/silver)  1d8  +1  
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6   1d10  +2 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Adamantine warrior 1d10  +2 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Bonus feat, ki pool (lawful) 1d10  +2 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Diamond body 1d10  +2 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Awesome blow  2d6  +3 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Iron vigil  2d6  +3 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Bonus feat  2d6  +3 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9  Quivering palm  2d6  +3 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +10  Ki pool (adamantine)  2d8  +4 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Timeless body, tongue of the sun and the moon  2d8  +4 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Bonus feat  2d8  +4 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11  Supreme toughness  2d8  +4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Unarmed mastery 2d10  +5 



ROGUE SAINT (Starfox) 
The rogue saint is a vision of vice. She might not even know who her patron is, but she is in touch with some higher being and this fills her with holy purpose. Or 
maybe it is a lower being and unholy purpose - that point is not at all clear, even to the rogue saint herself. 

Primary Class: Rogue. 

Secondary Class: Cleric. 

Alignment: Any. Most rogue saints think of themselves as good, but this is often a self-indulgent illusion. 

Hit Die: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The rogue saint may select three cleric skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The rogue saint gains a 
number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier.  

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The rogue saint is proficient with all simple weapons, the battle aspergillum, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. She is also 

proficient with light armor, but not with shields. 
Divine Disable (Ex): At 2nd level, a rogue saint can use Disable Device to disarm magical traps. This ability and sinner’s prayer replace trapfinding.  

Sneak Channel (Su): Regardless of alignment, if a rogue saint can catch a living or undead opponent when he is unable to defend himself effectively from her 

attack, she can channel the power of her faith through her attacks to strike a vital spot for extra damage. This energy results directly from divine power and damages 
both living and undead as if she had simultaneously channeled positive and negative energy. It has no effect on elementals or outsiders.  

The rogue saint' attack deals extra damage anytime her target would be denied a Dexterity bonus to AC (whether the target actually has a Dexterity bonus or not), or 

when the saint of sinner flanks her target. This extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 at 3rd, 7th, 9th, 13th, 15th, and 19th level, to a maximum of 7d6. 
Should the saint of sinner score a critical hit with a sneak channel, this extra damage is not multiplied. Ranged attacks can count as sneak channel only if the target is 

within 30 feet. 

With a weapon that deals nonlethal damage (like a sap, whip, or an unarmed strike), a saint of sinner can still make a sneak channel attack, though the weapon deals 
nonlethal damage as normal.  

The saint of sinner must be able to see the target well enough to pick out a vital spot and must be able to reach such a spot. A saint of sinner cannot sneak channel 

while striking a creature with concealment.  

There is no save against the damage of sneak channel, but if there are any side effects, such as from a channeling feat or master sneak channel, the target can make a 

saving throw (DC of 10 + 1/2 the rogue saint + her Charisma modifier) to avoid these additional effects. This ability replaces sneak attack.  

Thief’s Prayer (Ex): At 1st level, as a swift action, a rogue saint can all upon her deity to grant her the ability to cast her spells unnoticed. When using Stealth, a 
rogue saint can use material components, foci, gestures, and speech quietly and discreetly when casting her spells. All other restrictions on using spell components still 

apply. The effects of a spell still attracts attention as normal, and casting a spell that requires an attack roll or deals damage is automatically spotted. This effect lasts for 

a number of rounds equal to her Charisma modifier. This ability can be used a number of times per day equal to 3 + her Charisma modifier.   
Spellcasting: Beginning at 4th level, a rogue saint gains the ability to cast a small number of divine spells drawn from the rogue saint spell list. To learn or cast a 

spell, a rogue saint must have a Charisma score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. She can cast spells she knows without preparing it ahead of time. The saving throw 

DC against a rogue saint’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the rogue saint’s Charisma modifier. 
Like other spellcasters, a rogue saint can cast only a certain number of spells of each level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Rogue saint. In 

addition, she receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Charisma score. The rogue saint does not need to prepare these spells in advance; she can cast them at any 

time, assuming she hasn’t yet used up her spells per day for that level. 
The rogue saint’s selection of spells is limited. At 4th level, a rogue saint knows two 1st-level spells of the rogue saint’s choice at 4th level. A rogue saint gains more 

spells as she increases in level, as indicated on Table: Rogue saint Spells Known. (Unlike spells per day, the number of spells a rogue saint knows is not affected by his 

Charisma score, but it’s affected by the bonus bloodline spells he gains). A rogue saint’ caster level (including orisons) is equal to her rogue saint level –3. This ability 
replaces the rogue talents gained at 4th, 10th, and 16th level.  

Divergent Channeling (Su): At 5th level, a rogue saint gains the supernatural ability to channel energy like a cleric. However, like her sneak channel, this energy 

deals damage to both living and undead, but has no effect on elementals or outsiders. It does not have any healing effect on creatures, living or undead. Creatures that 

take damage from channeled energy receive a Will save to halve the damage. The DC of this save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the rogue saint’ level + the rogue 

saint' Charisma modifier. Using this ability consumes two uses of her thief’s prayer ability. When channeling energy, a rogue saint damage dice is always two less than 

her sneak channel damage dice (minimum 1d6). This is a Charisma-based ability. This ability replaces trap sense. 
Uncanny Dodge (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that rogue saint gains this ability at 6th level.  

Improved Uncanny Dodge (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that rogue saint gains this ability at 11th level.  

Greater Spell Access (Su): At 17th level, a rogue saint gains access to an expanded spell list. She places 8 spells from the cleric’s spell list into her list of spells 
known as rogue saint spells of their cleric level. She gains two of each of the following cleric spells not on the rogue saint spell list: 1st-level, 2nd-level, 3rd-level, and 

4th-level. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 20th level.  

Master Sneak Channel (Su): At 20th level, a rogue saint becomes incredibly deadly when dealing sneak channel damage. Each time the rogue saint deals sneak 
channel damage, she can choose one of the following three effects: 

The target can be... 
 put to sleep for 1d4 hours  

 paralyzed for 2d6 rounds, or  

 slain 
Regardless of the effect chosen, a target that passes its Will save negates the additional effect. Once a creature has been the target of a master sneak channel, 

regardless of whether or not the save is made, that creature is immune to that rogue saint master sneak channel for 24 hours. Creatures that are immune to sneak channel 

damage are also immune to this ability, and this only works with sneak channel, not with channel energy. This ability otherwise functions as and replaces master strike.  
 

 

ROGUE SAINT SPELL LIST 
Rogue saints gain access to the following spells.  

1st-Level Rogue Saint Spells—bane, bleed, bless, bungle, cause fear, command, compel hostility, comprehend languages, cultural adaptation, cure light 

wounds, deathwatch, detect chaos, detect evil, detect good, detect law, detect magic, disguise self, divine favor, doom, endure elements, entropic shield, find traps, 
forbid action, inflict light wounds, mage hand, magic aura, magic weapon, read magic, read magic, sanctuary, shield of faith, stabilize, vanish, ventriloquism, weapon 

wand.  

2nd-Level Rogue Saint Spells—aid, align weapon, arrow of law, augury, bear’s endurance, blessing of courage and life, blur, bull’s strength, 
compassionate ally, darkness, delay pain, delay poison, disguise other,  dread bolt, eagle’s splendor, effortless armor, enemy’s heart, instrument of agony, invisibility, 

masterwork transformation, misdirection, owl’s wisdom, resist energy, restoration (lesser), shield other, silence, spiritual weapon, status, undetectable alignment, 
unseen servant, zone of truth. 

3rd-Level Rogue Saint Spells—badger’s ferocity, bestow curse, blindness/deafness, chain of perdition, create food and water, cure moderate wounds, 
daybreak arrow, daylight, deeper darkness, discovery torch, dispel magic, displacement, helping hand, inflict moderate wounds, invisibility purge, locate object, 

magical vestment, nondetection, prayer, protection from energy, remove blindness/deafness, remove curse, searing light, stone shape, water breathing.  

4th-Level Rogue Saint Spells—aura of doom, blessing of fervor, chaos hammer, cure serious wounds, death ward, discern lies, dismissal, divine power, 
freedom of movement, healing thief, holy smite, inflict serious wounds, magic weapon (greater), neutralize poison, order’s wrath, poison, shadow step, spiritual ally, 
tongues, unholy blight.  

 



 

NEW TALENTS 
The following talents can be selected by any class with the rogue talent class feature.  
 

Invocations (Su): A rogue with this talent learns one invocation. An invocation creates and alternate effect in the area around the rogue when using the channel 

energy class feature. Invocations are subtle, much like a rogue, and exhibit not outward sign of being used. Each use of an invocation expends one of the rogue’s daily 
uses of channel energy. Unless otherwise noted, an invocation affects the area within 30 feet of the rogue, moves with her, and has a duration of one minute for each die 

of damage that the channel energy effect would normally deal.  

The rogue gains one of the following invocations of her choice.  
 Invocation of Distraction: The rogue’s distractions allow her and any ally within 30 feet to make a Stealth skill check as if they had concealment and received a 

distraction to hide. This skill check is made as an immediate action, and the concealment and distraction benefit only last for one round. 

 Invocation of Revelation: The rogue can clearly see in the area covered by his channel regardless of light level and gains a bonus on Perception checks made while 
within this area equal to the number of her channel energy damage dice. This effect lasts for one round.  

 Invocation of Shadow: Lighting in the area around the rogue becomes subtly blurry. Creatures can use Stealth to hide in the area as if they had concealment. If the 

rogue moves away from a hidden creature, that creature retains the advantage of this invocation until the end of its next turn– it must end its turn in regular cover 
or concealment if it wishes to remain hidden. 

 Invocation of the Gang: As long as the rogue and his allies move together as a group within the area of the channel energy effect, the rogue saint can make a 

Stealth check as a swift action. If the check is successful, the rogue saint applies her Stealth to all allies within the area. To use this invocation in combat, the 
rogue saint and any allies within the area must delay their actions so that they can all act on the same initiative. 

This talent can be taken multiple times. Each time it is chosen, she learns a different invocation. A rogue must have the channel energy class feature and to select this 

talent.  
 

 

SWAPS 

Sneak attack = Sneak channel   

Trapfinding = Thief’s prayer + Divine disable 
Trap sense = Divergent Channeling (spend 2 uses of sinner’s prayer)  

Sneak attack (2d6/5d6/8d6) = Half casting  

 
 

Table: Rogue Saint 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Divine disable, orisons, sneak channel +1d6,  —  —  —  — 
     thief’s prayer  
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3  Evasion, rogue talent  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3  Sneak channel +2d6  —  —  —  — 
4th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Rogue talent   1  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Divergent channeling   1  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5  Rogue talent, uncanny dodge   1  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5  Sneak channel +3d6   1   1  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6  Rogue talent   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6  Sneak channel +4d6   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7  Advanced talents, rogue talent   2   1   1  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7  Improved uncanny dodge   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Rogue talent   2   2   1  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Sneak channel +5d6   3   2   1   1 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9  Rogue talent   3   2   1   1 
15th  +11/+6/+1 +5  +9  +9  Sneak channel +6d6   3   2   2   1 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Rogue talent   3   3   2   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Greater spell access   4   3   2   1 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11  +11  Rogue talent   4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11  +11  Sneak channel +7d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12  Master sneak channel   4   4   3   3 
  



SECT INFILTRATOR (Elghinn Lightbringer) 
Numerous are those who follow the path of the thief. While most are numbered among the urchins of the streets, the downtrodden, or those down on their luck, some 
choose to enter this life of their own volition. Of these, there are fewer still that choose to employ their skills on behalf of the divine. These sect infiltrators use their 

divinely imbued power to infiltrate enemy sects, weeding out traitors among their own sect and obtaining the deeply hidden secrets of their enemies. While not as 

powerful as a true priest, the sect infiltrator can use her versatility to appear as enemy priests, even when interrogated by physical and magical means.  

Primary: Rogue. 

Secondary: Cleric. 

Alignment: Any.  
Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The sect infiltrator selects three cleric skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The sect infiltrator gains a 

number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The sect infiltrator is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, short sword, and her 

deity’s favored weapon. The sect infiltrator is proficient with light armor and with shields (except tower shields).  

Orisons: A sect infiltrator can prepare a number of orisons, or 0-level spells, each day, as noted on Table: Sect infiltrator under “Spells per day.” These spells are 
treated like any other spell, but they are not expended when cast and may be used again.  

Spellcasting: At 1st level, a sect infiltrator gains the ability to cast a small number of divine spells which are drawn from the cleric spell list. Her alignment, 

however, may restrict her from casting certain spells opposed to her moral or ethical beliefs; see Chaotic, Evil, Good, and Lawful Spells. A sect infiltrator must choose 
and prepare her spells in advance. 

To prepare or cast a spell, a sect infiltrator must have a Wisdom score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving throw against a sect 

infiltrator's spell is 10 + the spell level + the sect infiltrator's Wisdom modifier. 
Like other spellcasters, a sect infiltrator can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Sect 

Infiltrator. In addition, she receives bonus spells per day if she has a high Wisdom score. When Table: Sect Infiltrator indicates that the sect infiltrator gets 0 spells per 

day of a given spell level, she gains only the bonus spells she would be entitled to based on her Wisdom score for that spell level. 

A sect infiltrator must spend 1 hour each day in quiet prayer and meditation to regain her daily allotment of spells. A sect infiltrator may prepare and cast any spell 

on the cleric spell list, provided that she can cast spells of that level, but she must choose which spells to prepare during her daily meditation. A sect infiltrator’s caster 

level is equal to her sect infiltrator level –3 (minimum 1). This ability and orisons replace evasion, uncanny dodge, and improved uncanny dodge.  
Expert Deception (Ex): At 1st level, a sect infiltrator adds 1/2 her class level to Bluff checks, and to Sense Motive chick checks made to detect a lie or deception. In 

addition, whenever she is subject to a spell or special ability that can discern whether or not he is telling the truth, she is automatically aware of such magic. She is not 

immune to such spells or abilities, but she can choose to remain silent or avoid answering questions. This ability replaces trapfinding. 
Misdirection (Sp): At 1st level, each day when the sect infiltrator prepares her spells, she may choose an alignment. She detects as that alignment as if she had 

used misdirection on a creature with that alignment (this does not change any divination results about her other than her alignment). This ability replaces trap sense.  

Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the sect infiltrator’s extra damage is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 at 
3rd, 7th, 9th, 13th, 15th, and 19th level.  

Sectarian Rites: At 2nd level, a sect infiltrator gains the cleric’s domain ability, except that the sect infiltrator may only select one domain from her deity’s 

domain list or an alignment domain associated with her deity’s alignment and gains access to the powers and spells of that domain. Sect infiltrators can select the 
Infiltration Domain, Stealth Domain, or the Trickery domain or any of their subdomains in place of one of her deity’s domains. 

Starting at 4th level, when the sect infiltrator prepares her spells for the day, she may substitute her domain with an alternate domain. This alternate domain must be 

chosen from the domain list of a deity whose church she is about to infiltrate, the Infiltration, Stealth, or Trickery domain, or an alignment domain associated with the 
alignment chosen with her misdirection ability (even if this domain doesn’t match her alignment or that of her deity). Granted powers from this alternate domain 

function as if the heretic’s level, Wisdom, and Charisma were 2 lower than normal (minimum 1) in terms of effect, DC, and uses per day. Thus, the sect infiltrator 

doesn’t gain the domain’s higher-level ability until 2 levels higher than normal. The sect infiltrator gains any additional class skills and her domain spells granted by 

this alternate domain as normal for as long as it is active.  

This ability replaces the rogue talents gained at 2nd, 10th, 14th, and 18th level.  

Versatile Channeling (Su): At 2nd level, a sect infiltrator gains the supernatural ability to channel energy like a cleric a number of times per day equal to her 
Wisdom modifier. A sect infiltrator’s effective cleric level is equal to 1/2 her sect infiltrator level when channeling energy. The amount of damage dealt or healed is 

equal to 1d6 points of damage plus 1d6 points of damage for every four sect infiltrator levels beyond 2nd (2d6 at 6th, 3d6 at 10th, and so on). This is a Charisma-based 

ability. In addition, each day when the sect infiltrator prepares her spells, she can choose to channel positive energy or negative energy. Her choice is dependent upon 
the church she is attempting to infiltrate, but is most often associated with the alignment chosen for her misdirection ability. Once chosen, the type of energy she can 

channel cannot be changed until the next time she prepares her spells. This ability replaces sneak attack +2d6, +5d6, and +8d6. 

Rogue Talent: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the sect infiltrator gains a rogue talent at 4th level and every four levels thereafter. 
In addition, she adds Trapfinding to the list of rogue talents she can select.   

Unsanctioned Lore (Ex): At 5th level, a sect infiltrator learns how to cast spells from an opposing church. A sect infiltrator can cast spells of an alignment opposed 
to her or her deity (ignoring the restriction in the use of Chaotic, Evil, Good, and Lawful spells). This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 6th level.  

Advanced Talents: This is exactly like the rogue’s ability of the same name, except that the sect infiltrator gains it at 12th level. The stealth mage adds the following 

rogue abilities to the list of advanced talents he may select: Evasion, Uncanny Dodge, and Improved Uncanny Dodge. A stealth mage must select uncanny dodge before 
selecting improved uncanny dodge. In the case of the Improved Evasion talent, the stealth mage must have evasion to select it.  

Sacrosanct Strike (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue’s master strike ability, except that that each time the sect infiltrator deals sneak attack damage or uses her 

channel energy ability, she can choose to add one of the three effects granted by the master strike ability to her attack. This ability changes the master strike ability.  
 

 

NEW DOMAINS 
Clerics that have Trickery as one of their deity’s domains can instead chose the new Infiltration domain. The following new domain complements the Sect Infiltrator 
multiclass archetype. 

 

Infiltration Domain 
Granted Powers: You are a master of infiltrating enemy sects and using unorthodox approaches to fulfill the edicts of your own faith.  

Bluff, Disable Device, and Sleight of Hand are class skills.  
Hand of the Deity: You add mage hand to your list of orisons.  

Master of Deception (Su): You can deceive truth-detecting magic. Whenever a creature uses this sort of magic against you, you must succeed on a caster level check 

against a DC of 15 + your cleric level to succeed (as if she were under the effect of a glibness spell); failure means the magic doesn’t detect your lies or forces you to 
speak only the truth. This ability does not give you the glibness spell’s bonus on Bluff checks. This ability can be used as an immediate action. You can use this power a 

number of times each day equal to 3 + your Wisdom modifier. 

Ranged Legerdemain (Su): At 8th level, you can use Disable Device and Sleight of Hand at a range of 30 feet. Working at a distance increases the normal skill check 
DC by 5, and you cannot take 10 on this check. Any object to be manipulated must weigh 5 pounds or less. You can only use this ability if you have at least 1 rank in 

the skill being used. 

Domain Spells: 1st—disguise self, 2nd—undetectable alignment, 3rd—nondetection, 4th—geas (lesser), 5th—reprobation, 6th—legend lore, 7th—project image, 
8th—euphoric tranquility, 9th—dominate monster. 



 

Table: Sect Infiltrator 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Expert deception, misdirection, orisons,  —  —  —  — 

     sneak attack +1d6 
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3  Sectarian rites, versatile channeling 1d6  —  —  —  — 

3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3  Sneak attack +2d6  —  —  —  — 

4th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Rogue talent 0+1  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Unsanctioned lore 1+1  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5  Versatile channeling 2d6 1+1  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5  Sneak attack +3d6 1+1 0+1  —  — 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6  Rogue talent 1+1 1+1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6  Sneak attack +4d6 2+1 1+1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7  Versatile channeling 3d6 2+1 1+1 0+1  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7   2+1 1+1 1+1   — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Rogue talent 2+1 2+1 1+1  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Sneak attack +5d6 3+1 2+1 1+1 0+1 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9  Versatile channeling 4d6 3+1 2+1 1+1 1+1 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9  +9  Sneak attack +6d6 3+1 2+1 2+1 1+1 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Rogue talent 3+1 3+1 2+1 1+1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10   4+1 3+1 2+1 1+1 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11  +11  Versatile channeling 5d6 4+1 3+1 2+1 2+1 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11  +11  Sneak attack +7d6 4+1 3+1 3+1 2+1 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12  Rogue talent, sacrosanct strike 4+1 4+1 3+1 3+1 



SHADOW BOMBER (Byrdology) 

 
Primary: Rogue. 

Secondary: Alchemist. 

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The shadow bomber selects three alchemist skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The shadow bomber 

gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The shadow monk is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the bombs, hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. 
A shadow bomber is proficient with light armor, but not with shields.  

Alchemy (Su): A shadow bomber gains the alchemist’s alchemy ability, except that he can only create mundane alchemical substances and bombs. In addition, when 

using Craft (alchemy) to create an alchemical item, a shadow bomber gains a competence bonus equal to his class level on the Craft (alchemy) check. This ability 
replaces trapfinding.  

Bombs (Su): At 1st level, a shadow bomber gains the alchemist’s bomb ability. This ability replaces sneak attack.  

Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that whenever a shadow bomber could select a rogue talent, he can choose an 
alchemist’s bomb discovery that he qualifies for instead.   

Sneak Bomb (Ex): At 3rd level, if a shadow bomber catches an opponent when he is unable to defend himself effectively from her bomb attack, she can strike a 

vital spot for extra damage. The shadow bomber 's bomb attack deals extra damage (called "precision damage") anytime her target would be denied a Dexterity bonus 
to AC (whether the target actually has a Dexterity bonus or not), or when the shadow bomber flanks her target. This extra damage is equal to 1/2 her shadow bomber 

level. This ability replaces trap sense. 

Swift Diversion (Ex): At 6th level, whenever a shadow bomber is in an area of dim light, he can use his Bluff skill to create a diversion to hide as a swift action. If 
the check is successful, he gains a +2 bonus on his next Stealth check made as part of a move action. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 6th level.  

Silent Bomb (Su): At 9th level, a shadow bomber can alter his bombs to explode without making any sounds. As a swift action, a shadow bomber can imbue his 

bomb with a silence effect (as the spell) for a number of rounds equal to his shadow bomber level. Applying this effect reduced the bomb’s damage by 2d6. For 

example, a silent bomb of a 12th level shadow bomber only deals 4d6 points of damage instead of the usual 6d6 points of damage. A shadow bomber can only have one 

silent bomb created at a time. This ability changes the bomb ability.   

Shadow Camouflage (Ex): At 12th level, whenever a shadow bomber is in an area of dim light, he can use the Stealth skill to conceal hide himself within that area 
of dim light. He cannot, however, hide in his own shadow. This ability replaces the rogue talent at 12th level. 

Hide in Shadows (Ex): At 18th level, a shadow bomber can use the Stealth skill even while being observed. As long as he is within 10 feet of an area of dim light, a 

shadow bomber can hide himself from view in the open without anything to actually hide behind. He cannot, however, hide in his own shadow. This ability replaces the 
rogue talent at 18th level.  

Master Bomb Strike (Su): At 20th level, a shadow bomber becomes incredibly deadly when dealing sneak bomb damage. Each time the shadow bomber deals 

sneak bomb damage, she can choose one of the following three effects: 
The target can be... 

 put to sleep for 1d4 hours 

 paralyzed for 2d6 rounds, or 
 slain 

Regardless of the effect chosen, the target receives a Fortitude save to negate the additional effect. The DC of this save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the shadow bomber 's 

level + the shadow bomber 's Intelligence modifier. Once a creature has been the target of a master bomb strike, regardless of whether or not the save is made, that 
creature is immune to that shadow bomber 's master bomb strike for 24 hours. Creatures that are immune to sneak attack damage are also immune to this ability. 

 

Swap Table 

Sneak Attack = Bombs 

Trapfinding = Alchemy 

Trap sense = Sneak Bomb 
Rogue talents (6th/12th/18th) = Shadowy Escape  

Change to Bomb ability = Silent Bomb 

Master strike = Master bomb strike 
 

 

 

Table: Shadow Bomber 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Alchemy, bomb 1d6 
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Evasion, rogue talent 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3 Bomb 2d6, sneak bombs  
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Rogue talent, uncanny dodge 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Bomb 3d6 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Swift diversion  
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5 Bomb 4d6 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Improved uncanny dodge, rogue talent 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Bomb 5d6, silent bombs 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Advanced talents, rogue talent 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7 Bomb 6d6  
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +8 Shadow camouflage 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Bomb 7d6 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Rogue talent 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9 Bomb 8d6 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Rogue talent 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Bomb 9d6 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +11 Hide in shadows 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +11 Bomb 10d6  
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Master bomber, rogue talent 
 



SHADOW MONK (Byrdology) 

 
Primary: Rogue. 

Secondary: Monk. 

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The shadow monk selects three monk skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The shadow monk gains a 

number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The shadow monk is proficient with all simple weapons, plus plus the hand crossbow, handaxe, kama, nunchaku, rapier, sai, sap, 
shortbow, short sword, shuriken, siangham, and temple sword*. A shadow monk is proficient with light armor, but not with shields. When wearing medium armor, 

heavy armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a shadow monk loses his flurry of blows abilities. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 

Sneak Attack: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that a shadow monk deals extra damage as indicated on Table: Shadow Monk.  
Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that a shadow monk gains a rogue talent at 2nd level and every four levels thereafter.  

Unarmed Strike: At 1st level, a shadow monk gains the monk’s unarmed strike ability and deals unarmed damage as shown on Table: Shadow Monk. This ability 

replaces trapfinding. 
Flurry of Blows (Ex): At 4th level, a shadow monk gains the monk’s flurry of blows ability. This ability replaces the rogue talents gained at 4th, 10th, and 16th 

level.  

 Ki Pool (Su): At 4th level, a shadow monk gains the monk’s ki pool ability. In addition to the normal ki pool abilities, the shadow monk can spend ki points to 
perform one of the following abilities.  

At 6th level, whenever a shadow monk makes a successful unarmed attack (including flurry of blows), she can spend 1 ki point as an immediate action to deal sneak 

attack damage in place of her normal unarmed damage. This sneak attack damage is only applied to a single attack. In addition, by spending 1 ki point, the shadow 
monk gains the ghost touch weapon property with all attacks made with a weapon she is proficient with, or her unarmed strike (including flurry of blows) for 1 minute.  

At 10th level, a shadow monk can spend 2 ki points to reroll a single failed Bluff, Disable Device, Sleight of Hand, or Stealth skill check. The new roll must be taken. 

At 16th level, a shadow monk can spend 3 ki points to reroll a single failed saving throw. The new roll must be taken.  

This ability replaces uncanny dodge and improved uncanny dodge.  

Ki Powers: Starting at 5th level, a shadow monk gains the monk’s qinggong archetype ki power ability. Ki powers are abilities that draw on the power of a shadow 

monk’s ki and allows her to select several abilities that expend ki points to use. These powers are divided into three categories: feats, monk abilities, and spells. A 
shadow monk can choose one of the following ki powers at 5th level and every three levels thereafter.  

 

5th-Level Ki Powers 

Acrobatic Steps (1 ki point) 

Feather step (self only, 1 ki point) 

Slow fall (monk ability, 0 ki points) 
Vanish (self only, 1 ki point) 

 

8th-Level Ki Powers 

Invisibility (self only, 2 ki points) 

High jump (monk ability, 1 ki point) 

Sidestep, † (1 ki point) 
 

11th-Level Ki Powers 

Gliding Steps, † (1 ki point) 

Shadow step (1 ki point) 

Spider Step (1 ki point) 

 

14th-Level Ki Powers 

Improved Blind-Fight, † (1 ki point) 

Shadowy haven (2 ki points) 
 

17th-Level Ki Powers 

Abundant step (monk ability, 2 ki points) 
Greater Blind-Fight, † (2 ki points) 

Greater invisibility (self only, 3 ki points) 
 

20th-Level Ki Powers 

Blinding Critical (3 ki points) 
Shadow walk (3 ki points)  

 

This ability replaces sneak attack 2d6, 5d6 and 8d6, and rogue talents gained at 8th and 20th level. 

 

Advanced Talents: This is exactly the same as the rogue ability of the same name, except that a shadow monk may select Uncanny Dodge or Improved Uncanny 

Dodge as an advanced talent. A shadow monk must select uncanny dodge before selecting improved uncanny dodge.  
Perfect Strike (Su): This is exactly like the rogue’s master strike ability, except that whenever the shadow monk makes a successful sneak attack against a creature 

that is immune to sneak attacks, she can spend 4 ki points to deal her sneak attack damage against that creature. This sneak attack damage is only applied to a single 

attack. In addition, a shadow monk is always considered to have the ghost touch weapon property when making with weapon and unarmed attacks.  
 

Trapfinding = Unarmed strike 
Rogue talents (4/10/16) = Flurry of blows 
Uncanny dodge/Improved uncanny dodge = Ki pool 
Rogue Talent (8/20), Sneak attack (2d6/5d6/8d6) = Ki powers (as qinggong monk) 
Master strike = Perfect strike 
 
 

 

Table: Shadow Monk 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Unarm 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Flurry of Blows  Dmg* 



1st  +0  +0 +2  +2  Sneak attack +1d6, unarmed strike —  1d4 
2nd  +1  +0 +3 +3  Evasion, rogue talent —  1d4 
3rd  +2  +1 +3 +3  Sneak attack +2d6 —  1d4 
4th  +3  +1 +4 +4  Flurry of blows, ki pool (magic) +2/+2  1d6 
5th  +3  +1 +4 +4  Ki power +3/+3  1d6 
6th  +4  +2 +5 +5  Rogue talent +4/+4/–1  1d6 
7th  +5  +2 +5 +5  Sneak attack +3d6 +5/+5/+0  1d6 
8th  +6/+1  +2 +6 +6  Ki power +6/+6/+1/+1  1d8 
9th  +6/+1  +3 +6 +6  Sneak attack +4d6 +7/+7/+2/+2  1d8 
10th  +7/+2  +3 +7 +7  Advanced talents, rogue talent +8/+8/+3/+3  1d8 
11th  +8/+3  +3 +7 +7  Ki power +9/+9/+4/+4/–1  1d8 
12th  +9/+4  +4 +8 +8   +10/+10/+5/+5/+0 1d10 
13th  +9/+4  +4 +8 +8  Sneak attack +5d6 +11/+11/+6/+6/+1 1d10 
14th  +10/+5  +4 +9 +9  Ki power, rogue talent +12/+12/+7/+7/+2 1d10 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5 +9 +9  Sneak attack +6d6 +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3 1d10 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +5 +10 +10   +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1  2d6 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5 +10 +10  Ki power +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d6 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6 +11 +11  Rogue talent +16/+16/+11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d6 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6 +11 +11  Sneak attack +7d6 +17/+17/+12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d6 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6 +12 +12 Ki power, perfect strike +18/+18/+13/+13/+8/+8/+3  2d8 
 



SHADOW’S LIGHT/DAIKOMYO TEMPLAR (Thomas A; Kyras)  
Blah, blah, blah… 

Primary Class: Ninja. 

Secondary Class: Paladin. 

Alignment: Any good.  

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The shadow’s light may select three paladin skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal ninja class skills. The shadow’s light 

gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The shadow’s light is proficient with all simple and martial weapons, plus the kama, katana, kusarigama, nunchaku, sai, shuriken, 

siangham, and wakizashi. The shadow’s light is proficient with light armor, but not with shields. 

Code of Light: The shadow’s light must follow the three pillars of Daikomyo–to guard and protect all light, to never spread darkness, and to maintain the light’s 
purity. To maintain these pillars, the shadow’s light must never extinguish a source of light (nonmagical or otherwise), unless it would cause harm to the surrounding 

area, use a spell, ability, or item that was crafted with spells from the darkness subschool, or willingly commit an evil act. For example, a shadow’s light could 

extinguish a bonfire or flaming sphere spell about to burn a grain field or torch a building, but she could not end a light spell to hide herself from her enemies.  If she 
does so, she loses all class features except proficiencies. She may not progress any further in levels as a shadow’s light. She regains her abilities and advancement 

potential if she atones for her violations (see atonement), as appropriate. 

Detect Evil (Sp): A shadow’s light gains the paladin’s detect evil ability. This ability replaces poison use.  
Lumens Pool (Su): At 2nd level, a shadow’s light gains a pool of lumen points, supernatural energy she can use to accomplish amazing feats. The number of points 

in the shadow’s light’s lumen pool is equal to 1/2 her shadow’s light level + her Charisma modifier. As long as she has at least 1 point in her lumen pool, she can 

maintain a 30–foot aura around her that increases the illumination level in the area (whether from a torch, candle, or spell) by one step; normal light increases to bright 
light, dim light to normal light, darkness to dim light. If an outsider with the evil subtype, an evil-aligned aberration, or an undead creature is in range of the aura and 

the light level is “bright light”, they are blinded until they move out of the aura’s area.  At 10th level, the aura’s area increases to 60 feet.  

By spending 1 point from her lumen pool, a shadow’s light can heal wounds (her own or those of others) by touch. A shadow’s light can heal 1d4 hit points of 

damage for every two shadow’s light levels she possesses. Using this ability is a standard action, unless the shadow’s light targets herself, in which case it is a swift 

action. The shadow’s light must have one free hand to use this ability. In addition, she can spend 1 point to increase her speed by 20 feet for 1 round. Finally, a 

shadow’s light can spend 1 point to make herself glow for 1 minute, allowing her to use the Stealth skill in bright light. While glowing, the shadow’s light suffers a –10 
penalty when using her Stealth in any level of illumination other than “bright light”. A shadow’s light can gain additional powers that consume points from her lumen 

pool by selecting certain ninja tricks.  

At 2nd level, a shadow’s light can expend 1 point from her lumen pool as a swift action to grant any weapon she is holding a +1 enhancement bonus for 1 minute. At 
5th level and every four levels thereafter, the weapon gains another +1 enhancement bonus, to a maximum of +5 at 19th level. These bonuses can be added to the 

weapon, stacking with existing weapon enhancement to a maximum of +5. Multiple uses of this ability do not stack with themselves. 

At 5th level, these bonuses can be used to add any of the following weapon properties: axiomatic, brilliant energy, defending, disruption, flaming, flaming 
burst, holy, keen, merciful, and speed. Adding these properties consumes an amount of bonus equal to the property’s base price modifier. These properties are added to 

any the weapon already has, but duplicates do not stack. If the weapon is not magical, at least a +1 enhancement bonus must be added before any other properties can be 

added. These bonuses and properties are decided when the lumen pool point is spent and cannot be changed until the next time the shadow’s light uses this ability. 
These bonuses do not function if the weapon is wielded by anyone other than the shadow’s light. A shadow’s light can only enhance one weapon in this way at one 

time. If he uses this ability again, the first use immediately ends.  

The lumen pool is replenished each morning after 8 hours of rest or meditation; these hours do not need to be consecutive. A shadow’s light’s lumen pool counts as a 
ki pool for the purpose of qualifying for ninja tricks or feats. If the shadow’s light possesses levels in another class that grants points to a ki pool, shadow’s light levels 

stack with the levels of that class to determine the total number of lumen points in the combined pool, but only one ability score modifier is added to the total. The 

choice of which score to use is made when the second class ability is gained, and once made, the choice is set. The shadow’s light can now use lumen points from this 

pool to power the abilities of every class she possesses that grants a ki pool. This ability otherwise functions as and replaces ki pool. 

Purity of Light (Su): At 3rd level, as long as a shadow’s light has at least 1 lumen point, she gains a +1 bonus on all saving throws. This bonus increases by +1 at 

6th level and every 3 levels, to a maximum of +6 at 18th level. This ability replaces no trace.  
Radiant Mercy (Su): At 5th level, and every six levels thereafter, a shadow’s light can select one mercy. Each mercy adds an effect to the shadow’s light’s lumen 

pool to healing. Whenever the shadow’s light uses her lumen pool to heal damage to one target, the target also receives the additional effects from all of the mercies 

possessed by the shadow’s light. When radiant mercy is used, the shadow’s light automatically removes the dazzled effect, while a mercy can remove an additional 
condition caused by a curse, disease, or poison without curing the affliction. Such conditions return after 1 hour unless the mercy actually removes the affliction that 

causes the condition. 

At 5th level, the shadow’s light can select from the following initial mercies. 
 Fatigued: The target is no longer fatigued. 

 Dazed: The target is no longer dazed. 
 Shaken: The target is no longer shaken. 

 Sickened: The target is no longer sickened. 

At 11th level, a shadow’s light adds the following mercies to the list of those that can be selected.  
 Blinded: The target is no longer blinded.  

 Diseased: The paladin's lay on hands ability also acts as remove disease, using the paladin's level as the caster level.  

 Poisoned: The paladin's lay on hands ability also acts as neutralize poison, using the paladin's level as the caster level.  
 Staggered: The target is no longer staggered, unless the target is at exactly 0 hit points.  

At 17th level, a shadow’s light adds the following mercies to the list of those that can be selected. 

 Cursed: The paladin's lay on hands ability also acts as remove curse, using the paladin's level as the caster level. 
 Exhausted: The target is no longer exhausted. The paladin must have the fatigue mercy before selecting this mercy. 

 Frightened: The target is no longer frightened. The paladin must have the shaken mercy before selecting this mercy. 

 Nauseated: The target is no longer nauseated. The paladin must have the sickened mercy before selecting this mercy. 
These abilities are cumulative. For example, an 11th-level shadow’s light’s lumen pool heals 6d6 points of damage and removes any dazzled condition, and might 

also cure fatigued and staggered conditions as well as removing diseases and neutralizing poisons. Once a condition or spell effect is chosen, it can't be changed. This 

ability replaces sneak attack +3d6, +6d6, and +9d6. 
Aura of Light (Su): At 6th level, a shadow’s light can spend 1 lumen point to create and aura of light equivalent to a light spell. While in effect, she gains a +2 

circumstance bonus to her Stealth checks while in normal light, or +4 while in bright light. However, this aura also prevents a shadow’s light from using Stealth in an 

area of darkness unless she is invisible or has cover, and increases the penalty for using Stealth in areas of dim light to –10. This ability replaces the ninja trick gained at 
6th level. 

Concealing Light (Ex): At 12th level, as long as a shadow’s light has at least 1 lumen point and is within an area of bright light, she gains concealment (20% missed 

chance in combat) from creatures with darkvision or the ability to see in darkness. She can use her Stealth skill to hide from creatures with darkvision or the ability to 
see in darkness by using concealment provided by concealing light. This does not allow the shadow’s light to hide in plain sight. In addition, her aura of light bonus 

when using Stealth in normal light increase to +4 circumstance bonus, and to +6 in areas of bright light. This ability replaces the ninja trick gained at 8th level. 

Hide in the Light (Ex): At 18th level, as long as a shadow’s light has at least 1 lumen point and is within an area of normal or bright light, a shadow’s light can use 
the Stealth skill to hide, even while being observed. Her aura of light bonus to Stealth checks when within an area of bright light increases to +8. In addition, she gains 



total concealment (50% missed chance in combat) from creatures with light sensitivity and light blindness when within an area of bright light. This ability replaces the 

ninja trick gained at 18th level.  
Eruption of Eternal Light (Su): At 20th level, a shadow’s light may spend all of her lumen points to create a 60–foot burst of light, centered on the shadow’s light. 

All creatures caught within the burst become blinded for 1 round, and deals 1d6 points of holy damage per lumen point spent to any outsider with the evil subtype, evil 

aberration, or undead. A successful Will save (DC 10 + 1/2 the shadow’s light’s level + her Charisma modifier) halves the holy damage. This ability replaces hidden 

master.  
 

 

Table: Shadow’s Light  
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  
1st  +0  +2  +2  +0  Code of light, detect evil, sneak attack +1d6 
2nd  +1  +3  +3 +0 Lumen pool, ninja trick 
3rd  +2  +3  +3 +1 Purity of light +1, sneak attack +2d6 
4th  +3  +4  +4 +1 Ninja trick, uncanny dodge 
5th  +3  +4  +4 +1 Radiant mercy 
6th  +4  +5  +5 +2 Aura of light, light steps, purity of light +2   
7th  +5  +5  +5 +2 Sneak attack +3d6 
8th  +6/+1  +6  +6 +2 Improved uncanny dodge, ninja trick 
9th  +6/+1  +6  +6 +3 Purity of light +3, sneak attack +4d6 
10th  +7/+2  +7  +7 +3 Master tricks, ninja trick 
11th  +8/+3  +7  +7 +3 Radiant mercy 
12th  +9/+4 +8  +8 +4 Concealing light, purity of light +4 
13th  +9/+4  +8  +8 +4 Sneak attack +5d6 
14th  +10/+5  +9  +9 +4 Ninja trick 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9  +9 +5 Purity of light +5, sneak attack +6d6 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +10 +5 Ninja trick 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10  +10  +5 Radiant mercy 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11  +11  +6 Hide in the light, purity of light +6 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11  +11  +6 Sneak attack +7d6  
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12  +12  +6 Eruption of eternal light, ninja trick 
 
  



SHAMAN OF THE FOUR WINDS (Dustyboy) 
While monks are viewed as masters of the mystic arts, there are those who pursue the study of elementals, and gains an affinity to the four fundamental elements of air, 
earth, fire, and water. By drawing upon the power of these elements, the shaman of the four winds can assume the form of elemental outsiders, wield elemental magic, 

and combine the elements into new forms.  

Primary Class: Monk. 

Secondary Class: Druid. 

Alignment: Any.  

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: A shaman of the four winds selects three druid skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk skill. The shaman of the four 

winds gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The shaman of the four winds is proficient with the brass knuckles, cestus, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, 
javelin, kama, nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear and temple sword. The shaman of the four winds is not proficient 

with any armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a shaman of the four winds loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast 

movement and flurry of blows abilities. 
Elemental Aspect: Beginning at 1st level, a shaman of the four winds can take on an aspect of an elemental race as a standard action. This lasts a number of minutes 

equal to his level, or until he chooses to revert to his normal form. This ability manifests physically, making the shaman look more like a member of that race in some 

noticeable way. He may choose from Ifrit, Oread, Sylph, or Undine, and gains one of the following racial traits of his choice, according to his chosen form.  
Ifrit: Desert mirage, fire in the blood, fire resistance 5, fire starter, wildfire heart 

Oread: Acid resistance 5, crystalline form, granite skin, mountain born, stone in the blood 

Sylph: Breeze-kissed, electricity resistance 5, like the wind, storm in the blood, sonic resistance 5 
Undine: Amphibious, cold resistance 5, deepsight, flesh chameleon, hydrated vitality, terrain chameleon, water sense 

At 4th level and every 4 levels thereafter, the shaman of the four winds can gain one additional racial trait of his chosen race. In addition, instead of gaining a new 

racial trait, the shaman of the four winds may choose to increase his energy resistance by 5. If he chooses to increase his resistance a fifth time, he gains immunity to 

that energy type instead. 

Elemental aspect can be used once per day at 1st level, plus an additional time per day at 4th level and every four levels thereafter, to a maximum of 6 times per day 

at 20th level. While using this ability, the shaman of the four winds is treated as either his own type or a native outsider of the same subtype as his chosen race for the 
purpose of determining the effects of spells and effects which are depend on creature type, whichever is more beneficial for him. This ability replaces the bonus feat 

gained at 1st level, and the monk’s unarmed strike damage progression. 

Elemental Empathy (Ex): At 1st level, a shaman of the four winds gains the druid’s wild empathy ability, except that instead of affecting animals, he may instead 
improve the attitude of creatures of the elemental type, or those with the acid, cold, electricity, fire, or water subtypes. This ability and nature sense replace flurry of 

blows. 

Elemental Fist: At 1st level, a shaman of the four winds gains Elemental Fist as a bonus feat, even if he does not meet the prerequisites. At 5th level, and every five 
levels thereafter, the shaman of the four winds increases the damage of his Elemental Fist by 1d6 (2d6 at 5th level, 3d6 at 10th level, and so on). For the purposes of 

uses per day, his effective monk level is equal to his shaman of the four winds level. This ability replaces stunning fist. 

Nature Sense (Ex): At 1st level, a shaman of the four winds gains the druid’s nature sense ability. 
Elemental Style Feats: At 2nd level, a shaman of the four winds may select one elemental style feat. The shaman of the four winds’ expertise manifests in the form 

of bonus feats at 2nd, 6th, 10th, 14th, and 18th level. He can choose feats from the following feats, even if he does not have the normal prerequisites. 

The benefits of the shaman of the four winds' chosen elemental style feats apply only when he wears no armor. He loses all benefits of his elemental style feats when 
wearing armor or using a shield. Once a shaman of the four winds selects an elemental style feat, it cannot be changed.  

At 2nd level, a shaman of the four winds can choose from the following list whenever he gains an elemental style feat: Airy Step, Aquatic Ancestry, Cloud Gazer, 

Dwarf Blooded, Echoes of Stone, Fire Sight, Scorching Weapons, Stony Step, Water Skinned. 

At 6th level, he adds Blistering Feint, Inner Flame, Murmurs of Earth, Oread Burrower, and Wings of Air to the list. 

At 10th level, he adds Blazing Aura, Oread Earth Glider, Inner Breath to the list. 

At 14th level, he adds Elemental Jaunt to the list.  
This ability replaces the bonus feats gained at 2nd, 6th, 10th, 14th, and 18th level.  

Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except for the following changes. A shaman of the four winds loses the ability to increase his 

movement speed or gain an additional attack during a full attack action by spending a ki point.  
By spending 1 point from his ki pool, a shaman of the four winds can instead, do one of the following:  

 Deal an additional 1d6 points of damage with his elemental fist for a number of rounds equal to his level. If he spends two ki points, deals an additional 1d6 points 

of damage, plus an additional 1d6 points of damage at 9th level and every five levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 4d6 points of additional damage at 19th level.  
 Cast one of the following spells as a spell-like ability, using his shaman of the four winds level as his caster level: burning hands (ifrit), feather 

fall (sylph), hydraulic push (undine), or magic stone (oread). If the shaman of the four winds is using his element aspect ability, he can cast the spell associated 
with his assumed form (see brackets) without spending a ki point once during his current use of the ability.  

This ability otherwise functions as ki pool and replaces ki pool and high jump.  

Elemental Shape (Su): At 6th level, a shaman of the four winds gains the druid’s wild shape ability and can turn himself into a Small elemental. This ability 
functions like the elemental body I spell, except as noted here. The effect lasts for 1 hour per shaman of the four winds level, or until he changes back. Changing form 

(to elemental or back) is a standard action and doesn't provoke an attack of opportunity. The form chosen must be that of an elemental the shaman of the four winds is 

familiar with. 
A shaman of the four winds does not lose his ability to speak while in elemental form, and can communicate normally with other elementals of creatures that speak 

the language as his new form.  

A shaman of the four winds can use this ability an additional time per day at 8th level and every two levels thereafter, for a total of eight times at 20th level. As a 
shaman of the four winds gains in levels, this ability allows the shaman of the four winds to take on the form of larger elementals. Each form expends one daily usage of 

this ability, regardless of the form taken. 

At 8th level, a shaman of the four winds can use elemental shape to change into a Medium elemental. When taking the form of an elemental, a shaman of the four 
winds' wild shape now functions as elemental body II.  

At 10th level, a shaman of the four winds can use elemental shape to change into a Large elemental. When taking the form of an elemental, the shaman of the four 

winds' wild shape now functions as elemental body III.  
At 12th level, a shaman of the four winds can use elemental shape to change into a Huge elemental. When taking the form of an elemental, the shaman of the four 

winds' wild shape now functions as elemental body IV.  

At 14th level, a shaman of the four winds can use elemental shape to change into an elemental that combines two of the four elemental types (air, earth, fire or 
water). A shaman of the four winds can assume the shape of one of the following elemental types: ice (air and water), lighting (air and fire), magma (earth and fire), 

mud (earth and water). The shaman of the four winds is subject to the size restrictions of his wild shape ability while in this new form, as normal.  

This ability replaces slow fall, wholeness of body, diamond body, diamond soul, and empty body. 
Merge Aspects (Su): At 11th level, a shaman of the four winds may use his element aspect to take on racial features of two different elemental races simultaneously. 

For example, he may choose to gain acid resistance 5 and granite skin from the oread race), and cold resistance 5 from the undine race. At 17th level, he may take on 

the aspects of three different races in this way. This ability replaces abundant step and quivering palm. 
Timeless Body: At 15th level, a shaman of the four winds gains the timeless body ability.  



Elemental Speech (Ex): At 17th level, a shaman of the four winds can speak with any creature of the elemental subtype or speaks Aquan, Auran, Ignan, and Terran. 

This ability replaces tongue of the sun and the moon.  
 

 

Table: Shaman of the Four Winds 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   AC  Fast 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special    Bonus  Movement 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Elemental aspect, elemental empathy, elemental fist,   +0  +0 ft. 
     nature sense, unarmed strike  
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Elemental style feat, evasion   +0  +0 ft. 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, maneuver training, still mind   +0 +10 ft. 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Ki pool (magic)   +1 +10 ft. 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Purity of body   +1 +10 ft. 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Elemental shape (Small) 1/day, elemental style feat   +1 +20 ft. 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Ki pool (cold iron/silver)   +1 +20 ft. 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Elemental shape (Medium) 2/day   +2 +20 ft. 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Improved evasion   +2 +30 ft. 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Elemental shape (Large) 3/day, elemental style feat,   +2 +30 ft. 
     ki pool (lawful) 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Merge aspects (two races)   +2 +30 ft. 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Elemental shape (Huge) 4/day    +3 +40 ft. 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8     +3 +40 ft. 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Elemental shape 5/day, elemental style feat   +3 +40 ft. 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9  Timeless body   +3 +50 ft. 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Elemental shape 6/day, ki pool (adamantine)   +4 +50 ft. 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Elemental speech, merge aspects (three races)    +4 +50 ft. 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Elemental shape 7/day, elemental style feat   +4 +60 ft. 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11     +4 +60 ft. 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Elemental shape 8/day, perfect self   +5 +60 ft. 
 
 
  



SKYSTRIKE MONK (Tyrannical) 
By gazing at the sky and using it as a map to enlightenment and spiritual power, the skystrike monk learns to loosen his bonds with the earth and defy gravity itself. By 
transcending the power of his chosen mystery, this airborne combatant can channel the powers of the skies above as a means of gaining true spiritual power.  

Primary Class: Monk.  

Secondary Class: Oracle.  

Alignment: Any lawful.  

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The skystrike monk selects three oracle skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The skystrike monk 
gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The skystrike monk is proficient with the chakram, dagger, dart, dart, flying talon, heavy crossbow, kunai, kyoketsu shoge, light 

crossbow, longbow, lungchuan tamo, rope dart, shortbow, shortspear, shuriken, starknife, tube arrow shooter, and wushu dart. The skystrike monk is not proficient with 
any armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a skystrike monk loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast 

movement and flurry of blows abilities.  

High Jump (Ex): The skystrike monk gains this ability at level 1 rather than level 5 as regular Monks do. 
Sky Mystery: Through consistent meditation, the skystrike monk gains the use of a mystery linked to the forces unbound to the earth. He may pick the dark tapestry, 

heavens, lunar, solar, or wind mystery. A skystrike monk who becomes nonlawful loses all abilities tied to his mystery and cannot gain new levels as a skystrike monk, 

but retains all monk abilities.  
Revelation: At 1st level, a skystrike monk gains the oracle’s revelation ability. At 1st level and again at 3rd level and every four levels thereafter, the skystrike monk 

may select a revelation from her chosen mystery, but is restricted from choosing the wings of darkness (dark tapestry mystery), lure of the heavens (heavens mystery), 

or the wings of air (wind mystery) revelations. This ability replaces still mind, purity of body, wholeness of body, diamond body, diamond soul, and timeless body. 
Flurry of Blows (Ex): This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that the skystrike monk uses the weapons she is proficient with instead of the 

normal monk weapons. This allows the skystrike monk to make a flurry of blows with ranged attacks, but muse focus on either ranged or melee combat each turn. 

Bonus Feats: This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that the skystrike monk must select his bonus feats from the following list: Combat 

Reflexes, Death From Above, Deflect Arrows, Dodge, Point Blank Shot, Precise Shot, Throw Anything. 

At 6th level, the following feats are added to the list: Flyby Attack, Hover, Improved Bull Rush, Mobility, and Parting Shot. 

At 10th level, the following feats are added to the list: Improved Critical, Shot on the Run, Snatch Arrows, and Spring Attack.   
Drift (Su): At 2nd level, a skystrike monk can levitate (as the spell) for a number of minutes per day equal to his skystrike monk level. These minutes do not need to 

be consecutive, but must be spent in 1-minute increments. When using levitate, the skystrike monk has a speed of 10 feet at 2nd level. This increases to 20 feet at 4th 

level. In addition, a skystrike monk can use glide (as the spell) from a height of up to 10 feet at 2nd level, plus an additional 10 feet for every two levels thereafter to 
100 feet at 20th level. If the skystrike monk exceeds the height limit of his glide ability, the effect immediately ends and the skystrike monk falls the rest of the distance 

as normal. Should the skystrike monk’s levitate effect or flight ability (see Flight below) end while airborne (whether voluntarily or involuntarily), or if he falls from a 

great height, his glide ability is activated as an immediate action. This ability and flight replace slow fall, abundant step, tongue of the sun and moon, and empty body. 
Flight (Su): Starting at 3rd level, the skystrike monk loosens his bonds to the earth even further. He gains the ability to fly (as the spell) for a number of minutes per 

day equal to his skystrike monk level. These minutes do not need to be consecutive, but must be spent in 1-minute increments. When using flight, the skystrike monk 

only has a fly speed of 30 feet and has a maneuverability of clumsy. As the skystrike monk gains experience, his ability to fly improves. At 5th level, his 
maneuverability improves to poor. At 7th level, his fly speed increases to 40 feet. At 9th level, his maneuverability improves to average, and he can fly for 10 minutes 

per skystrike monk level. At 11th level, his fly speed increases to 50 feet. At 13th level, his maneuverability improves to good. At 15th level, his fly speed increases to 

60 feet, and he can fly for a number of hours per day equal to his skystrike monk level. At 17th level, his maneuverability improves to perfect. At 19th level, he can fly 
at will.  

Ki Spells (Su): Starting at 5th level, a skystrike monk learns to cast spells from his chosen mystery. At 5th level, he can cast his first mystery spell and each 

subsequent mystery spell every three levels thereafter, up to his sixth mystery spell at 20th level. Casting a mystery spell expends 1 ki point for a 1st or 2nd level spell, 2 

ki points for a 3rd or 4th level spell, and 3 ki points for a 5th or 6th level spell. This ability replaces stunning fist and quivering palm. 

Final Revelation: At 20th level, a skystrike monk gains the final revelation from his chosen mystery. This ability replaces perfect self. 

 

Table: Skystrike Monk 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will  Flurry of Blows Unarm  AC 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Attack Bonus  Dmg* Bns 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Bonus feat, flurry of blows, high jump, –1/–1   1d6   +0 
     revelation, sky mystery, unarmed strike 
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Bonus feat, drift (10 ft.), evasion +0/+0   1d6   +0 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Flight (30 ft., clumsy), maneuver training, +1/+1   1d6   +0 
     revelation 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Drift (20 ft.), ki pool (magic) +2/+2   1d8   +1 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Flight (poor), ki spell (1st) +3/+3   1d8   +1 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Bonus feat +4/+4/–1   1d8   +1 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Flight (40 ft.), ki pool (cold iron/silver), +5/+5/+0   1d8   +1  
     revelation 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Ki spell (2nd) +6/+6/+1/+1  1d10   +2 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Flight (average), improved evasion +7/+7/+2/+2  1d10   +2 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Bonus feat, ki pool (lawful) +8/+8/+3/+3  1d10   +2 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Flight (50 ft.), ki spell (3rd), revelation +9/+9/+4/+4/–1  1d10   +2 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8   +10/+10/+5/+5/+0   2d6   +3 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Flight (good) +11/+11/+6/+6/+1   2d6   +3 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Bonus feat, ki spell (4th) +12/+12/+7/+7/+2   2d6   +3 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9  Flight (60 ft.), revelation +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3   2d6   +3 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Ki pool (adamantine) +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1   2d8   +4 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Flight (perfect), ki spell (5th) +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0   2d8   +4 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Bonus feat +16/+16/+11/+11/+6/+6/+1   2d8   +4 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11  Flight (at will), revelation +17/+17/+12/+12/+7/+7/+2   2d8   +4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Final revelation, ki spell (6th) +18/+18/+13/+13/+8/+8/+3  2d10   +5 
  



SPELL THIEF  
Rogues epitomize stealth and legerdemain, and often use these skills to pilfer rare and expensive objects. While this is the most common form of thievery, there are 
those rogues who possess an affinity for practicing and stealing arcane magic from others. By uniting his deft abilities with arcane power, the spell thief is seen as a 

figure of puissant and mysterious skill. Unseen and unexpected attacks, whether physical or magical, bolster this image. It is the signature power of a spell thief 

however, that evokes both dread and admiration–stealing spells and their magical energies from their initial source, whatever it may be. Whether absorbing arcane 

magic hurled in her direction, studying arcane manuscripts, or quickly and carefully observing spells being cast from afar, the spell thief learns to recreate these energies 

or unleash them as she sees fit. 

Primary Class: Rogue. 
Secondary Class: Arcanist.  

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8.  
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The spell thief may select three arcanist skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills, one of which must be 

Spellcraft. The spell thief gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The spell thief is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, and short sword. She is also 
proficient with light armor. A spell thief can cast any spell thief spells while wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane spell failure chance. A multiclass 

spell thief still incurs the normal arcane spell failure chance for arcane spells received from other classes. 

Arcane Reservoir (Su): A spell thief has an innate pool of magical energy that she can draw upon to fuel her arcanist exploits, or to cast and enhance her spells. The 
spell thief’s arcane reservoir can hold a maximum amount of magical energy equal to 3 + the spell thief’s level. Each day, when preparing spells, the spell thief’s arcane 

reservoir fills with raw magical energy, gaining a number of points equal to 3 + 1/2 her spell thief level. Any points she had from the previous day are lost. She can also 

regain these points through some arcanist exploits. The arcane reservoir can never hold more points than the maximum amount noted above; points gained in excess of 
this total are lost. 

Points from the spell thief’s reservoir are used to fuel many of the spell thief’s powers. At 1st level, by spending 1 point from her arcane reservoir, a spell thief can 

gain a bonus to Stealth skills checks, Perception skill checks made to locate traps, and to Disable Device skill checks equal to 1/2 her spell thief level (minimum +1). A 

spell thief can use Disable Device to disarm magic traps. 

Each of these powers is activated as a swift action. 

In addition, at 4th level or higher, the spell thief can expend 1 point from her arcane reservoir as a free action, in addition to points expended whenever she casts a 
spell. If she does, she can choose to increase the caster level of the spell by 1 or increase the DC of the spell by 1. She can expend no more than one point from her 

reservoir on a given spell in this way.  

This ability and cantrips replace trapfinding and sneak attack +2d6, +5d6, and +8d6. 
Cantrips: A spell thief can prepare a number of cantrips, or 0-level spells, each day, as noted on Table: Spell Thief Prepared Spells. These spells are cast like any 

other spell, but they do not consume spell slots or arcane reservoir points. As with her other spells, these spells are not expended when cast.  

Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the spell thief deals 1d6 damage at 1st level and an additional 1d6 damage 
every three levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 7d6 at 19th level.  

Spellbook: A spell thief must study her spellbook each day to prepare her spells. She can’t prepare any spell not recorded in her spellbook, except for read magic, 

which all spell thieves can prepare from memory. 
A spell thief begins play with a spellbook containing all 0-level wizard/sorcerer spells. At 4th level, she adds two 1st–level spells of her choice to her spellbook. The 

spell thief also selects a number of additional 1st-level spells equal to her Intelligence modifier to add to the spellbook. At each new spell thief level thereafter, she gains 

one new spell of any spell level or levels that she can cast (based on her new spell thief level) for her spellbook. At any time, a spell thief can also add spells found in 
other wizards’ spellbooks to her own.  

Spell Filching (Su): Starting at 2nd level, by making a successful sneak attack against an arcane spellcaster (bard, magus, summoner, etc.), the spell thief can 

attempt to learn a spell that the spellcaster knows. Select one spell available to the target spellcaster (this must be a spell on the sorcerer/wizard spell list); the spell thief 

then gains the knowledge of this spell for 24 hours, as if it had been prepared. During this time, the spell thief may write it down using the normal rules for copying a 

spell from another source. Once the spell thief has learned it, she may prepare the spell normally. A spell thief can attempt to learn 0th–level spells at 2nd level, 1st–

level spells at 5th level, 2nd–level spells at 8th level, 3rd–levels spell at 11th level, and 4th–level spell at 14th level. A spell thief can learn (filch) only one spell in this 
way at a time. This ability replaces trap sense.  

Rogue Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the spell thief gains a rogue talent at 3rd and every three levels thereafter. A spell 

thief can choose from the new exploits listed below or one of the following arcanist exploits that she qualifies for in place of a rogue talent: acid jet, consume magical 
items, counterspell, dimensional slide, face thief, flame arc, force strike, ice missile, illusion catcher, lightning lance, see magic, shadow veil, sonic blast, spell tinkerer, 

spell disruption.  In addition, the spell thief adds the arcanist’s consume spells ability and trapfinding to her list of rogue talents. 

Spellcasting: Beginning at 4th level, a spell thief gains the ability to cast a small number of arcane spells, which are drawn from the spell thief spell list. A spell thief 
must choose and prepare his spells in advance. 

A spell thief must prepare her spells ahead of time, but unlike a wizard, her spells are not expended when they're cast. Instead, she can cast any spell that she has 
prepared consuming a spell slot of the appropriate level, assuming she hasn't yet used up her spell slots per day for that level. 

To learn, prepare, or cast a spell, the spell thief must have an Intelligence score equal to at least 10 + the spell's level. The saving throw DC against a spell thief's 

spell is 10 + the spell's level + the spell thief's Intelligence modifier. 
Like other spellcasters, a spell thief can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day. Her base daily spell allotment is given on Table: Spell Thief 

under “Spells per Day”. In addition, she receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Intelligence score.  

A spell thief may know any number of spells, but the number she can prepare each day is limited. At 1st level, she can prepare four 0-level spells and two 1st-level 
spells each day. At each new spell thief level, the number of spells she can prepare each day increases, adding new spell levels as indicated on Table: Spell Thief Spells 

Prepared. Unlike the number of spells she can cast per day, the number of spells a spell thief can prepare each day is not affected by her Intelligence score. Feats and 

other effects that modify the number of spells known by a spellcaster instead affect the number of spells a spell thief can prepare. 
A spell thief must choose and prepare her spells ahead of time by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour studying her spellbook. While studying, the spell thief 

decides what spells to prepare and refreshes her available spell slots for the day. 

Like a sorcerer, a spell thief can choose to apply any metamagic feats she knows to a prepared spell as she casts it, with the same increase in casting time (see 
Spontaneous Casting and Metamagic Feats). However, she may also prepare a spell with any metamagic feats she knows and cast it without increasing casting time like 

a wizard. She cannot combine these options—a spell prepared with metamagic feats cannot be further modified with another metamagic feat at the time of casting 

(unless she has the metamixing arcanist exploit). Through 1st level and higher, a spell thief has a caster level equal to her spell thief level –3 (minimum 1). This ability 
replaces rogue talents gained at 4th, 10th, and 16th level.   

Advanced Talents: This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the spell thief gains this ability at 12th level. A spell thief can choose one of 

the following greater exploit she qualifies for instead of an advanced talent whenever she could choose a rogue talent: burning flame, counter drain, dancing electricity, 
greater spell disruption, icy tomb, lingering acid, siphon spell, spell thief. She can also choose an advanced talent when she selects the Extra Rogue Talent feat. A spell 

thief treats her level as her rogue or arcanist level for the purpose of qualifying for talents or exploits with level-dependent requirements and calculating the effects of 

any talent, rogue ability, or arcanist exploit she's chosen.  
Greater Spell Access: At 17th level, the spell thief gains access to an expanded spell list. She learns and places 10 spells from the sorcerer/wizard’s spell list into her 

spellbook as spell thief spells of their sorcerer/wizard level. She gains two of each of the following sorcerer/wizard spells not on the spell thief spell list: 0-level, 1st-

level, 2nd-level, 3rd-level, and 4th-level. She can ignore the somatic component of these spells, casting them without the normal chance of spell failure. 



Master Spell Thief (Su): At 20th level, a spell thief becomes incredibly dangerous to spellcasters when dealing sneak attack damage. Each time the spell thief deals 

sneak attack damage against creatures with magical abilities, she can choose one of the following three effects: 
The target … 

 is affected by a personal antimagic field that affects only the target for a number of rounds equal to the spell thief’s Intelligence modifier,  

 immediately become subject to the effects of the expend spell that affects only the target, or  

 loses one prepared spell or spell slot (spontaneous casters) of the spell thief’s choice and the energy stored like a ring of spell storing; the spell thief can store up to 

six levels of spells and then use this stored energy to cast the same spell(s) or any spell she has prepared. 

Regardless of the effect chosen, the target receives a Will save to negate the additional effect. The DC of this save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the spell thief’s level + the 
spell thief’s Intelligence modifier. Once a creature has been the target of a master spell strike, regardless of whether or not the save is made, that creature is immune to 

that spell thief’s master spell strike for 24 hours. Creatures that are immune to sneak attack damage are also immune to this ability. This ability replaces master strike.   

Rogue Talents: The following rogue talents complement the spell thief multiclass archetype: Black Market Connections, Distracting Attack, Fast Getaway, Fast 
Stealth, Finesse Rogue, Guileful Polyglot, Major Magic, Minor Magic, Ninja Trick, Offensive Defense, Quick Disable, Rogue Crawl, and Snap Shot. 

Advanced Talents: The following advanced rogue talents complement the spell thief archetype: Confounding Blades, Dispelling Attack, Fast Tumble, Hide in Plain 

Sight, Skill Mastery, Thoughtful Reexamining, and Unwitting Ally.  
 

NEW ARCANIST EXPLOITS 
The following new arcanist exploits are restricted to the Spell Thief multiclass archetype. 

Borrow Spell (Su): The spell thief can borrow one prepared spell or spell known from an allied arcane spellcaster by expending 1 point from her arcane reservoir. 
The spell thief learns a single spell of a level she can cast of her choice for 1 minute. This spell must be chosen from an ally’s list of currently prepared spells or list of 

spells known, and must be on the sorcerer/wizard spell list. If the spell thief does not cast the spell within the allotted time period, the ability expires and the spell is lost. 

The spell thief must then expend an additional point from her arcane reservoir to relearn the spell or borrow a different spell of her choice from the same ally or another 
allied spellcaster.  

Charge Repository (Su): The spell thief can use his arcane reservoir to power magic items with charges, such as wands, staves, and so on. By expending 1 point from 

his arcane reservoir per charge required to activate a specific item or power, he can activate the item without expending a charge (or charges) from the item. For 
example, a spell thief could expend 1 point from her arcane reservoir to activate a single use of a wand of chill touch, or 3 points to activate the wall of fire effect from a 

staff of fire. This exploit has no affect on single use items like potions.  

Consume Spells (Su): The spell thief gains the arcanist’s consume spells ability.  
Deadly Sneak Attack (Ex): The spell thief can increase the damage of a single sneak attack by infusing her weapon with arcane energy. By expending 1 point from 

her arcane reservoir as a swift action, the spell thief deals sneak attack damage as a rogue equal to her level. The spell thief must be at least 6th level to select this 

exploit.   
Mental Strike (Su): The spell thief can spend 1 point from her arcane reservoir to make a single melee attack at her highest attack bonus against a spellcaster (arcane 

or divine). If the attack is successful, the target takes 1 point of temporary Intelligence, Wisdom, or Charisma damage for 1 minute, dependent upon the target’s primary 

spellcasting ability score. This penalty increases by 1 every 6th levels beyond 1st, up to a maximum of 4 points at 19th level. Multiple uses of this ability do not stack. 
Only one use of this exploit can be in effect at a time. 

Spell Reserve (Su): The spell thief can cast a prepared spell without using a spell slot of the same level. This expends 1 point from the spell thief’s arcane reservoir 
per level of the spell. 

 

NEW GREATER EXPLOITS 
The following new greater exploits are restricted to the Spell Thief multiclass archetype.  

Greater Filching (Su): The spell thief can use her spell filching ability to steal a spell and store its potential. By expending 1 point from her arcane reservoir, a spell 
thief that makes a successful sneak attack against an arcane spellcaster (bard, magus, summoner, etc.) can force her target to lose one prepared spell (or spell slot if a 

spontaneous caster) of the spell thief’s choice. The spell thief then gains a number of arcane points equal to the spell’s level. The spell thief can then use these points to 
cast the same spell or any spell she has prepared. The filched spell must be on the sorcerer/wizard spell list for her to add it to her spellbook, but not to cast it using her 

arcane reservoir.  

Resourceful Reservoir (Su): The stealth arcanist ability to cast spells or activate charged magic items using her arcane reservoir becomes more efficient. Whenever 
she expends arcane reservoir points to cast a spell, or use the charge repository exploit to activate a single use of a charged magic item, she reduces the number of point 

required to cast the spell or activate the item by 1 (minimum 1).  

 
 

SPELL THIEF SPELL LIST 
Spell thieves gain access to the following spells.  

0th-Level Spell Thief Spells—arcane mark, detect magic, detect poison, ghost sound, haunted fey aspect, mage hand, open/close, prestidigitation, read 
magic.   

1st-Level Spell Thief Spells—alarm, animate rope, blend, bungle, comprehend languages, detect secret doors, disguise self, endure elements, erase, 
expeditious retreat, feather fall, floating disk, hold portal, identify, illusion of calm, jump, lighten object, mage armor, magic aura, magic missile, magic weapon, 

mirror strike, moment of greatness, shadow weapon, shield, sleep, true strike, unprepared combatant, vanish, ventriloquism, voice alteration.  

2nd-Level Spell Thief Spells—acid arrow, alter self, arcane lock, blur, book ward, cat’s grace, codespeak, darkness, disguise other, eagle’s splendor, fiery 

shuriken. flaming sphere, fog cloud, fox’s cunning, hideous laughter, invisibility, knock, levitate, locate object, mirror image, misdirection, pilfering hand, protection 
from arrows, protective penumbra, resist energy, rope trick, see invisibility, shatter, spider climb, web.   

3rd-Level Spell Thief Spells—ablative barrier, arcane sight, blink, daylight, deep slumber, discern value, dispel magic, displacement, draconic reservoir, 
flame arrow, fly, gaseous form, haste, healing thief, improve trap, invisibility sphere, keen edge, lightning bolt, locate weakness, magic weapon (greater), nondetection, 

pellet blast, prehensile pilfer, protection from energy, secret page, shadow projection, shadow step, shrink item, tongues, twilight knife, water breathing. 

4th-Level Spell Thief Spells—arcane eye, ball lightning, create holds, darkvision (greater), detect scrying, dimension door, echolocation, fire shield, fire 

trap, illusionary wall, invisibility (greater), mislead, passwall, project image, resilient sphere, scrying, shadow walk, shout, stoneskin, telepathic bond, veil.  
 

 

Table: Spell Thief 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Arcane reservoir, cantrips, sneak attack 1d6  —  —  —  — 
2nd  +1  +0  +3  +3  Evasion, spell filching (0th)  —  —  —  — 
3rd  +2  +1  +3  +3  Rogue talent  —  —  —  — 
4th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Sneak attack +2d6, uncanny dodge   1  —  —  — 
5th  +3  +1  +4  +4  Spell filching (1st)   1  —  —  — 
6th  +4  +2  +5  +5  Rogue talent   1  —  —  — 
7th  +5  +2  +5  +5  Sneak attack +3d6   1   1  —  — 



8th  +6/+1  +2  +6  +6  Improved uncanny dodge, spell filching (2nd)   1   1  —  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6  +6  Rogue talent   2   1  —  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7  +7  Sneak attack +4d6   2   1   1  — 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7  +7  Spell filching (3rd)   2   1   1  — 
12th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Advanced talents, rogue talent   2   2   1  — 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8  +8  Sneak attack +5d6   3   2   1   1 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9  +9  Spell filching (4th)   3   2   1   1 
15th  +11/+6/+1 +5  +9  +9  Rogue talent    3   2   2   1 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Sneak attack +6d6   3   3   2   1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10  Greater spell access   4   3   2   1 
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6  +11 +11  Rogue talent   4   3   2   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6  +11 +11  Sneak attack +7d6   4   3   3   2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12  Master spell thief   4   4   3   2 
 
 

Table: Spell Thief Spells Prepared 

Class   Spells Prepared 
Level  0th  1st  2nd  3rd  4th 
1st    4  —   —   —   —  
2nd    5   —   —   —   —  
3rd   5   —  —  —   —  
4th    6    2  —   —    —  
5th    6    3   —  —   —  
6th    6    4   —  —   —  
7th    6    4    2  —   —  
8th    6    4    3   —  —  
9th    6    5   4   —  —  
10th    6    5    4    2  —  
11th    6    5    4    3   —  
12th    6    6    5    4   —  
13th    6   6   5    4    2 
14th    6    6    5    4    3  
15th    6    6    6    5    4  
16th    6    6    6   5    4  
17th    6    6    6    5    4  
18th    6    6    6    6    5  
19th    6    6    6    6    5  
20th    6    6    6    6    5  
 



STEEL BUCCANEER 

A paragon of mobile pistol shooting and swordplay, the steel buccaneer focuses almost exclusively on honing her combined skills with both one-handed melee weapons 
and firearms. By perfecting her daring acrobatic moves and elaborate flourishes that border on performance, the steel buccaneer can cath her opponents off-guard, scale 

ropes with precision, or run across the deck of swaying ships with ease.  

Primary Class: Rogue.  

Secondary Class: Gunslinger.  

Hit Dice: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The steel buccaneer selects three gunslinger skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The steel buccaneer 
gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The steel buccaneer is proficient with all simple weapons, one-handed firearms, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, 

and short sword. The steel buccaneer must take Exotic Weapon Proficiency (firearm) to gain proficiency with two-handed firearms and firearm siege engines. The steel 
buccaneer is proficient with light armor, but not with shields. 

Gunsmith: A steel buccaneer gains the gunslinger’s gunsmith ability, and must take a pistol when she chooses a battered firearm at 1st level. This ability replaces 

trap sense.  
Deeds (Ex): At 3rd level, a steel buccaneer gains the gunslinger’s deeds ability, and gains access to 1st level deeds. Every four levels beyond 3rd, the steel buccaneer 

gains access each subsequent level of deeds (3rd, 7th, etc.), up to 15th level deeds at 19th level. This ability and grit replace sneak attack 2d6, 4d6, 6d6, 8d6, and 10d6. 

In addition, the steel buccaneer swaps five deeds for the following deeds. 
Lead and Steel (Ex): Starting at 3rd level, a buccaneer is trained in the lead and steel two-weapon combat technique. As a full-attack action, when dual-wielding any 

combination of a one-handed melee weapon with a one-handed firearm (coat pistol, double barrel pistol, dragon pistol, pepperbox, or pistol) she may make one 

additional attack as if using the Two-Weapon Fighting feat (even if the steel buccaneer does not meet the prerequisites for the feat). In addition, she can reload her 
firearm after each firearm attack roll as a free action until the end of her turn. For the purpose of these attacks, the steel buccaneer’s base attack bonus is equal to her 

steel buccaneer level. For all other purposes, such as qualifying for a feat or a prestige class, the steel buccaneer uses her normal base attack bonus. 

At 8th level, the steel buccaneer can make two additional attacks when she uses lead and steel, as if using Improved Two-Weapon Fighting (even if the steel 

buccaneer does not meet the prerequisites for the feat). 

At 15th level, the steel buccaneer can make three additional attacks when she uses lead and steel, as if using Greater Two-Weapon Fighting (even if the steel 

buccaneer does not meet the prerequisites for the feat).  
When using lead and steel, a steel buccaneer applies her full Dexterity bonus to her damage rolls for all successful firearm attacks made with lead and steel, even 

when the attacks are made with an off-hand. A steel buccaneer may substitute a trick shot for firearm attacks as part of her lead and steel. A steel buccaneer cannot use 

any firearm other than a one-handed firearm as part of lead and steel. A steel buccaneer cannot use Rapid Shot or Manyshot when using lead and steel. The steel 
buccaneer must spend 1 grit to perform this deed. This deed replaces the deadeye, targeting, and menacing shot deeds.  

Doublestrike (Ex): At 7th level, a long as the steel buccaneer has at least 1 grit point, she can, as a standard action, make one attack with both her one-handed melee 

weapon and her one-handed firearm. The penalties for attacking with two weapons apply normally. This deed replaces the startling shot deed.  
Deft Doublestrike (Ex): At 15th level, when a steel buccaneer hits an opponent with both her melee weapon and her firearm, she can make a Disarm or Sunder 

attempt (or Trip, if one or both weapons can be used to trip) against that opponent as an immediate action that does not provoke attacks of opportunity. The steel 

buccaneer must spend 1 grit to perform this deed. This deed replaces the bleeding wound deed. 
Grit (Ex): At 3rd level, a steel buccaneer gains the gunslinger’s grit ability.  

Pistol Expert (Ex): Starting at 5th level, a steel buccaneer increases her skill with one-handed firearms. She gains a bonus on damage rolls equal to her 

Dexterity modifier, and when she misfires with a one-handed firearm, the misfire value increases by 2 instead of 4. At 15th level, a steel buccaneer never misfires with a 
one-handed firearm. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 4th level.  

Daring Acrobatics (Ex): At 4th level, a steel buccaneer gains a bonus equal to 1/2 her steel buccaneer level on Acrobatics checks. When she is hit with a ranged 

attack, she can shoot her firearm at her attacker as an immediate action if it is loaded. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 8th level.  

No Retreat (Ex): At 8th level, enemies adjacent to the steel buccaneer that take a withdraw action provoke an attack of opportunity from the steel buccaneer. This 

ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 12th level.  

Sword and Pistol (Ex): At 11th level, a steel buccaneer gains Sword and Pistol as a bonus feat even if she does not meet the prerequisites. This ability replaces the 
rogue talent gained at 12th level. 

Equal Opportunity (Ex): At 12th level, when a steel buccaneer makes an attack of opportunity, she may attack once with both her one-handed melee weapon and 

one-handed firearm. The penalties for using Two-Weapon Fighting apply normally. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 16th level.  
Evasive Defense (Ex): At 16th level, whenever two or more opponents enter her threaten area, she gains improved evasion as the rogue ability as an immediate 

action until the end of her next turn. This ability replaces the rogue talent gained at 20th level. 

True Double Strike (Ex): At 20th level, a steel buccaneer cannot be disarmed or sundered while simultaneously wielding her one-handed melee weapon and one-
handed firearm. In addition whenever the steel buccaneer makes a successful attack with both a one-handed melee weapon and a one-handed firearm in the same round, 

she can choose one of the following effects. 
The steel buccaneer can choose to deal an amount of precision damage with her one-handed melee weapon attack equal to twice her sneak attack damage (10d6).  

Alternatively, the steel buccaneer can choose to automatically confirm her one-handed firearm attack as a critical hit, using a critical multiplier of ×4 to calculate her 

damage for the attack.  
Regardless of the effect chosen, once a creature has been the target of a true double strike, that creature is immune to that steel buccaneer’s true double strike for 24 

hours. Creatures that are immune to sneak attack or critical damage are also immune to this ability. This ability replaces master strike.  

 

Table: Steel Buccaneer 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Lead and Steel 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Attack Bonus 
1st  +0  +2  +2  +0  Gunsmith, sneak attack +1d6 – 
2nd  +1  +3  +3 +0 Evasion, rogue talent – 
3rd  +2  +3  +3 +1 Deeds, grit +1/+1 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +1  Daring acrobatics, uncanny dodge +2/+2 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +1  Pistol expert, sneak attack +2d6 +3/+3 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +2  Rogue talent +4/+4/–1 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +2  Deeds +5/+5/+0 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +2  Improved uncanny dodge, no retreat +6/+6/+1/+1 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +3  Sneak attack +3d6 +7/+7/+2/+2 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +3  Advanced talents, rogue talent +8/+8/+3/+3 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +3  Deeds, sword and pistol +9/+9/+4/+4/–1 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +4  Equal opportunity +10/+10/+5/+5/+0 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +4  Sneak attack +4d6 +11/+11/+6/+6/+1 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +4  Rogue talent +12/+12/+7/+7/+2 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +5  Deeds +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3 



16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +5  Evasive defense +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +5  Sneak attack +5d6 +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +6  Rogue talent +16/+16/+11/+11/+6/+6/+1 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +6  Deeds +17/+17/+12/+12/+7/+7/+2 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +6 True double strike +18/+18/+13/+13/+8/+8/+3 
 
Trap finding = Gunsmith 

Sneak attack 2d6/4d6/6d6/8d8/10d6 = Deeds, grit 
Rogue talent (4) = Pistol expertise 

Rogue talent (8) = Daring acrobatics 

Rogue talent (12) = No retreat 
Rogue talent (16) = Equal opportunity 

Rogue talent (20) = Evasive defense 



TRICK BLADE 
Typically, a trick blade is nothing more than a back alley thief who encountered a spellbook in his early life, and was deeply entranced by the magical mysteries and 
potential held within. Others are the outcasts of a sorcerer’s bloodline, or those who lacked the vital spark necessary to become a true wizard. Despite this inherent 

magical deficiency, the trick blade has mastered what minor arcane spells he has learned, while in his dreams he is ever seeking to obtain greater power, but only seems 

to find it in the hands of others.  

Primary Class: Rogue. 

Secondary Class: Magus. 

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: A trick blade selects three magus skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal rogue class skills. The trick blade gains a number 

of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The trick blade is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the hand crossbow, rapier, sap, shortbow, short sword, and one martial 
weapon of his choice. He is proficient with light armor, and with light shields. A trick blade can cast magus spells while wearing light armor and using a light shield 

without incurring the normal arcane spell failure chance. Like any other arcane spellcaster, a trick blade wearing medium or heavy armor, or using a heavy or tower 

shield, incurs a chance of arcane spell failure if the spell in question has a somatic component. A multiclass trick blade still incurs the normal arcane spell failure chance 
for arcane spells received from other classes. 

Thief’s Spellbook (Ex): A trick blade finds less time to research new spells, but has mastered an obfuscated manner of scribing those he learns. At 1st level, the trick 

blade incorporates elements of a personalized secret code into his arcane writings. Creatures take a –4 penalty on skill checks involving the trick blade's spellbook. The 
trick blade's spells (not including cantrips) take one extra page each in his spellbook. At each new trick blade level, he gains only one new spell of any spell level or 

levels that he can cast (based on his new trick blade level) for his spellbook. At any time, a trick blade can also add spells found in another magus’s spellbook to his. In 

all other respects, a trick blade's spellbook functions as a normal magus’s spellbook. 
Sneak Attack (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the trick blade deals 1d6 points of extra damage at 1st level, and an additional 

1d6 points of damage every three levels thereafter.   

Trapfinding: A trick blade can use Disable Device to disarm magical traps, but unlike other rogues, he gains no additional bonus to Perception or Disable Device 

skill checks. This ability otherwise functions as and replaces trapfinding.  

Arcane Pool (Su): At 2nd level, the trick blade gains the magus’s arcane pool ability, except that his arcane pool has a number of points equal to his Intelligence 

modifier. This ability replaces trap sense 
Blade Trick (Ex): Starting at 2nd level, a trick blade can select either a rogue talent or a magus arcana for which he qualifies. The trick blade’s effective rogue and 

magus level for selecting talents or magus arcana is equal to his trick blade level. This ability otherwise functions as and replaces rogue talents.  

Evasion (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the trick blade gains evasion at 3rd level. 
Perceive Aura (Su): At 3rd level, the trick blade learns to detect the ebb and flow of movements and magic. As a standard action, the trick blade can use detect 

magic as the spell, but only for 1 round. At the beginning of his next turn, he immediately gains a +2 competence bonus on attack rolls against any opponents within 60 

feet of him. The trick blade can use this ability a number of times per day equal to 3 + his Intelligence modifier. This ability replaces rogue talent at 2nd level. 
Spellcasting: At 1st level, a trick blade gains the ability to cast a small number of arcane spells, which are drawn from the magus spell list. Like other spellcasters, a 

trick blade can cast only a certain number of spells of each spell level per day, as shown on Table: Trick Blade. The trick blade casts only 0–level spells at 1st level, up 

to 3rd–level spells at 10th level. When Table: Trick Blade indicates that the trick blade gets 0 spells per day of a given spell level, he gains only the bonus spells he 
would be entitled to based on his Intelligence for that spell level. The trick blade otherwise learns, prepares, and casts spells as a magus.  

Sneakstrike (Su): At 5th level, whenever a trick blade casts a spell with a range of “touch”, he can deliver the spell as part of his sneak attack with a melee weapon 

or ranged attacks with a thrown weapon (but not other ranged weapons, such as a bow, or another spell). If the target is immune to precision damage, the spell effect is 
negated. This ability otherwise functions as the magus’s spellstrike ability. This ability replaces sneak attack 2d6. 

Uncanny Dodge (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the trick blade gains uncanny dodge at 6th level. 

Recondite Trick (Su): At 8th level, a trick blade can expend 2 points from his arcane pool to gain the benefits of any rogue talent (but not advanced talent) for 

which he qualifies for 1 round. This increases by 1 round at 12th level, and every four levels thereafter. The trick blade may choose to emulate a ninja trick in place of a 

rogue talent. Should the ninja trick have a ki point requirement, he must expend an additional amount of arcane points equal to the chosen ninja trick’s required ki 

points. The trick blade cannot emulate the ki pool trick. This ability replaces sneak attack 5d6 
Improved Perceive Aura (Su): At 9th level, whenever the trick blade uses perceive aura, he also gains a +2 bonus on all Bluff, Diplomacy, Perform, and Sense 

Motive checks made against any target of his perceive aura ability. This ability replaces rogue talent at 10th level. 

Improved Uncanny Dodge (Ex): This is exactly like the rogue ability of the same name, except that the trick blade gains improved uncanny dodge at 12th level. 
Advanced Trick (Ex): At 14th level, a trick blade may select an advanced rogue talent whenever he could select a rogue talent.  

Spell Recall (Su): At 15th level, the trick blade gains the magus’s spell recall ability. This ability replaces sneak attack 8d6 

Greater Perceive Aura (Su): At 18th level, whenever the trick blade uses perceive aura, it functions as true seeing instead. This ability replaces rogue talent at 18th 
level. 

Spectacular Strike (Su): At 20th level, a trick blade has become a master of his art. Each time the trick blade deals sneak attack damage, he can choose one of the 
following three effects: 

The target can be… 

 
 put to sleep for 1 hour 

 paralyzed for 1d6 rounds, or 

 drain arcane energy to regain 1 arcane point, and the target becomes fatigued  
 

Regardless of the effect chosen, the target receives a Fortitude save to negate the sleep or paralyze effect, or a Will save to negate the drain effect. The DC of this 

save is equal to 10 + 1/2 the trick blade’s level + the trick blade’s Intelligence modifier. Once a creature has been the target of a spectacular strike, regardless of whether 
or not the save is made, that creature is immune to that trick blade's spectacular strike for 24 hours. Creatures that are immune to sneak attack damage are also immune 

to this ability. This ability replaces master strike. 

Rogue Talents: The following rogue talents complement the trick blade multiclass archetype: Befuddling Strike*, Black Market Connections†, Canny Observer*, 
Distracting Attack*, Fast Stealth, Finesse Rogue, Major Magic, Minor Magic, Ninja Trick†, Offensive Defense*, Peerless Maneuver*, and Underhanded†. (*Advanced 

Player’s Guide, †Ultimate Combat) 

Advanced Talents: The following advanced rogue talents complement the trick blade archetype: Confounding Blades†, Defensive Roll, Hunter’s Surprise*, 
Improved Evasion, Opportunist, Thoughtful Reexamining*, and Unwitting Ally†. (*Advanced Player’s Guide, †Ultimate Combat) 

Magus Arcana: The following magus arcana complement the trick blade multiclass archetype: arcane accuracy**, arcane cloak†, devoted blade†, hasted assault**, 

maximized magic**, prescient attack† , prescient defense†, quickened magic**, reflection**, silent magic**, spell shield*, and still magic**. (**Ultimate Magic, 
†Ultimate Combat) 

 

New Magus Arcana 
The following new magus arcana can be selected by any magus or multiclass magus who meets the prerequisites. 

A Bit of Luck: The magus can expend 1 point from his arcane pool to gain a +2 bonus to a single saving throw of his choice, as an immediate action. This bonus 

remains until the end of his turn.  



A Lot of Luck: Once per day as an immediate action, a magus can expend 2 points from his arcane pool to re-roll his last attack, skill, or saving throw. This must be 

decided before the results of the roll are given, and the second roll must be taken even if it is worse. The magus must be at least 8th level to select this arcana.  
Improved Spellwright Dagger: The magus can use the spellwright dagger magus arcana to create up to 1d4+1 light weapons as a full-round action. He may throw 

these weapons as part of this action, up to his maximum number of attacks. Each weapon has a range increment of 10 feet, and a maximum range of 30 feet. In addition, 

each weapon thus created is considered a +1 weapon. The magus may further enchant each weapon separately by expending additional points from his arcane pool as 

part of the same action. The magus must have the spellwright dagger arcana and be at least 10th level to select this arcana.  

Spellwright Dagger: The magus may spend 1 arcane point to create a single simple light weapon, such as a dagger or club, as a move action. He may enchant the 

weapon as per his arcane pool ability as part of the same action. This weapon remains for a number of minutes equal to the magus’s level, or for up to 1 round after it 
leaves the magus 's hand, whichever comes first. 

 

Rogue talent (2) = perceive aura 
Rogue talent (10) = improved perceive aura 

Rogue talent (18) = greater perceive aura 

Sneak attack 2d6 = sneakstrike 
Sneak attack 5d6 = recondite trick 

Sneak attack 8d6 = spell recall 

Trap sense = Arcane pool 
Free = Spellcasting 

 

Table: Trick Blade 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will     Spells per Day 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special    0 1st 2nd 3rd  
1st  +0  +0 +2  +2 Cantrips, sneak attack +1d6, trapfinding    0  —  —  —  
2nd  +1  +0 +3  +3 Arcane pool, blade trick   1  —  —  —  
3rd  +2  +1 +3  +3 Evasion, perceive aura   1  —  —  —  
4th  +3  +1 +4  +4 Sneak attack +2d6   1   0  —  —  
5th  +3  +1 +4  +4 Blade trick, sneakstrike   1   1  —  —  
6th  +4  +2 +5  +5 Uncanny dodge   2   1  —  —  
7th  +5  +2 +5  +5 Sneak attack +3d6   2   1   0  —  
8th  +6/+1  +2 +6  +6 Blade trick, recondite trick   2   1   1  — 
9th  +6/+1  +3 +6  +6 Improved perceive aura   2   2   1  — 
10th  +7/+2  +3 +7  +7 Sneak attack +4d6   3   2   1   0  
11th  +8/+3  +3 +7  +7 Blade trick   3   2   1   1 
12th  +9/+4  +4 +8  +8 Improved uncanny dodge   3   2   2   1  
13th  +9/+4  +4 +8  +8 Sneak attack +5d6   3   3   2   1 
14th  +10/+5  +4 +9  +9 Advanced trick, blade trick   4   3   2   1  
15th  +11/+6 +5 +9  +9 Spell recall   4   3   2   2  
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5 +10  +10 Sneak attack +6d6   4   3   3   2  
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5 +10  +10 Blade trick   4   4   3   2  
18th  +13/+8/+3  +6 +11  +11 Greater perceive aura   4   4   3   2 
19th  +14/+9/+4  +6 +11  +11 Sneak attack +7d6   4   4   3   3 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6 +12  +12 Blade trick, spectacular strike   4   4   3   3 
 



UR-WARRIOR (Starfox) 
Long before the “ninja” or “monk” had been established as myth and legend, dark tales were told of evil demons that inhabited the forests. In these early days, these 
warriors discovered the ancient ways of the martial arts, which allowed them to exploit subterfuge and elusiveness to their gain. These ur-warriors fought over what the 

philosophical methods and techniques of the martial arts should become. The result was the emergence of the ninjas and monks of recent legend. While few ur-warriors 

remain, they keep their secrets to themselves or their clansmen at all costs while laboring to further their cause or that of the clan. 

Primary Class: Monk. 

Secondary Class: Ninja. 

Alignment: Any.  
Hit Die: d8.  

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The ur-warrior may select three ninja skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The ur-warrior gains a 

number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier.  
Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The ur-warrior is proficient with cestus*, club, dagger, kama, nunchaku, quarterstaff, short sword, and shuriken, plus one light or 

one-handed martial weapon of his choice. Ur-warrior are not proficient with any armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy 

load, an ur-warrior loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast movement ability. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 
Lethal Strike (Ex): At 1st level, an ur-warrior gains the monk’s unarmed strike ability, except his unarmed damage is 1d6 (1d4 for a Small ur-warrior) and does not 

increase with level like a monk’s unarmed strike ability. A lethal strike deals both bludgeoning and slashing damage, and can be used with any weapon he is proficient 

with, in which case the damage type is that of the weapon. 
In addition, an ur-warrior deals extra damage with melee and thrown attacks. If an ur-warrior can catch an opponent when she is unable to defend herself effectively, 

he can strike accurate blows to deal extra damage. The ur-warrior’s lethal sneak attacks deal this extra damage anytime his target would be denied a Dexterity bonus to 

AC (whether the target actually has a Dexterity bonus or not), but unlike a normal sneak attack, he does not deal this damage when flanking a target. This extra damage 
is 1d6 at 1st level, and increases by 1d6 every three ur-warrior levels thereafter, to a maximum of 7d6 at 19th level. This is considered “precision” damage, and is not 

multiplied on a confirmed critical hit with a lethal sneak attack. Ranged attacks made with thrown weapons count as lethal sneak attacks if the target is within 30 feet. 

Lethal sneak attack does not work with missile weapons or ranged “touch” spells. 

Whenever an ur-warrior makes a successful melee attack or ranged attack with a thrown weapon against an opponent that is neither denied its Dexterity bonus to AC 

nor caught flat-footed, he deals an amount of extra damage equal to her minimum lethal sneak attack damage (1 point at 1st level, 2 points at 4th level, and so on). 

Lethal sneak attack damage stacks with sneak attack damage gained from another class, except when flanking an opponenet. This replaces flurry of blows. 
Secret Techniques: An ur-warrior learns a number of secret techniques. At 1st level, 2nd level, and every 4 levels thereafter, an ur-warrior may select a secret 

technique.  

Abundant Step (Su): An ur-warrior with this technique gains the monk’s abundant step ability. The ur-warrior must be at least 12th level to select this technique. 
Deceptive Moves (Ex): An ur-warrior with this technique can use the Bluff skill to make a feint combat maneuver as a swift action. 

Deceptive Shuriken (Ex): As a part of drawing or retrieving one or more shuriken, an ur-warrior with this technique can make an opposed Sleight of Hand check 

against a target’s Perception check. If the check is successful, the target is flat-footed against the ur-warrior’s thrown shuriken for 1 round. If the target has the uncanny 
dodge ability or is otherwise unable to be caught flat-footed, the target is also immune to this technique. If this technique is used again against the same target in a 24-

hour period, the ur-warrior receives a –10 penalty to his Sleight of Hands check. An ur-warrior with this ability can also throw Diminutive objects, including small 

daggers, darts, bolts, arrows, or even objects that that are normally harmless (such as playing cards, dice, pebbles, coins, etc.) as if they were shuriken. An ur-warrior 
can draw or retrieve such objects if they are within reach as a free action that does not provoke an attack of opportunity. 

Diamond Soul (Ex): An ur-warrior with this technique gains the monk’s diamond soul ability. The ur-warrior must be at least 14th level to select this technique. 

Improved Evasion (Ex): An ur-warrior with this technique gains the monk’s improved evasion ability. The ur-warrior must be at least 10th level to select this 
technique. 

Lethal Flanking (Ex): When flanking an opponent in melee, the ur-warrior can use his full damage from his lethal strikes against that opponent.  

Light Steps (Ex): An ur-warrior with this technique gains the ninja’s light steps ability. The ur-warrior must be at least 6th level to select this technique. 

Maneuver Training (Ex): An ur-warrior with this technique gains the monk’s maneuver training ability. The ur-warrior must be at least 4th level to select this 

technique. 

Master Tricks: An ur-warrior may select a ninja’s master trick as a secret technique. An ur-warrior counts his level as his ninja level for the purpose of determining 
any level based effects or prerequisites, but cannot choose a master trick based on ninja class feature he does not possess. The ur-warrior must be at least 12th level to 

select this technique. 

Ninja Tricks: An ur-warrior may select a ninja trick as a secret technique. An ur-warrior counts his level as his ninja level for the purpose of determining any level 
based effects or prerequisites, but cannot choose a ninja trick based on ninja class feature he does not possess, such as sneak attack.  

Poison Use (Ex): The ur-warrior is trained in the use of poison and cannot accidentally poison herself when applying poison to a weapon. 

Slow Fall (Ex): An ur-warrior with this technique gains the monk’s slow fall ability. The ur-warrior must be at least 4th level to select this technique.  
Sudden Charge (Ex): This charge is so sudden that it is hard for the eye to follow. Any target charged by an ur-warrior with this technique is flat-footed until the end 

of the ur-warrior's turn. If the target has the uncanny dodge ability or is otherwise unable to be caught flat-footed, the target is also immune to this technique. An ur-
warrior can continue to move up to twice his speed after attacking during a charge. This movement need not be in a straight line. If this movement ends with the ur-

warrior in cover or concealment, he may attempt a Stealth check to hide with a –10 penalty to the check. 

This ability replaces the bonus feat gained at 1st level, slow fall, wholeness of body , maneuver training abundant steps, diamond soul.  
Bonus Feats: An ur-warrior may select a bonus feat from the following list: Bludgeoneer†, Catch Off-Guard, Combat Reflexes, Deflect Arrows, Distance Thrower†, 

Dodge, Exotic Weapon Proficiency, Nimble Moves*, Scorpion Style, Throw and Anything.  

At 6th level, the following feats are added to the list: Close Quarter's Thrower†, Gorgon's Fist, Greater Feint, Improved Bull Rush, Improved Disarm, Mobility, 
Rapid Shot, Snatch Arrows.  

At 10th level, the following feats are added to the list: Dimensional Agility†, Dimensional Assault†, Disengaging Flourish†, False Opening†, Medusa's Wrath, Light 

Step*, Shot On The Run, Stunning Fist.  
An ur-warrior need not have any of the prerequisites normally required for these feats to select them. An ur-warrior may select bonus feats up to five times as a secret 

technique. (*Advanced Player's Guide, †Ultimate Combat)  

Uncanny Dodge (Ex): At 3rd level, an ur-warrior gains the ninja’s uncanny dodge ability. This ability replaces still mind. 
Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the monk’s ability of the same name, except for the following changes.  

At 10th level, whenever an ur-warrior makes a ki strike, his lethal strikes are also treated as aligned (chaotic, evil, good, or lawful) according to the ur-warrior’s 

alignment. 
By spending 1 point from his ki pool, an ur-warrior can also do one of the following:  

• Make one additional attack at his highest attack bonus when making a full attack with his lethal strike, or  

• Increase his speed by 20 feet for 1 round, or 
• Give himself a +4 dodge bonus to AC for 1 round. 

• Reroll a failed Bluff, Sleight of Hand, or Stealth check. The ur-warrior must take the second result, even if it is worse. A single check can only be rerolled once by 

means of this ability.  
This modifies the monk's ki pool ability. 

Improved Uncanny Dodge (Ex): At 9th level, an ur-warrior gains the ninja’s improved uncanny dodge ability. This ability replaces improved evasion. 

 

Table: Ur-Warrior 



 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will    AC  Fast 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special Bns Move 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Lethal strike +1d6, secret technique, stunning strike   +0  +0 ft. 
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Bonus feat, evasion   +0  +0 ft. 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, uncanny dodge   +0 +10 ft. 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Ki pool (magic), lethal strike +2d6, secret technique   +1 +10 ft. 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  High jump, purity of body   +1 +10 ft. 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Bonus feat   +1 +20 ft. 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Lethal strike +3d6   +1 +20 ft. 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Secret technique   +2 +20 ft. 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Improved uncanny dodge   +2 +30 ft. 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Bonus feat, ki pool (aligned), lethal strike +4d6   +2 +30 ft. 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Diamond body   +2 +30 ft. 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Secret technique   +3 +40 ft. 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Lethal strike +5d6   +3 +40 ft. 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Bonus feat   +3 +40 ft. 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9  Quivering palm   +3 +50 ft. 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +10  Ki pool (adamantine), lethal strike +6d6, secret technique   +4 +50 ft. 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Timeless body, tongue of the sun and the moon   +4 +50 ft. 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Bonus feat   +4 +60 ft. 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11  Empty body, lethal strike +7d6   +4 +60 ft. 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Perfect self, secret technique   +5 +60 ft. 



VANISHING HAND 

 
Primary: Ninja. 
Secondary: Monk. 

Alignment: Any lawful. 

Hit Dice: d8. 
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The vanishing hand selects three monk skills to add to her class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The vanishing hand 

gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 6 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The vanishing hand is proficient with all simple weapons, plus the brass knuckles*, cestus*, club, crossbow (light or heavy), 
dagger, handaxe, javelin, kama, katana, kusarigama, nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortbow, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear, temple sword*, and 

wakizashi. A vanishing hand is not proficient with any armor or shields. When wearing armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a vanishing hand 

loses his AC bonus, as well as his fast movement and flurry of blows abilities. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 
AC Bonus (Ex): At 1st level, a vanishing hand gains the monk’s AC bonus ability. This ability replaces no trace.  

Unarmed Strike (Ex): At 1st level, a vanishing hand gains the monk’s unarmed strike ability and deals unarmed damage as indicated on Table: Vanishing Hand.  

Ki Pool (Su): This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that starting at 6th level, a vanishing hand can use 1 point from her ki pool to make 
a ki strike. This ki strike allows her unarmed attacks to be treated as magic weapons for the purpose of overcoming damage reduction for a number of rounds equal to 

her Charisma modifier. At 12th level, whenever she makes a ki strike, her unarmed attacks are also treated as lawful weapons for the purpose of overcoming damage 

reduction. At 18th level, whenever she makes a ki strike, her unarmed attacks are also treated as adamantine weapons for the purpose of overcoming damage 
reduction and bypassing hardness.  

Flurry of Blows (Ex): Starting at 4th level, a vanishing hand gains the monk’s flurry of blows ability. She can use flurry of blows for 1 round by using 1 point from 

her ki pool as a free action. For the purpose of this ability, her monk level is equal to her vanishing hand level –3, as indicated on Table: Vanishing Hand. This ability 
replaces sneak attack 2d6, 4d6, 6d6, 8d6, and 10d6.    

Ninja Trick (Ex): This is exactly like the ninja ability of the same name, except that at 4th level and whenever a vanishing fist could select a ninja trick thereafter, 

she can select one of the following monk abilities at the indicated level instead.  
 

4th-level Monk Abilities  

evasion,  

maneuver training  

slow fall  
still mind  

 

8th-level Monk Abilities 

high jump (1 ki point)  

purity of body  

wholeness of body (2 ki points) 
 

12th-level Monk Abilities  

diamond body  
improved evasion  

abundant step (2 ki points) 

 

16th-level Monk Abilities 

diamond soul 

quivering palm 
 

20th-level Monk Abilities 

timeless body 
tongue of the sun and moon 

 

 

Table: Vanishing Hand  
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Unarmed AC 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Flurry of Blows  Damage Bonus 
1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Poison use, sneak attack +1d6, —  1d4 +0 
     unarmed strike  
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Ki pool, ninja trick —  1d4 +0 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3  —  1d4 +0 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Flurry of blows, ninja trick, –1/–1  1d6 +1 
     uncanny dodge  
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Sneak attack +2d6 +0/+0  1d6 +1 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Light steps, ki pool (magic), ninja trick +1/+1  1d6 +1 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5  +2/+2  1d6 +1 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Improved uncanny dodge, ninja trick +3/+3  1d8 +2 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Sneak attack +3d6 +4/+4/–1  1d8 +2 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Master tricks, ninja trick +5/+5/0  1d8 +2 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7  +6/+6/+1/+1  1d8 +2 
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +8 Ki pool (lawful), ninja trick +7/+7/+2/+2 1d10 +3 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Sneak attack +4d6 +8/+8/+3/+3 1d10 +3 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Ninja trick +9/+9/+4/+4/–1 1d10 +3 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9  +10/+10/+5/+5/+0 1d10 +3 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Ninja trick +11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d6 +4 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Sneak attack +5d6 +12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d6 +4 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +11 Ki pool (adamantine), ninja trick +13/+13/+8/+8/+3  2d6 +4 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +11  +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1  2d6 +4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Hidden master, ninja trick +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d8 +5 
 



1st  +0  +0  +2  +2  Flurry of blows, poison use, –2/–2  1d4 +0 
     sneak attack +1d6, unarmed strike  
2nd  +1  +0  +3 +3 Ki pool, ninja trick –1/–1  1d4 +0 
3rd  +2  +1  +3 +3  +0/+0  1d4 +0 
4th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Ninja trick, uncanny dodge +1/+1  1d6 +1 
5th  +3  +1  +4 +4 Sneak attack +2d6 +1/+1  1d6 +1 
6th  +4  +2  +5 +5 Light steps, ki pool (magic), ninja trick +2/+2  1d6 +1 
7th  +5  +2  +5 +5  +3/+3  1d6 +1 
8th  +6/+1  +2  +6 +6 Improved uncanny dodge, ninja trick +4/+4/–1  1d8 +2 
9th  +6/+1  +3  +6 +6 Sneak attack +3d6 +4/+4/–1  1d8 +2 
10th  +7/+2  +3  +7 +7 Master tricks, ninja trick +5/+5/+0  1d8 +2 
11th  +8/+3  +3  +7 +7  +6/+6/+1/+1  1d8 +2 
12th  +9/+4 +4  +8 +8 Ki pool (lawful), ninja trick +7/+7/+2/+2 1d10 +3 
13th  +9/+4  +4  +8 +8 Sneak attack +4d6 +7/+7/+2/+2 1d10 +3 
14th  +10/+5  +4  +9 +9 Ninja trick +8/+8/+3/+3 1d10 +3 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +5  +9 +9  +9/+9/+4/+4/–1 1d10 +3 
16th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10 +10 Ninja trick +10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d6 +4 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +5  +10  +10 Sneak attack +5d6 +10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d6 +4 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +6  +11  +11 Ki pool (adamantine), ninja trick +11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d6 +4 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +6  +11  +11  +12/+12/+7/+7/+2/+2/–1  2d6 +4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +6  +12  +12 Hidden master, ninja trick +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3/–2  2d8 +5 
 
  



VELOCITY MASTER (Bardess) 
The monk’s search for self–perfection takes many forms. For some, this implies a desire to become living embodiments of speed, like lightning on the battlefield, 
striking at enemies before they can react or see the attack coming. These individuals sacrifice physical strength and endurance and renounce their oath of self–discipline 

to tap into arcane magic and enhance their mobility with all existing means. It is these who become velocity masters. 

Primary Class: Monk.  

Secondary Class: Magus.  

Alignment: Any. 

Hit Dice: d8.  
Bonus Skills and Ranks: The velocity master selects three magus skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills, one of which must be 

Spellcraft (Int). The velocity master gains a number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The velocity master is proficient with all simple and martial weapons, plus the kama, nunchaku, sai, shuriken, siangham, and 
temple sword. A velocity master is also proficient with light armor. She can use spell-related ki powers while wearing light armor without incurring the normal arcane 

spell failure chance. When wearing medium armor, light armor, armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a velocity master loses his AC bonus, as 

well as his fast movement and flurry of blows abilities. Like any other arcane spellcaster, a velocity master wearing medium armor, heavy armor, or using a shield 
incurs a chance of arcane spell failure if the spell-related ki power in question has a somatic component. A multiclass velocity master still incurs the normal arcane spell 

failure chance for arcane spells received from other classes. 

Arcane Ki Pool (Su): At 1st level, a the velocity master gains a reservoir of mystical arcane energy that he can draw upon to fuel his ki powers, enhance his weapon 
or unarmed attacks, and use spell-like abilities. This arcane ki pool has a number of points equal to 1/2 his velocity master level (minimum 1) + his Wisdom modifier.  

By spending 1 point from his ki pool, a velocity master can do one of the following:  

 Make one additional attack at his highest attack bonus when making a flurry of blows attack, or  
 Increase his speed by 20 feet for 1 round, or  

 Give himself a +4 dodge bonus to AC for 1 round.  

Each of these powers is activated as a swift action.  

At 1st level, a velocity master can expend 1 point from his arcane ki pool as a swift action to grant his unarmed strikes or any weapon he is holding a 

+1 enhancement bonus for 1 minute. For every four levels beyond 1st, the weapon gains another +1 enhancement bonus, to a maximum of +5 at 17th level. These 

bonuses can be added to the weapon, stacking with existing weapon enhancement to a maximum of +5. Multiple uses of this ability do not stack with themselves. 
At 5th level, these bonuses can be used to add any of the following weapon properties: dancing, flaming, flaming burst, frost, icy burst, keen, shock, shocking 

burst, speed, or vorpal. 

Adding these properties consumes an amount of bonus equal to the property’s base price modifier. These properties are added to any the weapon already has, but 
duplicates do not stack. If the weapon is not magical, at least a +1 enhancement bonus must be added before any other properties can be added. These bonuses and 

properties are decided when the arcane pool point is spent and cannot be changed until the next time the velocity master uses this ability. These bonuses do not function 

if the weapon is wielded by anyone other than the velocity master. 
A velocity master can only enhance one weapon in this way at one time. If he uses this ability again, the first use immediately ends. The arcane ki pool is replenished 

each morning after 8 hours of rest or meditation; these hours do not need to be consecutive. This ability modifies ki pool.  

This ability replaces stunning fist and ki pool. 
Arcane Ki Powers: At the indicated levels, a velocity master chooses an arcane ki power. Arcane ki powers are abilities that draw on the power of a velocity 

master’s arcane ki, enhancing his mobility and physical prowess. At 16th level or higher, a velocity master may select the following new ability as a ki power.  

High Speed Attack (Su): A velocity master can grab and drag an opponent with himself at high speed, disorienting and dazing him or her. When the velocity master 
successfully uses the grapple maneuver on an opponent, he can attempt to move himself and the opponent at full speed in his next turn. The target takes 2 point of 

damage per velocity master level and is rendered unconscious for 1 round per velocity master level by the stress of the sprint unless it makes a Fortitude saving throw 

(DC 10 + 1/2 the monk's level + the monk's Wis modifier). If the save is successful, the target’s merely stunned for the same time. 

Arcane ki powers are divided into five categories: feats, magus abilities, magus arcana, monk abilities, and spells.  

Feats: These arcane ki powers duplicate the effects of specific feats. A velocity master does not need to qualify for a feat to select it as an arcane ki power. For 

example, a velocity master can select Spring Attack as an arcane ki power even if she doesn’t meet the prerequisites for selecting Spring Attack as a feat. Activating one 
of these arcane ki powers is a free action on the velocity master’s turn; until the start of her next turn, the velocity master is treated as if she had that feat. Some of these 

arcane ki powers that duplicate feats may also be activated as an immediate action; these powers are noted in the arcane ki powers list.  

Magus Abilities: This category contains one arcane ki power: arcane movement. The ability works using the velocity master’s level as his magus level.  
Magus Arcana: These arcane ki powers duplicate the effects of some magus arcana. If an arcana has a prerequisite, the velocity master doesn’t need to meet it, but he 

must be of the required level to choose a specific arcana as an arcane ki power. The abilities work using the velocity master’s level as his magus level.  

Monk Abilities: Some arcane ki powers are standard monk abilities. Even if a velocity master selects a different ki power in place of a standard monk ability, she can 
select that monk ability later as one of her arcane ki powers.   

Spells: These arcane ki powers duplicate the effects of a spell, and are spell-like abilities. A velocity master’s class level is the caster level for these spell-like 
abilities, and she uses Wisdom to determine her concentration check bonus.  

Requirements: All arcane ki powers have a minimum velocity master level requirement to select them. A velocity master who does not meet this requirement cannot 

select that arcane ki power.  
Activation: Most arcane ki powers require the velocity master to spend arcane ki points; the exact amount is listed after the arcane ki power. Arcane ki powers that 

cost 0 arcane ki do not require the velocity master to have any arcane ki points in her arcane ki pool to use the ability.  

 
1st Level  

Arcane accuracy (magus arcana, 1 ki point) 

Deny Death (feat, 0 ki points)  
Expeditious retreat (spell, 1 ki point)  

Ki Stand (feat, 0 ki points)  

Lightning finish (monk of the seven winds archetype ability, 0 ki points) 
Redirection (flowing monk archetype ability, 0 ki points) 

Stunning fist (standard monk ability, level 1, 0 ki points)  

Windy escape (spell, 1 ki point) 

 

4th Level  

Acrobatic Steps (feat, 1 ki point)  
Bladed dash (spell, 2 ki points)  

Cat’s grace (spell, 2 ki points) 

Disorienting Maneuver (feat, 2 ki points)  
Effortless armor (spell, 2 ki points) 

Feather step (spell, self only, 1 ki point)  

Flowing dodge (flowing monk archetype ability, 0 ki points) 
Ki arrow (spell, 1 ki point) 



Maneuver training (standard monk ability, level 3, 0 ki points)  

Quick Draw (feat, 1 ki point)  
Slow fall (standard monk ability, level 4, 0 ki points)  

Still mind (standard monk ability, level 3, 0 ki points)  

True strike (spell, self only, 1 ki point) 

 

6th Level  

Arcane movement (spell dancer magus archetype ability, 1 ki point)  
Disengaging Feint (feat, 3 ki points)  

High jump (standard monk ability, level 5, 1 ki point) 

Landing Roll (feat, 3 ki points)  
Purity of body (standard monk ability, level 5, 2 ki points) 

Sidestep (feat, 1 ki point)  

Snatch Arrows (feat, 1 ki point)  
Spring Attack (feat, 1 ki point) 

 

8th Level  
Blink (spell, 3 ki points) 

Burst of speed (spell, 3 ki points)  

Channel vigor (spell, 3 ki points)  
Elusive target (flowing monk archetype ability, 2 ki points)  

Gliding Steps (1 ki point)  

Haste (spell, self only, 3 ki points)  

Quick Reposition (feat, 4 ki points)  

Spider Step (feat, 1 ki point)  

Whirlwind Attack (feat, 2 ki points) 
Wholeness of body (standard monk ability, level 7, 2 ki points) 

 

 

10th Level  

Accurate strike (magus arcana, 2 ki points) 
Greater Bull Rush (feat, 2 ki points)  

Hasted assault (magus arcana, 2 ki points)  

Leaping Shot (feat, 5 ki points)  
Lunge (feat, 1 ki point)  

Prescient defense (magus arcana, 2 ki points)  

Shadow step (spell, 1 ki point)  
Step Up and Strike (feat, 2 ki points)  

Wind Stance (feat, 2 ki points) 

 

12th Level  

Abundant step (standard monk ability, level 12, 2 ki points) 

Cartwheel Dodge (feat, 2 ki points)  
Diamond body (standard monk ability, level 11, 0 ki points)  

Greater arcane redoubt (magus arcana, 3 ki points)  

Ki Throw (feat, 2 ki points)  
Shadow walk (spell, 3 ki points) 

 

14th Level  
Cloud Step (3 ki points)  

Dimensional Agility (1 ki point)  

Greater bladed dash (spell, 5 ki points)  
Improved Ki Throw (2 ki points)  

Slow time (monk of the four winds archetype ability, 6 ki points) 

 

16th Level  

Borrowed time (spell), 6 ki points  

Dimensional Assault (2 ki points)  
High speed attack (new, 2 ki points)  

Lightning Stance (3 ki points)  

Quivering palm (standard monk ability, level 15, 0 ki points)  
Volley spell (flowing monk ability, ki points cost variable) 

 

18th Level  
Dimensional Dervish (3 ki points)  

Dimensional Maneuvers (4 ki points)  

Dimensional Savant (4 ki points)  
Empty body (standard monk ability, level 19, 3 ki points) 

Timeless body (standard monk ability, level 17, 0 ki points)  

Tongue of the sun and the moon (standard monk ability, level 17, 0 ki points)  
 

The saving throw against a velocity master’s ki power, if any, is equal to 10 + 1/2 the velocity master’s level + the velocity master’s Wisdom bonus. This ability 

replaces all bonus feats, still mind, slow fall, maneuver training, high jump, purity of body, abundant step, quivering palm, timeless body, and tongue of the sun and the 
moon.  

Mystic Knowledge Pool (Su): At 7th level, when a velocity master replenishes his arcane ki pool spells, he can decide to expend 1 or more arcane ki points, up to 

his Wisdom bonus. He can choose any combination of arcane ki powers up to that cost, and treat them as if they were on his list of possessed arcane ki powers for that 
day. He loses these temporary arcane ki powers the next time he replenishes his arcane ki pool. This replaces wholeness of body.  

Unstoppable Body (Su): At 11th level, a velocity master gains immunity to slowing effects of all kinds. This replaces diamond body.  



Unconquerable Body (Su): At 15th level, all effects from any source that enhance a velocity master’s movement stack. This replaces diamond soul.  

Greater Arcane Ki Pool (Su): At 19th level, the velocity master’s arcane ki pool is now equal to his velocity master level + his Wisdom modifier. This ability 
replaces empty body.  

Time Warp (Su): At 20th level, the velocity master achieves the quintessence of movement. He gains a +2 bonus on Dexterity and can always move up to his speed 

in a round as an immediate in addition to any other movement. In addition, the velocity master can cast time stop as a spell–like ability, spending all his remaining 

arcane ki points (minimum 10 points). 

 

 
 

SWAPS 

Bonus feat (1) = Ki power 
Stunning fist = Arcane ki pool (+1) 

Bonus feat (2) = Ki power 

Still mind (3) = Ki power  
Ki pool (magic) (4) = Arcane ki pool (+2) 

Slow fall (4) = Ki power 

Maneuver training (4) = Ki power 
High jump (5) = Ki power 

Purity of Body (5) = Ki power 

Bonus feat (6) = Ki power 
Ki pool (cold iron/silver) (7) = Arcane ki pool ( +3) 

Wholeness of body (7) = Mystic knowledge pool 

Bonus feat (10) = Ki power 

Ki pool (lawful) (10) = Arcane ki pool (+4) 

Diamond body (11) = Unstoppable body 

Abundant step (12) = Ki power 
Bonus feat (14) = Ki power 

Quivering palm (15) = Ki power 
Ki pool (adamantine) (16) = Arcane ki pool (+5) 

Timeless body (17) = Ki power 

Tongue of the sun and the moon (17) = Ki power 
Bonus feat (18) = Ki power 

Empty body = Greater arcane ki pool 

Perfect self = Speed mastery 
 

 

Table: Velocity Master 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Unarm  AC  Fast 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special  Flurry of Blows  Dmg* Bns Move 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Arcane ki pool (+1), flurry of blows, –1/–1  1d6   +0  +0 ft. 
     ki power, unarmed strike 
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Evasion, ki power +0/+0  1d6   +0  +0 ft. 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, ki power  +1/+1  1d6   +0 +10 ft. 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Ki power +2/+2  1d8   +1 +10 ft. 
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Arcane ki pool (+2) +3/+3  1d8   +1 +10 ft. 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Ki power +4/+4/–1  1d8   +1 +20 ft. 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Ki power, mystic knowledge pool +5/+5/+0  1d8   +1 +20 ft.  
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Ki power +6/+6/+1/+1 1d10   +2 +20 ft. 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Arcane ki pool (+3),  +7/+7/+2/+2 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
     improved evasion 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Ki power +8/+8/+3/+3 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Ki power, unstoppable body +9/+9/+4/+4/–1 1d10   +2 +30 ft. 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Ki power +10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d6   +3 +40 ft. 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Arcane ki pool (+4) +11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d6   +3 +40 ft. 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Ki power +12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d6   +3 +40 ft. 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9  Ki power, unconquerable body +13/+13/+8/+8/+3/+3  2d6   +3 +50 ft. 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +10  Ki power +14/+14/+9/+9/+4/+4/–1  2d8   +4 +50 ft. 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Arcane ki pool (+5) +15/+15/+10/+10/+5/+5/+0  2d8   +4 +50 ft. 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Ki power +16/+16/+11/+11/+6/+6/+1  2d8   +4 +60 ft. 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11  Greater arcane ki pool, ki power +17/+17/+12/+12/+7/+7/+2  2d8   +4 +60 ft. 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Time warp +18/+18/+13/+13/+8/+8/+3 2d10   +5 +60 ft. 
 

  



WUXIA PRIEST (MrShine) 
The wuxia priest is the ultimate unarmed warrior in service to his deity, honing his very body and soul into an instrument of the greater power he champions. Through 
his unwavering devotion, a wuxia priest can bolster his abilities by call upon the divine power of his god, or to more easily carryout the desires of his deity. 

Primary: Monk. 

Secondary: Cleric. 

Alignment: Any lawful. 

Hit Dice: d8. 

Bonus Skills and Ranks: The wuxia priest selects three cleric skills to add to his class skills in addition to the normal monk class skills. The wuxia priest gains a 
number of ranks at each level equal to 4 + Int modifier. 

Weapon and Armor Proficiency: The wuxia priest is proficient with the brass knuckles*, cestus*, club, crossbow (light or heavy), dagger, handaxe, javelin, kama, 

nunchaku, quarterstaff, sai, shortspear, short sword, shuriken, siangham, sling, spear, temple sword*, and his deity’s favored weapon. A wuxia priest is proficient with 
light armor, but not with shields. When wearing medium or heavy armor, using a shield, or carrying a medium or heavy load, a wuxia priest loses his AC bonus, as well 

as his fast movement abilities. (*Advanced Player’s Guide) 

Aura (Su): A wuxia priest has a particularly powerful aura corresponding to his deity's alignment (see detect evil for details).  
Devotion Pool (Su): At 1st level, a wuxia priest gains a pool of devotion points, divine energy he can use to accomplish amazing feats. The number of points in a 

wuxia priest 's devotion pool is equal to 1/2 his wuxia priest level + his Wisdom modifier. As long as he has at least 1 point in his devotion pool, he can choose to make 

a mystic strike a number of times per day equal to his wuxia priest level, as a standard action.   
By making a successful unarmed attack (made at his highest attack bonus), the wuxia priest unleashes a concussive blast of force. He deals normal unarmed attack 

damage from the blow, but also deals an additional amount of force damage equal to 1d6 points of damage plus 1 point of force damage per wuxia priest level 

(maximum of +20). This mystic strike also causes the target to be pushed away from him in a straight line up to 5 feet per two wuxia priest levels. For every size 
category of the target above Medium, reduce the distance pushed by 5 feet (–5 feet for Large, –10 feet for Huge, –15 for Gargantuan, and –20 feet for Colossal) to a 

minimum of 0 feet. A successful Fortitude save negates the movement but not the damage.  

 At 4th level, his mystic strike allows his unarmed attacks to be treated as magic weapons for the purpose of overcoming damage reduction.  

 At 7th level, his unarmed attacks are also treated as cold iron and silver for the purpose of overcoming damage reduction. 

 At 10th level, his unarmed attacks are also treated as lawful weapons for the purpose of overcoming damage reduction. 

 At 16th level, his unarmed attacks are treated as adamantine weapons for the purpose of overcoming damage reduction and bypassing hardness. 
By spending 1 point from his devotion pool, a wuxia priest can do one of the following: 

 Make one additional mystic strike per round at his highest attack bonus, or 

 Give himself a +4 dodge bonus to AC for 1 round. 
 Double the threat range of his unarmed strikes or favored weapon for a number of rounds equal to his wuxia priest level. 

Each of these powers is activated as a swift action. 

The devotion pool is replenished each morning after 8 hours of rest or meditation; these hours do not need to be consecutive. A devotion pool counts as a ki pool for 
any feats or abilities with ki pool as a prerequisite. This ability replaces stunning fist and ki pool.  

Mystic Invocations: A wuxia priest casts divine spells drawn from all his deity’s domain spells. These spells can be cast without preparing them ahead of time. To 

cast a spell, the wuxia priest must have a Wisdom score equal to at least 10 + the spell level. The save DC for a saving throw against an arcane sneak's spell is 10 + the 
spell level + the wuxia priest's Wisdom modifier.  

A wuxia priest can cast only a certain number of mystic invocation spells of each spell level per day. At 1st level, he can only cast detect magic, guidance, or 

stabilize.  
At 4th level, the wuxia priest can cast his 1st–level domain spells and each subsequent level of spells every three levels thereafter, up to a maximum of 6th-level 

spells at 19th level.  

A wuxia priest of 1st level or higher can cast three cantrips per day. At 4th level, a wuxia priest gains one spell slot for each level of spells he can cast, from 1st on 

up. Each day, a wuxia priest can cast one domain spell in that slot. At 13th level, a wuxia priest can cast his 1st, 2nd, and 3rd level spells twice per day. A wuxia priest 

need not prepare is spells in advance. He can cast any spell from his list of domain spells at any time, assuming he has not yet used up his spell slot for that spell level. 

A wuxia priest has a caster level equal to his wuxia priest level and regains his daily allotment of spells by getting 8 hours of sleep and spending 1 hour in meditation. 
This ability replaces replaces flurry of blows, still mind, wholeness of body, and empty body. 

Bonus Feats: This is exactly like the monk ability of the same name, except that the wuxia priest can also select a metamagic feat or one of the following channeling 

feats as a bonus feat: Alignment Channel, channel Smite, Command Undead, Elemental Channel, Improved Channel, Selective Channeling, Turn Undead. He may also 
choose Combat Casting or Weapon Focus as a bonus feat. If he chooses the Weapon Focus feat, he ignores all prerequisites but must choose the favored weapon of his 

chosen deity. 

Insightful Strike (Ex): At 2nd level, whenever a wuxia priest is wearing light or no armor and not using a shield, he can add his Wisdom bonus (if any) to his attack 
rolls while making an unarmed strike, or while wielding a monk weapon or his deity’s favored weapon, instead of his Strength or Dexterity bonus. This ability and fast 

movement replaces the monk’s fast movement class feature.  
Fast Movement (Ex): At 3rd level, a wuxia priest’s land speed is faster than the norm for his race by +10 feet. This benefit applies only when he is wearing no 

armor, or light armor, and not carrying a heavy load. Apply this bonus before modifying the wuxia priest’s speed because of any load carried or armor worn. This bonus 

stacks with any other bonuses to the wuxia priest's land speed. This ability replaces the monk’s fast movement.  
Channeled Devotion (Su): At 5th level, a wuxia priest can use his devotion pool to increase his divine power and strength of will. By spending 1 point from his 

devotion pool, a wuxia priest can do one of the following.  

 Increase his base attack bonus to equal to his wuxia level for 1 minute.  
 Grant himself a +2 sacred (or profane) bonus against all mind-affecting spells and effects for 1 minute. At 10th level this bonus increases to +4.  

 Choose one domain granted by his deity. Once the choice is made it cannot be changed. The wuxia priest can gain one use of his first domain power.   

 Release a wave of channeled energy from his body in a 30-ft. burst. This energy can be used to cause or heal damage, depending on the type of energy channeled 
and the creatures targeted. This functions as the cleric’s channel energy ability, except that the amount of damage dealt or healed is equal to 2d6 points of damage 

plus 1d6 points of damage for every four wuxia priest levels beyond 5th (3d6 at 9th, 4d6 at 13th, and so on), up to a maximum of 5d6 at 17th level. This counts as 

the cleric’s channel energy ability for the purpose of qualifying for channeling feats. Spending the devotion point and using the ability is a standard action.  
This ability replaces purity of body and diamond body.  

Greater Channeled Devotion (Su): At 11th level, a wuxia priest can use his devotion pool to increase his prowess in battle. By spending 2 points from his devotion 

pool, a wuxia priest can do one of the following.  
 Make a flurry of blows as a monk equal to his wuxia priest level for 1 minute.  

 Gain one use of his second domain power for a number of rounds equal to 1/2 his wuxia priest level.  

 Gain a +2 bonus to confirm critical hits with his unarmed strikes or favored weapon for 1minute. This increases to +4 at 17th level.  
This ability replaces abundant step and diamond soul.  

Perfect Devotion (Su): At 20th level, a wuxia priest becomes one with the power of his deity. He can use the domain powers from his chosen domain (see 

Channeled Devotion) without spending points from his devotion pool, and uses then normally as a cleric equal to his wuxia priest level. He does not gain a domain spell 
slot for each spell level he can cast. In addition, he gains DR 10/chaotic (lawful neutral), DR 10/evil (lawful good), or DR 10/good (lawful evil). This ability replaces 

perfect self.  

 

Ex-Wuxia Priests 



A wuxia priest who becomes non-lawful, or grossly violates the conduct of his god can no longer use his devotion pool or any ability that uses devotion points. He 

cannot thereafter take levels in wuxia priest until he has atoned for his deeds (see atonement spell). 
 

Table: Wuxia Priest 
 Base  
Class Attack Fort Ref Will   Mystic  Unarmed    AC 
Level Bonus Save Save Save Special   Strike   Damage Bonus 
1st  +0  +2 +2  +2  Aura, devotion pool, mystic invocations (orisons),  1d6+1      1d6   +0 
     unarmed strike   
2nd  +1  +3 +3 +3  Bonus feat, evasion, insightful strike  1d6+2      1d6   +0 
3rd  +2  +3 +3 +3  Fast movement, maneuver training  1d6+3      1d6   +0 
4th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Devotion pool (magic), mystic invocations (1st), slow fall 20 ft.  1d6+4      1d8   +1 
      
5th  +3  +4 +4 +4  Channeled devotion, high jump  1d6+5      1d8   +1 
6th  +4  +5 +5 +5  Bonus feat, slow fall 30 ft.  1d6+6      1d8   +1 
7th  +5  +5 +5 +5  Devotion pool (cold iron and silver), mystic invocations (2nd)  1d6+7      1d8    +1 
8th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Slow fall 40 ft.  1d6+8     1d10   +2 
9th  +6/+1  +6 +6 +6  Improved evasion  1d6+9     1d10   +2 
10th  +7/+2  +7 +7 +7  Bonus feat, devotion pool (lawful), mystic invocations (3rd) 1d6+10     1d10   +2 
     slow fall 50 ft. 
11th  +8/+3  +7 +7 +7  Greater channeled devotion 1d6+11     1d10   +2 
12th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Slow fall 60 ft. 1d6+12      2d6   +3 
13th  +9/+4  +8 +8 +8  Mystic invocations (4th) 1d6+13      2d6   +3 
14th  +10/+5  +9 +9 +9  Bonus feat, slow fall 70 ft. 1d6+14      2d6   +3 
15th  +11/+6/+1  +9 +9 +9  Quivering palm 1d6+15      2d6   +3 
16th  +12/+6/+2  +10 +10 +10  Devotion pool (adamantine), mystic invocations (5th) 1d6+16      2d8   +4 
     slow fall 80 ft. 
17th  +12/+7/+2  +10 +10 +10  Timeless body, tongue of the sun and the moon 1d6+17      2d8   +4 
18th  +13/+8/+3 +11 +11 +11  Bonus feat, slow fall 90 ft. 1d6+18      2d8   +4 
19th  +14/+9/+4 +11 +11 +11  Mystic invocations (6th) 1d6+19      2d8   +4 
20th  +15/+10/+5  +12 +12 +12 Perfect devotion, slow fall any distance 1d6+20     2d10   +5 
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Advanced Player’s Guide)—the exception is if he chooses to adopt an archetype. Each alternate 

class feature presented in an archetype replaces a specific class feature from its parent class. For 

example, the flowing monk archetype’s redirection class feature replaces the Stunning Fist feature 

of the standard monk class. 

When an archetype includes multiple alternate class features, a character must take them all—

often blocking the character from ever gaining certain standard class features, but replacing them 

with other options. All other class features of the base class that aren’t mentioned among the 

alternate class features remain unchanged and are acquired normally when the character reaches the 

appropriate level, unless noted otherwise. A character who takes an alternate class feature does not 

count as having the class feature that was replaced for the purposes of meeting any requirements or 

prerequisites. 

A character can take more than one archetype and garner additional alternate class features, but 

none of the alternate class features can replace or alter the same class feature 
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The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of 

the Coast, Inc (“Wizards”). All Rights Reserved. 

1. Definitions: (a) “Contributors” means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have 

contributed Open Game Content; (b) “Derivative Material” means copyrighted material including 

derivative works and translations (including into other computer languages), potation, modification, 

correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation, abridgment or other form in 

which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) “Distribute” means to reproduce, 
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Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does 

not constitute a challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product 

Identity used in Open Game Content shall retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product 
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 portions of the work that you are distributing are Open Game Content.  

9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this 

License. You may use any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any 

Open Game Content originally distributed under any version of this License. 

10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the 
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11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using 
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12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this 
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